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ABSTRACT
Powder diffraction has experienced a revival of interest in recent 
years and attracts increasing attention. The present X-ray powder 
diffraction stucfy includes investigations into techniques for 
improving resolution, accuracy and reliability of data collection for 
powder indexing and structural work. Powder data were collected using 
both a Guinier-Hagg camera and a Stoe focussing powder diffractometer 
(SEADl P). All test materials studied were organic, and were single 
phases rather than mixtures.
The diffractometer data were found to be more accurate than the 
Guinier-Hagg caiæra data. In general the STADl P results from low- 
symmetry materials showed capillary sanples to give better angular 
resolution and positional accuracy than flat samples. With triclinic 
hexamethylbenzene there are also indications that resolution tends to 
improve as the size of the crystallites becomes smaller.
The reported low-teirperature phase transiticn of hexamethylboizene at 
around 115.5 K, interpretations of which have differed for over 50 
years, has been re-investigated using high-resolution X-ray powder 
diffraction. The crystal structures have been determined at 120 K and 
80 K (i.e. just above and below the transition), with the aid of 
Rietveld method refinements from STADl P profile data. The low- 
temperature phase 111 structure was previously unknown and no X-ray 
crystal structure work had been reported at these tenperatures.
The 120 K structure is that of the triclinic phase 11, the phase stable 
at room tenperature. The 80 K structure was confirmed to be trigonal 
(described here cn hexagoial axes). Both low-temperature structures 
are reported, with hydrogen atoms included in the refinement. A 
mechanism has been prcposed for the phase 11-111 transition.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 POWDER.INDEXING
1.1.1 INTRODUCTION
X-ray powder diffraction is a powerful technique that is widely 
used for the identification and either qualitative or quantitative 
analysis of polycrystalline samples. However, this study will be 
confined to its use for the determination of lattice and structural 
information, for which (except for the possible presence of an 
internal standard) the sample must be a single solid phase.
Ideally the crystallites should be present as fine, randomly 
oriented particles to be diffracted by the X-ray beam. The X-rays 
that will form the powder pattern are then scattered by the electrons 
of the atoms in the sample without change in wavelength. A diffracted 
beam is produced when certain geometrical conditions are satisfied, 
which can be expressed by Bragg's Law (Appendix A).
The resulting diffraction pattern of the crystallites comprises 
both the positions and intensities of the diffraction effects and is a 
characteristic physical property of the substance. Analysis of the 
positions of the diffracted beams (powder indexing) leads to the 
knowledge of the size and shape of the unit cell. By measuring and 
analysing the intensities (structural studies) one can obtain the 
positions and the behaviour (thermal vibration) of the individual 
atoms in the cell.
1.1.2 WHAT IS POWDER INDEXING
Powder indexing involves assigning each powder diffraction line 
its correct killer indices hkl. This implies knowledge of the unit
13
cell dimensions. Thus ab initio powder indexing is equivalent to 
determination of the cell constants for the solid phase forming the 
powder sample. Indexing requires that the correct choice of crystal 
system has been made. The shape and size of the unit cell must be 
deduced from the angular positions of the diffraction lines. Because 
of other complications (discussed in Sections 1.4 and 1.11.2) ab 
initio powder indexing is not straightforward in the general case.
1.2 WHY USB POWDER METHODS
Obtaining lattice and structural information from a one­
dimensional powder diffraction pattern is not as easy as doing so from 
the three-dimensional diffraction pattern given by a single crystal of 
the substance. However, powder diffraction investigation is 
interesting and challenging. Also the time and effort (Christensen, 
Lehmann & Nielsen, 1983) required to measure a powder pattern is 
likely to be no greater and usually less than the corresponding single 
crystal data collection.
Though precision of atomic positional parameters obtained from 
powder data is lower than for single crystal data (Will et al., 1987; 
Tran & Buleon, 1987) it is sometimes the only option. Thus many 
materials of great scientific, medical or industrial interest - for 
example, intermetallic phases in alloys (Hoff and Kitchingman, 1966) - 
.cannot be prepared in single crystal form. Also the single crystal 
form may differ from the polycrystalline form in respect of the 
properties of interest - for example, zeolite acting as a catalyst 
(Olson & Bisio, 1983). In Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis, concerning 
indexing and structural studies of hexamethylbenzene, the samples had 
to be studied in powder form because crystals tend to shatter due to 
the low-temperature transition. In all such cases we are obliged to
14
use powder diffraction methods.
1.3 HISTORICAL INTEREST
Probably the earliest paper on powder indexing is that of Runge 
(1917) and his insights are still important today. His ideas were 
used by Never (1923), but neglected for many years before being 
rediscovered by Ito (1949). De Wolff (1957, 1963) extended the 
Runge/Ito method and Visser (1969) refined it by a reduction procedure 
through computer programs. (The term ''reduction^ ** is used here to mean 
to bring out the lattice symmetry and select a unit cell which 
conforms to it). The continuing usefulness of these applications is a 
tribute to the strength of Runge;'s principle.
1.4 .ASSIGNING INDICES WHEN.THE.UNIT CELL DIMENSIONS ARE KNOWN
We shall begin by considering the relatively simple case where 
the lattice constants are already known, and shall omit consideration 
of the trivial case of a cubic material. In principle, if the cell 
dimensions are known, all the powder lines can be indexed by simply 
comparing the observed and theoretical values of 26. In practice, 
this procedure may be neither straightforward nor completely 
successful because of the presence of overlapping lines.
The procedure is much more likely to be rapid and reliable when 
applied to hexagonal and tetragonal systems than to orthorhombic, 
monoclinic or triclinic systems, because of the increasing complexity 
of the powder pattern as the symmetry is lowered.
1.4.1 DIFFICULTIES IN INDEXING
To clarify this discussion, an example taken from actual 
experimental measurements will be used as an illustration. Table 1.1 
presents indexing work based on raw data (i.e. with no zero correction
15
applied) from the Stoe X-ray powder diffractometer in the Clarendon 
Laboratory, Oxford. A method (to be described in Chapter 3, Section 
3.3) has been used to index the powder pattern (monoclinic) of maleic 
acid (cis form) and the unit cell calculated will be assumed for our 
present purposes to be correct.
In the indexing there was found to be dubious assignment of 
indices for lines 19 and 26. Thus it is uncertain whether line 19 
should be assigned the indices -10 3, or 0 4 1 or both, though the 
magnitude of the difference Del 26 between observed and calculated 
diffraction angles favours the latter choice. This observed line may 
well contain more than one peak because of line overlap (discussed in 
Section 1.11.2) and probably both sets of indices should be assigned 
to the same line representing contributions from different Bragg 
peaks.
An even greater degree of uncertainty attaches to line 26, after 
the 26 zero correction has been applied. These uncertainties are 
typical of the difficulties encountered when assigning indices to a 
pattern from a low-symmetry crystal system.
Although there are many lines in this pattern, it can be seen 
that there is little difficulty in indexing the low-angle lines, but 
that the number of ambiguous cases increases with the 26 angles, 
because of the greater frequency of superposition of peaks as they are 
packed closer. The degree of superposition of peaks is related to the 
resolution of observed lines in the pattern. (Section 1.11.2).
16
Table 1.1 Indexed pattern of. Maleic Acid (monoclinic) - cis form. C4H4O4
i 2G° calc 26° raw Del 26° . 
(calc-raw)
(I/Imax)
%
(hkl)
1 16.7217 16.7111 0.0106 13.6 -1 1 1
2 17.5297 17.5221 0.0076 100.0 0 2 0
3 ' 22.0619 22.0547 0.0072 16.2 -1 2 0
4 22.4622 22.4720 -0.0098 25.2 0 2 1
5 22.6465 22.5882 0.0603 9.2 -1 2 1
6 25.4578 25.4327 0.0251 2.4 -2 1 1
7 26.7637 26.7716 -0.0079 4.6 2 0 0
b  ^ 28.0808 28.1097 -0.0289 73.7 0 0 2
9 28.6823 28.7454 -0.0631 3.4 -2 0 2
10 29.6887 29.6994 -0.0107 6.6 1 3 0
11 ■ 30.1361 • 30.1515 -0.0154 1.9 -1 3 1
12 30.6685 30.6792 -0.0107 1.5 -1 2 2
13 32.1743 32.1825 -0.0082 9.4 -2 2 0
14 33.2960 33.3199 -0.0239 5.5 0 2 2
15 33.8133 33.8204 -0.0071 5.5 -2 2 2
16 35.9018 35.8960 0.0058 1.7 -2 3 1
17 36.2799 36.2578 0.0221 4.9 -3 0 1
16 37.9653 37.9794 -0.0141 9.9 -2 3 0
19 38.2828 38.3106 -0.0278 12.0 -1 0 3 \
19 38.2965 38.3106 -0.0141 12.0 0 4 1 /
20 39.3934 39.3965 -0.0051 6.8 -2 3 2
21 40.5626 40.5563 0.0063 10.7 -3 2 1
22 41.5814 41.5890 -0.0076 1.7 -3 2 2
23 48.8489 48.8279 0.0210 2 .3 -4 0 1
24 49.7265 49.7120 0.0145 1.4 -4 1 2
25 51.3716 51.3544 0.0172 1.2 -2 5 1
26 58.1791 58.1315 0.0476 1.2 1 3 3 \
26 58.0527 58.1315 -0.0788 1.2 0 0 4 /
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1.5 INDEXING POWDER PATTERNS AB INITIO USING RECIPROCAL LATTICE ZONES
Indexing an orthorhombic pattern requires knowledge of only three 
parameters and is much less complex than indexing in lower symmetry 
systems. Monoclinic patterns need four parameters, while triclinic 
patterns involve six parameters; the ab initio indexing of these 
patterns proves to be difficult. A number of researchers have tackled 
the problem using reciprocal lattice zones - central sections through 
the reciprocal lattice (Runge, 1917; Vand, 1948 ; Ito, 1949 & 1950; 
Zsoldos, 1958; de Wolff, 1957 & 1958; Vyrodov, 1962 & 1964; 
Viswanathan, 1968; Vand & Johnson, 1968; Visser, 1969).
Runge (1917) and Ito (1949 & 1950) tackled the problem without 
making any assumptions regarding the lattice symmetry (although Ito 
turns out to have assumed implicitly that certain types of line with 
simple indices are not missing from the lower angle region of the 
powder pattern, hence introducing a bias towards triclinic). Itq's 
method was essentially a rediscovery of Rungq's, but was much more 
widely promulgated, so that it tends to be associated more often with 
Ito/s name than Runge,*s.
Itq's method treats any powder pattern as general (triclinic), 
irrespective of the crystal symmetry, and tries to find six lines in 
the powder pattern capable of being grouped in fours and assigned 
indices like 100, 010, -110, 110. Each such group yields a central 
zone - [001] in the case of the four lines cited. By combining the 
three zones [100], [010] and [001], one obtains the corresponding unit 
cell, though in an arbitrary setting.
This may be visualised by considering that each line of a powder 
pattern represents the length of a vector from the origin of 
reciprocal space. Two low-angle lines are chosen as (hopefully)
18
representing first-order vectors, the angle between them is found by 
incorporating two other lines representing their cross terms, and 
hence those vectors combine to form a planar net (a zone). Three such 
vectors define the edges of a possible choice of (primitive) unit cell 
within the lattice. Any primitive unit cell can be used to generate 
the entire lattice, from which a more convenient choice of cell may be 
made. Once such a unit cell has been found it should be possible to 
index all the lines of the pattern.
The developments of this approach by other authors have been 
primarily to meet the problem that some of the required lines may be 
absent, or not easily identifiable.
1.6 tOWDER EQUATIONS
For powder indexing calculations, it is more efficient not to use 
the interplanar spacing, d, directly (Comm. Cryst. Data, 1959).
Rungq's principle (1917) makes use of the linear relations of a 
quadratic form Q, which is independent of the wavelength and directly 
related to the unit cell dimensions. The equation of this square of 
the reciprocal lattice vector is used in all computer-based indexing 
methods for X-ray powder patterns.
The interplanar spacing of planes (hkl) can be represented in 
reciprocal space by the vector (Azaroff & Buerger, 1958, but
called S by them):
^/‘^hkl - ^hkl
The vector d^^ is the vector sum of multiples of the 
reciprocal-cell edges:
^hkl = + kb* + Ic* (1.2)
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The scalar product of with itself is formed;
■i’ L l  = + k2b*2 + i2c*2
+ 2klb*c*cos ÛC* + 21bc*a*coE y»* + 2hka*b*cos '»'* (1.3)
From (1.1);
1/d^l = h2a*2 + k2b*2 + l^c*^
+ 2klb*c*cos (XL* + 21hc*a*cos + 2hka*b*cos TT * (1.4)
The quantity Q(hkl) is defined as:
Qhkl - l/°hkl " ^ sin^ (1.5)
Equation (1.5) is also Bragg's equation (de Wolff, 1963), and was 
used throughout the indexing work of this thesis. Hence by rewriting, 
for a triclinic lattice;
Qhki = h^a*2 + k%b*2 +
+ 2klb*c*cos (X* + 21hc*a*cos/9* + 2hka*b*cos (1.6)
where; hkl = the Miller indices,
d^2 == the direct interplanar spacing for the hkl powder 
line in the pattern, 
a*, b*, c*, 6K*, 2T* = the axial lengths and angles of
By putting;
the reciprocal cell, initially unknown.
9a =
Qb =
Qq =
Qjj = 2b*c*cos 
= 2c*a*cos 
Qp - 2a*b*cos Zf** 
where Q^_>p are the powder constants.
(1.7)
(1.6)
(1.9)
(1.10)
(1.11)
(1.12)
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hence the calculated can be conveniently written as;
Qhkl = + l^Qc + klQc + hkQj. (1.13)
Q values are customarily expressed in a Qli (Q-unit) scale by 
multiplying by 10^ (Shirley, I960);
= ^/^hkl * 10^ QU. (1.14)
Apart from computational efficiency because of the linear nature 
of (1.13), a further advantage of using from (1.14) rather than
is that the observational error in Q varies much less than that 
in d across the range of Q values used in indexing.
The indexing problem is to be solved by obtaining the six powder 
constants Q^ _>p» which are initially unknown, from the known set of 
Qfakl measured experimentally. Unfortunately, not only the are
unknown but also the Miller indices hkl. Hence, it is difficult to 
solve the equations by a direct algebraic approach, as we have more 
unknown variables to be determined than equations. Other solution 
methods are generally necessary, such as search procedures designed to 
reveal helpful numerical relationships among the observed Q values.
An account of the older methods of indexing, mainly manual and 
often graphical, that have been employed for each crystal system has 
been given by Azaroff & Buerger (1956) and Lipson & Steeple (1970). 
Klug & Alexander (1974) have also surveyed the general problems 
involved and give a useful discussion.
However, the computer is the natural tool to use. Procedures 
such as Itq's method form the basis of automatic indexing programs for 
powder patterns. Computer indexing is not always successful. The 
main reason for failure is the inadequacy of the input data (Visser,
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1969; Shirley, I960). So we are back to where we began, that is, 
quality of data collection, which is one of the subjects of this 
investigation.
1.7 INTEREST IN COMPUTER INDEXING
There have been numerous publications on computer-based powder 
indexing. Werner (1964) described programs for automatic or semi­
automatic indexing of powder patterns of monoclinic or higher 
symmetry. A program for indexing orthorhombic X-ray powder 
diffraction patterns using Lipsoq's method has been reported by Hoff & 
Kitchingman (1966). Vand & Johnson (1966) proposed an approach to 
solving the indexing problem by application of number theory 
(Diophantine equations). Automatic indexing programs suitable for 
triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic lattices have been devised by 
Visser (1969), Louer & Louer (1972), Shirley (1975), Kohlbeck & Horl 
(1976, 1976).
1.6 POWDER DATA QUALITY
In powder indexing work, one needs good quality data in order to 
have a good chance of obtaining correct solutions in a reasonable 
time. This point has been stressed by many authors; Ito (1950), de 
Wolff (1963), Visser (1969), Werner (1976), Berg & Werner (1977), 
Edmonds & Henslee (1979), Calvert et al. (1960), Mighell & Stalick 
(1960), Shirley (1960), Dragoo (1966), Jenkins (1966), Me Murdie et 
al. (1967), Wong-Ng & Hubbard (1967).
There is no one specific method that produces high-quality powder 
patterns - see, for example. Me Murdie et al. (1967) - but guidelines 
exist (JCPDS, 1967) to help in achieving this.
If the requirement for high quality data has been achieved, the
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possibility remains that total geometrical ambiguities may exist 
leading to two or more different lattices producing indistinguishable 
sets of d-spacings (Mighell & Santoro, 1975). However, this generally 
arises in the higher symmetry crystal systems, and as far as is known 
does not affect the general triclinic case.
Misrefinements (Mighell & Stalick, 1980) also may arise from the 
presence of partial geometrical ambiguities (derivative lattices), and 
need to be guarded against. They are less likely with high-quality 
data.
Achieving these data requirements depends on using equipment that 
is well chosen and correctly aligned, and providing properly prepared 
and characterised polycrystalline samples. In the present study, 
photographic (Chapter 3) and diffractometer (Chapters 4 and 5) methods 
were used to measure powder patterns which were then indexed and 
refined. A variety of experimental techniques have been employed.
As a check on the quality of data, 26 comparisons were made with 
JCPDS/NBS (organic phases, 1987) references, although in some cases 
the quality of the patterns obtained in this study clearly exceeded 
that of the reference patterns (it is planned to submit them as 
possible replacements).
The mean discrepancy in 26 (i.e. Del 26 = 126 calc - 26 obs|) for 
high-quality powder diffractometer data sets in the JCPDS Powder 
Diffraction File (PDF) database ranges from Ü.01 to 0.03° as an 
average angular error (JCPDS, 1987). The current proportion of PDF 
patterns (1987, Sets 1-36) that have achieved such a mean angular 
error of 0.01 to 0.03° (26) is about 7.2 % of the total materials that 
have been solved and indexed.
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1.9 ACCURACY OF POWDER DIFFRACTION DATA
In general, high-quality data depend on specimen preparation and 
on the measurement techniques. In the measurement of the 26 positions 
of powder lines we have systematic and random errors, the distinction 
between which is defined below. Since some degree of inaccuracy is 
unavoidable, it is desirable to use a statistical method for analysing 
the diffraction data to indicate when all the systematic errors have 
been removed within the precision limits of the measurements. This 
statistical method is applicable to both diffractometer and film data 
and will be dealt with in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
1.9.1 . RANDOM ERRORS
Precision is concerned with random errors. Random errors arise 
from small disturbances which cause the total error (Mack, 1966) to 
build up statistically, hence random errors cause a statistical 
scatter of positive and negative deviations about a central position. 
The set of such deviations is the distribution from which particular 
measurements are drawn. So precision concerns the reproducibility of 
measurement of a physical quantity.
1.9.2 SYSTEMATIC : ERRORS
Accuracy involves systematic errors as well as random errors. It 
is concerned with estimating the extent to which the measurement 
approaches the ''true,'* value. It is not as easy to characterise as 
precision because for systematic errors, unlike random errors, we do 
not have any statistical rule that permits us to converge on a 
limiting value. Thus there is no general statistical yardstick for 
assessing the accuracy of the observed data.
In order to correct for systematic errors, we need to know their 
functional form and have some means of assessing their magnitudes.
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This requires the use of some external information beyond the 
measurements themselves. For example, in principle it would be 
possible to correct for instrumental abberations by making independent 
measurements of the parameters involved, and so deriving the 
appropriate corrections. Sometimes one can use self-consistency 
between different measurements within the same data set - e.g. ^self- 
calibration/' (Shirley, lS>bO). The most general approach is that of 
calibration - using previously established standard values as 
reference points against which a correction function for our own 
measurements can be derived.
These difficulties could be the reason why even careful 
investigators (Parrish, I960) tend to overestimate the accuracy in 
their measurements, probably misled by their high precision. It 
sometimes arises that significant systematic errors in measurements 
have not been eliminated and so, though the precision may have been 
good, the accuracy is relatively poor (Cullity, 1SV6).
l.y.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In the present study (Chapters 2-6), procedures have been 
adopted to try to minimise random and systematic errors.
The estimated standard deviation (e.s.d.) values shown as +- 
about the mean should be consistent with the expected reproducibility 
of the measurements. Where lattice parameters are found to have 
excessively large e.s.d. values, this suggests that systematic errors 
were not properly taken into account, so that relatively large non- 
random deviations due to incompletely corrected systematic errors have 
been superimposed on the random deviations arising from the basic 
precision of the measurement techniques. Calculated standard
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deviations for lattice parameters, although formally concerned only 
with random errors, thus can contain contributions from both 
systematic and random errors. Only when systematic errors have been 
corrected so that their contributions are negligible, may statistical 
decisions based on the means and e.s.d.s strictly be made.
In such cases, the /'correct/' lattice parameter should lie close 
to the mean. If not, the /'correct/' value might lie outside any limits 
based on the standard deviation. Thus it is necessary to make valid 
corrections for systematic errors before standard deviations can be 
used as a measure of confidence in the lattice parameters.
1.10 COLLECTING X-KAT POWDER DIFFRACTION DATA
As a comparison, two types of high-resolution X-ray equipment 
have been used in this study for obtaining powder diffraction 
patterns. One is a Guinier-hagg camera, XDC-700, which uses only flat 
samples, the other a SToe Automated Powder DIffractomer (STADl P) 
which uses both flat samples and capillaries.
1.10.1 PHOTOGRAPHIC METHOD
The XDC-700, a focusing camera of the Guinier-Hagg type, permits 
the measurement of line positions (26) to a considerable accuracy, 
provided that the specimen is calibrated with an internal standard. 
Werner (19fa0) has reported that a Del 26 of approximately 0.01° can be 
obtained with this type of camera, and it thus represents one of the 
best available photographic techniques for high-resolution work. Its 
suitability for accurate work compared with that of a good modern 
diffractometer was assessed by studying the photographs of several 
organic test materials. The camera and its work will be discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 2.
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1.10.2 DIFFRACTOMETRIC METHOD
As a result of secondment to the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, in 
November 1966, the opportunity arose of using their new SToe Automated 
Powder DIffractomer (STADI P), with its associated integrated software 
package. With the diffractometer in good alignment and its position 
sensitive detector (PSD) correctly calibrated, it is claimed to be 
routinely possible to produce absolute peak position accuracies of 
+-0.01° (2©) (STADI P manual, 1967). This was assessed by using the 
same test materials as for the photographic method (see Chapters 3-6).
1.11 IMPROVEMENT IN DATA COLLECTION
1.11.1 PARTICLE SIZE
Particle size in actual powder samples can affect their X-ray 
diffraction patterns greatly (Zevin & Zavyaloya, 1974). However, it 
is not always possible to reduce the particle size enough to avoid 
granularity effects in the diffracted intensities, since many 
crystalline materials will not survive severe mechanical treatment.
It has been shown experimentally (Wilchinsky, 1951) that X-ray 
diffraction effects from crystalline powders can be modified by the 
powder coarseness and absorption inhomogeneities in the sample. 
Gonzalez (1967) demonstrated that not only the line shapes but also 
diffracted intensities are affected by the particle sizes.
1.11.2 RESOLUTION OF LINE POSITION
In general, different powder diffraction applications have 
different resolution requirements. For successful indexing, the 
diffraction lines should ideally be resolved, that is, sufficiently 
separated from their neighbouring lines as to be capable of being 
measured independently, and not overlapping. But, in practice, peaks 
are found to overlap because the three-dimensional diffraction data
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has been compressed into a single dimension by the use of a 
poly crystalline specimen. In the following chapters we shall see that 
the minimum resolution required should be a full width at half-maximum 
height (FWhM) not exceeding 0.20° 26.
Well-resolved lines are not easily obtained for lower-symmetry 
crystal systems (though this depends on the unit cell volume and the 
method used to record the diffraction pattern). However, lower 
symmetry systems can not be neglected - in the NBS Crystal Data File 
of 60,000 substances, 30,000 of these materials are in the three 
lowest symmetry crystal systems (highell & Stalick, 1980). With 
careful experimental technique (Jenkins et al., 1986), advances in 
X-ray equipment technology and in computational methods for powder 
indexing (Shirley, 1984), the problem can be tackled.
1.12 CRITERIA FOR.THE RELIABILITY OF.A POWDER PATTERN INDEXING
1.12.1 DE WOLFF FIGURE OF MERIT
De Wolff (1961, 1968, 1972) has proposed a method for checking 
the correctness of indexing, by means of a figure of merit from which 
one may estimate the reliability of a unit cell derived exclusively 
from a powder data set. The de Wolff figure of merit, M^Q, is defined 
by the equation:
^20 “ Q20 / Z’*'6 *N2o (1.15)
where Q2Q is the Q value for the 20th observed line, E is the mean 
discrepancy between observed and calculated Q for all 20 lines, and 
N20 is the number of different calculated Q values up to Q20*
M20 tends to decrease with symmetry. This causes M20 to reflect 
the greater reliability of proposed high-symmetry solutions than those 
of low-symmetry, for a given level of data quality. Thus a cubic
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indexing for a powder pattern will properly tend to be given a 
relatively high M20 to show that this simpler model is more likely to 
be correct, than would a triclinic indexing with lower M20' the 
same measurement accuracy.
If this figure of merit is generalised to take values at the Nth 
observed line, Mjg will tend to decrease as N increases (Werner, I960). 
^20 or depends on the accuracy of each observed line obtained and 
the correctness of the proposed unit cell. If both these requirements 
are satisfied, M20 will increase very markedly.
Though de Wolff (1966) has specified that M20 >= 10 for a correct 
solution, experience has shown that this is not sufficient and 
sometimes misleaaing. Values exceeding 20 or 30 are preferable, 
depending on the nature of the specimen and of the proposed solution. 
This is not an unreasonable requirement with modern high-resolution 
ciffraction equipment, even for low-symmetry materials. For example, 
in the present study, capillary specimens of triclinic 
hexamethylbenzene phase II (Chapter 4, Table 4.3) gave values of 
M1(N=20) > 50 with e.s.d. (2Ô) < 0.010° (Ml will be discussed in 
Section 1.12.2 - for our present purposes it can be treated as 
equivalent to M2q)* Much higher values can be obtained for high 
symmetry samples. For example, a flat sample of urea (Chapter 3,
Table 3.3), which belongs to the tetragonal system, gave 
M1(N = 20) = 102.626 with e.s.d. (26) = 0.011°.
The characteristic behaviour of M20 when a trial cell is refined 
is also informative regarding its correctness or otherwise. If the 
trial cell is a fair approximation to the correct cell, the modest 
initial value of M20 will be raised appreciably after the refinement 
of the unit cell parameters, but if the trial cell is a poor one M2Q
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will be little improved.
1.12.2 FIRST ORDER FIGDRE OF MERIT
The figure of merit that will generally be used in the present 
study is the first order figure of merit. Ml (Shirley, 1980) (usually 
for the first 20 observed lines), defined as follows:
Ml =
< € > Qcalcmax
(1.16)
< S > 2Ncalc.< £ > 
where :
< 6 > = mean target = ][€j / Ncalc (1.17)
target €j is defined as half the difference between the j-th 
and (j+l)th calculated lines which are the nearest ones on 
either side of the i-th observed reflection 
€j = (Qcalcj+i - Qcalcj) / 2 (1.18)
<— >
Qcalcj Qobs^
-26. —  >
Qcalcj+1
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Hence for a complete pattern:
6j = Qcalcmax / 2 
<G> = Qcalcmax / 2Ncalc (1.19)
<6> = mean discrepancy = ^i / Nobs (1.20)
discrepancy 6^  is defined as the modulus of the difference 
between the i-th observed line and the nearest calculated 
reflection (for example: 6^ = Qobs^ - Qcalcj, if Qcalcj were
nearer to Qobsi than Q c a l c (1.21) 
Nobs = number of observed lines. (1.22)
Ncalc = is the number of calculated lines including (1.23)
the first Qcalc that exceeds Qobsmax
If calculatec for the first 20 observed lines (Nobs = 20), then 
Ml is very nearly equivalent to the de Wolff figure of merit, M20, 
since Qcalcmax ~ Q20» and hence Ml ~ M2Q. Because by definition 
Qcalcmax will be a little greater than Qobs(N=2G), M1(N=20) will be 
numerically slightly less than M20 “ l.e. slightly more pessimistic.
1.12.3 OTHER FIGURES OF MERIT
Other figures of merit that have been proposed for estimating the 
reliability of powder pattern indexings include Fj^ (Smith & Snyder, 
1977); and those derived from information theory principles by Taupin 
( 1966).
<62G> Ncalc 
where :
N = Nobs, the number of observed lines,
<82G> = is the mean absolute discrepancy in 2G
Fjj concentrates on 2G differences and is thus valuable for
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assessing measurement accuracy, while M20 is still superior for 
evaluating the probability of correctness of proposed indexing 
solutions (Shirley, 1980; Erickson et al., 1985).
A further recent modification of the de Wolff figure of merit 
using average actual discrepancies has been proposed by Wu (1988), who 
claims that the figure of merit calculated from the revised formula 
can distinguish the correct indexing in situations where the original 
one cannot. Wq's modification was published too late to be 
investigated in the present study.
1.13 PROGRAMME OF WORK
In this thesis. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are mainly concerned with 
powder indexing work on known test materials, all of which are organic 
phases from various lower symmetry crystal systems. These materials 
were chosen because, containing only light atoms (carbon, nitrogen, 
oxygen and hydrogen) and having low-symmetry lattices, they will pose 
interesting and realistic crystallographic problems. One of the main 
aims of this study is to suggest ways to improve work using powder 
indexing on high-quality powder data from such materials. In Chapters 
5 and 5, the availability of powder indexing techniques will be 
assumed, and the investigation of quantitative powder-diffraction- 
based methods will move on to include the determination and refinement 
of crystal and molecular structure.
The Rietveld (1967, 1969) method will be used in determinations 
of known (triclinic) and unknown (trigonal) structures of organic 
materials from X-ray powder diffraction patterns. In this method, 
model parameters are adjusted in a least-squares refinement procedure 
until the best fit is obtained between calculated and observed powder 
diffraction pattern intensity profiles, taken as a whole.
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CHAPTER 2
POWDER INDEXING STUDY USING A GUINIER-HAGG CAMERA
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter some procedures will be described that were 
evolved in the course of a study to improve the effectiveness of X-ray 
powder diffraction data collection for use in powder indexing work, 
based on photographic methods.
Calibrated diffraction patterns of some test materials of high 
and low symmetry were obtained at room temperature using an XDC-700 
Guinier-Hagg camera at the Chemistry Department, Surrey University.
The resulting photographic films were measured and the cell parameters 
calculated by data reduction procedures to be described below. These 
data served as a basis for a study of correction methods and index 
assignment procedures, with the assistance of a number of computer 
programs as described in Appendix 2. The refinement of unit cell 
parameters by these methods is semi-automatic, since some manual 
intervention is required.
In powder indexing there are problems such as the quality of the 
powder data needed to provide sufficient accuracy and resolution for 
the lattice constants to be found, and then for them to be refined and 
indices assigned correctly to the observed lines.
Three known test materials of organic compounds - urea, maleic 
acid, and uric acid (phase 1), all of Analar grade - were used in the 
study.
Each material was calibrated with a known phase as internal 
standard in order to act as a control for systematic errors (Hubbard, 
1980; Hubbard, Swanson & hauer, 1975) especially in the lower-angle
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region o± the diffraction patterns. Silicon, Si, which is cubic, was 
the chosen internal standard and is present as an additional phase 
other than the main phase in all the specimens.
2.2 lEST . liAlERlALS
2.2.1 UREA
Urea, C0(Nh2)2 selected as the first test material in the 
study. The sample consisted of colourless and elongated crystal laths 
of 1-1.5 mm in length. It belongs to the tetragonal crystal system 
(hark & Weissenberg, 1923; Swanson, Gilfrich & Cook, 1957; hchurdie et 
al., 1986 - JCPDS, 1987), and hence is relatively easy to analyse for 
powder indexing. This is so because in general, as symmetry increases 
from triclinic to cubic, the number of lines in powder patterns
decreases, and hence the number of accidental correspondences
available between observed and calculated d-spacings decreases too. 
Consequently, few serious problems such as overlapping lines are 
expected to occur. This allowed more attention to be paid initially 
to the procedures for data collection and data reduction, and to the 
method of unit-cell refinement.
2.2.2 MALEIC ACID
Maleic Acid, C^ h^ O^  ^belongs to the monoclinic crystal system 
(Yardley, 1927; Lonsdale, 1939; Wang, 1973 - JCPDS, 1987). The 
molecules are in the cis configuration (Shahat, 1952). It is white, 
soft, and flaky, and can be transformed by heating into its trans 
isomer, fumaric acid.
2.2.3 URIC ACID (PHASE I)
Uric acid, Q a l s o  monoclinic (Ringertz, 1966). It can be 
crystallized to an orthorhombic hydrated form (Ringertz, 1965). In
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this investigation only monoclinic uric acid (MBS, 1979 - JCPDS, 1987) 
of phase I, was used, the phase stable at room temperature. It is 
colourless in appearance.
2.3 CD IN 1ER CAMERAS
Guinier powder patterns are noted for their high degree of line 
resolution. This is mainly because of the use of a focusing 
monochromator which, if properly set up, should eliminate the K alpha2 
component of the characteristic radiation. The resolving power of the 
Guinier camera is better than that of the Debye-Scherrer camera 
through a range of at least 0° to 60° of 20 (de Wolff, 1948).
There exists a wealth of literature on the application of 
Guinier-type focusing cameras (Westman & Magneli, 1937; Moller, 1962; 
hagg 6t Ersson, 1969; Brown, 1978; Edmonds & Henslee, 1979; Brown, 
Edmonds & Poris, 1981). Structure analysis from Guinier film data is 
even possible as demonstrated, for example, by Berg & Werner (1977) 
and Werner (1980).
2.3.1 FOCUSING DESIGN OF XDC-700 GUINIER-HAGG CAMERA 
The purpose of this camera is to give greater resolution without 
loss of intensity. The geometrical arrangement of source, sample 
powder and film is designed to cause the diffracted rays from a set of 
planes (hkl) to converge to a point on the film, hence this design is 
of a focusing type. Figure 2.1 describes schematically the 
geometrical principles utilized in the Guinier-Hagg focusing camera 
(cf. Operation Manual Guinier-Hagg Camera). Figure 2.2 shows a 
general view of the camera. It is furnished with a Johansson 
monochromator of the cylindrical, bent-crystal type, which, if 
correctly adjusted, should permit the isolation of Cu K alphal 
radiation.
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TX Line focus of X -ray tube.
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F
Axis of X -ray  tube■
Centre (axis of rotation) of monochromator crystal .
Radius of monochromator focussing circle .
Centre of film cylinder in holder .
Centre of powder specimen.
Focus line.
A&S Examples of diffraction lines in the case of "addition” 
and "subtraction ” respectively .
2 6 Angle of deviation at the monochromator = angle
between reflected beam CF and primary beam X C .
Figure 2.1 Diagram showing the principle of the Guinier method
(Reproduced from G u in ie r - H a g g  camera manual )
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Primary beam shutter Circular film holder  
Sample holder 
Micrometer screw 
Sample holder sledge 
Monochromator housing 
Safety  switch a c tu a to r
Camera bracket
Motor for sample rotation
Light shutter
Figure 2.2 General view of the
Guinier - Hagg camera, X D C -700 .
(Reproduced from Guinier-Hagg camera manual)
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2.4 EXPERlhEMTAL
2.4.1 ROUTIRE USE OE THE CAMERA
A fast exposure of about 1 second will produce a reference line 
(26 = U°) on the film, using a reduced primary beam intensity at 10 kV 
and 5 mA. For best results, the reference line obtained should be a 
distinct and narrow line. The best exposure duration to obtain a 
powder diffraction pattern was determined by trial and error, so as to 
obtain, as many clear, resolved lines as possible, especially in the 
lower-angle region, with narrow line width and a good clear-cut 
reference line.
The cylindrical film holder has a nominal diameter of 100 mm. It 
is evacuated during exposure so as to reduce scattering from the air 
in the path of the primary beam and further serves as a safety 
measure, preventing the lid from being removed in error during an 
exposure.
The sample holder was always rotated. The wavelength used 
throughout the experiments was Cu K alphal = 1.5403981 Â. The 
generator power set for the X-ray exposure was 36 kV and 26 mA.
2.4.2 SAMPLE PREPARATIOM
The procedure was standardized as follows. The sample holder and 
scraper were cleaned and dried. The test material and a small amount 
of silicon powder as internal standard were placed in the mortar.
They were first well mixed with the scraper. Using the pestle, the 
mixture was then ground lightly until sufficiently fine.
An adhesive tape (Scotch 3M) was attached to cover the hollow 
base of holes (diameter 6mm) of the circular metal discs of the sample 
holder. The tape was then cut by following the groove with a sharp
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edge so that the separated portion of tape lay within the circular 
area as shown in Figure 2.3.
A small amount of the mixture was dusted lightly over the exposed 
tape, making a very thin layer distributed as smoothly as possible on 
the adhesive part of the tape in the hole of the disc. The disc was 
then put into the rotating sample-holder. Each of the test materials 
was examined and treated separately. Table 2.1 describes the five
specimens that were 
Table 2.1 Different
prepared using Si 
specimens used in
as internal standard, 
the experiment.
with silicon as internal standard
Specimens Labelling of X-ray exp Emulsion Data
internal standard (hr) coated on
(main phase) (additional phase) film
a) Urea Si(l) 9.0 single-sided 1
b) Urea Si(2) 4.8 double-sided 11
c) Maleic Acid Si(l) 6.5 single-sided 1
d) Maleic Acid Si(2) 24.0 double-sided 11
e) brie acid Si 7.1 double-sided —
(phase 1)
where:
Si(l) = first trial experiment using Si as internal standard 
Si(2) = second trial experiment also using Si as internal standard on 
a different specimen
2.4.3 PhOTOGRAPhlC FILM
Two types of film were used, with single-coated and double-coated 
emulsion respectively. The single-sided film was Reflex 15, CEAVER 
KEM AB (Sweden) and the double-sided was Kodak MS-597. The film used 
in each experiment was cut into a strip of about 15 * 175 mm. The 
single-sided film was placed so as to have the emulsion side (in the 
dark room it can be seen as a whitish layer) facing the incident 
direction of the X-ray beam. The use of single-sided film can
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metal disc
powder specimengroove
hollow cellotape
lb )(a)
(before mounting) ( a f t e r  mounting )
Figure2.3 Sample-holder (view from underneath)
No:0 designate close beam shutter
Primary beam shutter
No:1 designate open beam shutter
Beginning of film containing 
reference line , 2  6 = 0°
Circular film holder 
Film ( ^ 1 5 x  175 mm ) 
Screws
Hole for the notch 
Metal strip —
—  Black rubber strip ( inner protection
—  Black rubber strip ( outer cover ) 
Black -  paper frame 
Notch ( to close up the film )
w
Figure 2.4 Loaded Film - holder .
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sometimes help to avoid double and lateral images (Thomas, 194b) 
forming on the films. Figure 2.4 shows a film-holder loaded with 
film.
If the diffraction lines on the film are too thick and have a 
dark background, probably either there was have too much specimen in 
the sample-holder, or too long an exposure, or the ratio of test 
materials to the internal standard is not in the correct proportion. 
These features are undesirable because they lead to reduced resolution 
and more overlapping of the lines in the pattern.
Measurements of the diffraction lines on each film-strip were 
made using a vernier-scale reader as shown in Figure 2.5. The scale 
and cursor were wiped, clean and dry, as any speck of dirt may cause 
bias in the human eye, tending one to make the same reading several 
times in succession. The line positions were measured at least 3 
times so as to minimize reading error and also to check the 
reproducibility of each measurement. Consequently, the raw data used 
in the unit cell refinement is the average of at least three 
independent measurements of each line position, made on the same film.
Direct linear measurements were converted to diffraction angles 
26 in ° (abbreviated from now on as 26), representing the angular 
positions of the diffraction lines (described in Section 2.5). 26 was
used throughout the investigation, as it is a very sensitive function 
with respect to errors. Statistical calculations such as e.s.d. (26) 
were calculated, for example, for the experimental data sets of this 
study and for literature data sets (were this was not already reported 
by the authors).
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Figure 2.5 Measurement of diffraction lines on film  
using vernier scale instrument. 
a) main scale
b) vernier scale with film
«
Intensities o± the diffraction lines on the film were obtained 
visually, as they were required only for reference purposes. In any 
case, sometimes visual measurement of powder diffraction intensities 
can be superior to measurement with an instrument such as a 
microphotometer (Ekstein & Siegel, 1949; Hess, 1951).
2.5 CALCULATION
2.5.1 DIRECT AND ANGULAR MEASUREMENT
The relation of the diffraction angle 26 to the measured arc 
length, Xj‘, from Figure 2.6:
(2.1)
360 2TTr 
Since
2TTrad = 360° (2.2)
Therefore,
26 = (l.b/Tf ) x.‘ (2.3)
where:
6 = Bragg angle, °
26 = diffraction angle, °
x;* = measured arc length = observed length of line pattern 
on the film
r = D/2 = 50 mm = radius of the Guinier-Hagg camera, mm 
D = 100 mm = diameter of the camera, mm
The term in parentheses in (2.3) is a constant, depending on the 
radius of the camera which is nominally 50 mm. The conversion of 
direct to angular measurement of the data was aided by using program 
C0RR2THK described in Appendix 2.
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Figure 2.6 Relation of r  , x' and 2 6 in the
G u in ie r -H a g g  Camera.
x' = arc subtending 2 6 at P
= radius of film cylinder = 50 mmr
P
0 
2 6
centre of powder specimen  
{ th e  specimen assumed to be a plane  
tan g en t ia l  to the film cylinder )
centre of film cylinder
1 8 x '
0
2 4 = 0 '
Figure 2.7 Measurement of line positions on film ,
AB = photographic film
= re fe rence  l in e ,  2 6 = 0 *  (n o m in a l)
0
measured line from a d if frac tion  p a t te r n1
*1 "  *0
d is tance  from a d i f f r a c t e d  line to the 
re fe re n c e  line
arc length on the cy lindrica l f i lm  holder
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Measurements of line positions on film are as shown in 
Figure 2.7;
x.‘ = xi - XQ (2.4)
where:
Xq = reference line position, mm (equivalent to 26 = 0°), 
with respect to the measurement origin
x^  = measured line position with respect to the measurement 
origin, mm
s;‘ = XjL *- x q = observed line position with respect to x q , mm
For a well-adjusted camera, the largest deviations from the 
expected values ideally should be less than the minimum reading 
resolution of the vernier scale of the film measurer: 0.05 mm (i.e. 
0.0285° 26).
2.5.2 CORFECTFD 26
The raw observed 26 are corrected (again using program C0RR2THK) 
by introducing a zero correction, Z, obtained from the internal 
calibration of Si lines. Z was taken as the mean of the calculated 
values from those Si lines which seemed most reliable in the main 
phase sample. The 26 values for all Si lines in the five specimens 
are shown in Figure 2.8 and in Table 2.2, and the lines used to 
determine Z indicated. Literature values of 26 for Si as an internal 
standard (abbreviated as 26 calc, lit) are assumed for our present 
purposes to be known exactly. The literature data are for a 
temperature of 298 K (Morris et al. (MBS SRM 640}, 1976 - JCPDS,
1987).
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Figure 2.8 Calibration curve for silicon as internal standard in specimens
6> = included in calibration .
= omitted from calibration .
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Figure 2.8 Calibration curve for silicon as internal standard
(Continue) Specim ens .
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(1) In urea specimens:
(a) (b)
NBS, 1976 Si(1) - for Data Set I Si(2) - for Data Set II
i 20° lit 20° raw Del 20,° 20° raw Del 20,°
(lit-raw) (lit-raw)
1 28.4427 26.3901 0.0526 26.4665 -0.023b
2 47.3032 47.2499 0.0533 47.3263 -0.0231
3 56.1231 56.0446 0.0763 56.1404 -0.0173
4 69.1309 69.0606 0.0703 - —
5 76.3772 76.1652 [0.2120] 76.4421 [-0.0649]
6 68.0319 67.6622 [0.1497] 66.1209 [-0.0690]
(2) In maleic acid specimens:
(c) (d)
NBS, 1976 Sid) - for Data Set 1 Si(2) - for Data Set II
i 20° lit 20° raw Del 20° 20° raw Del 20°
(lit-raw) (lit-raw)
1 26.4427 26.3423 0.1004 26.3709 0.0716
2 47.3032 47.1639 0.1393 47.2690 0.0342
3 56.1231 55.9675 0.1357 56.0446 0.0764
4 69.1309 69.5093 [-0.3764] 69.0414 [0.0695]
5 76.3772 76.193b [0.1634] 76.2693 [0.0679]
6 66.0319 67.7007 [0.3312] 67.9395 [0.0924]
(3) In uric acid (phase I) specimen:
(e)
NBS, 1976 Experiment
i 20° lit 20° raw Del 20°
(lit-raw)
1 26.4427 26.3710 [0.0717] (thick & close to a uric acid line)
2 47.3032 47.2595 [0.0437] (thick line)
3 56.1231 56.0066 0.1166
4 69.1309 69.0510 0.0799
5 76.3772 76.2703 0.1069
6 66.0319 67.6631 [0*1666] (thick line)
[ ] - these Si lines (in square parentheses) were not included in the
calculation of zero correction, Z, for the reasons shown or because 
the lines were judged either not reliable or lay in a 20 range in 
which there were no observed lines.
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The next step is to refine the 26 further by incorporating a
calibration constant, K, and zero correction, Zj*. K and Z^* are
obtained using the LSCALIB program (described in Appendix 2) on the 
diffraction pattern which has already been partially corrected earlier 
by applying the value Z.
The equations for the corrections are:
26 obs, corr = (26 obs, uncorr * K) + (2.5)
where: 26 obs, corr = observed and corrected 26°
26 obs, uncorr = observed and uncorrected 26°
K = calibration constant
Z^' = zero correction, in deg
The figure of merit hi (Shirley, 1975), approximately equivalent 
to h2Q (he Wolff, 1956) - see Section 1.12.2, was calculated by the 
program CRTSPAK, while the refinement of the values Z and Z^‘ was 
carried out by the program 3PM. both programs are described in 
Appendix 2.
Film shrinkage is assumed to be uniform along the film. However, 
it should be noted that this is an approximation - in practice film 
shrinkage is usually non-uniform to some extent, and has been found to 
occur more at the ends of the film (Parrish, 1960). This is probably 
associated with the drying process. Also in the experiment the 
measurements have not been corrected for refraction.
2.5.3 ROUNDIMG ERRORS
A guard digit was used to reduce the effects of rounding errors 
in processing the data. A guard digit is defined as an additional 
(non-significant) digit retained in the data for this purpose. This
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is recommended as good practice because rounding may otherwise 
propagate so as to affect the accuracy of the resulting cell 
parameters and cell volume, lo achieve this, the data need to retain 
sufficient decimal figures throughout the calculations, especially for 
the higher-angle lines (Werner, 1976),
Thus, throughout the internal calculations, from the linear 
measurements of the vernier scale until the refinement of the unit­
cell structure of each sample, all the available decimal figures were 
included to ensure the presence of sufficient guard digits to avoid 
the propagation of rounding errors. As a result, the maximum 
available information about the cell dimensions is retained. Only at 
the final stage after refinement, the results or readings are rounded 
to 4 or 5 decimal figures as approriate.
It should be noted that, in order to locate the distribution 
properly, the final digit reported for the mean values will 
intentionally lie within the range of the calculated e.s.d. Thus the 
significance of each of the reported mean values should always be 
considered in conjunction with its associated e.s.d., in the customary 
way.
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Table 2.3 Indexed powder pattern for Urea Data Set II
i 26° calc 26° obs, corr Del 26° 
(obs-calc)
h k 1 v^isi
1 1fa.fa5fa1 16.6352 -0.0229 0 0 1 w
2 22.2366 22.2033 -0.0353 1 1 0 vvs
3 24.6147 24.6077 -0.0069 O i l vs
4 29.3154 29.3116 -0.0036 1 1 1 vs
5 31.6541 31.6205 -0.0336 0 2 0 s
6 35.5075 35.5230 0:0154 2 1 0 vs
7 37.1029 37.1163 0.0134 2 0 1 s
fa 3fa.252fa 36.2516 -0.0009 0 0 2 ms
9 40.5040 40.5131 0.0091 12 1 ms
10 41.5744 41.5722 -0.0022 1 0 2 s
11 44.6916 44.7016 0.0100 1 1 2 m
12 45.3751 45.4076 0.0327 2 2 0 ms
13 49.5500 49.5467 -0.0013 2 2 1 B
14 51.0915 51.1135 0.0219 3 1 0 vvw
15 52.2953 52.3519 0.0566 k 0 3 1 vw
16 53.1764 53.2030 0.0246 2 1 2 w
17 54.9424 54.9300 -0.0124 1 3 1 s
Ifa 60.6072 60.7766 -0.0264 2 2 2 vw
19 61.3340 61.3321 -0.0019 0 1 3 ms
20 70.6745 70.6730 -0:0015 12 3 ms
21 61.6642 61.6645 0.0003 1 3 3 vw
22 66.1719 66.1395 -0:0324 1 1 4 vvw
 ^- highest Del 2© value
^visual “ intensity of peaks estimated visually:
visual intensity measurements for the diffraction patterns were given 
the following abbreviations: vvs = very, very strong; vs = very 
strong; s = strong; ms = medium strong; m = medium; mw = medium weak; 
w = weak; vw = very weak; vvw = very, very weak. This provides a 10- 
point scale, if one includes /'absent/' as the lowest point.
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Table 2.4 Indexing Results for Urea
Data Set I 
(single-sided 
emulsion film)
Data Set II 
(double-sided 
emulsion film)
Swanson (1957)k 
(NBS)
McMurdie (1966) 
(NBS SRM 912a) 
-(JCPDS, 196?
(p 0 w d e r) (single crystal)
(powder 
diff.)
Parameters 
a, Î. 5.6357(10) 5.6487(9) 5.645 5.6516(4)
c, & 4.6943(13) 4.7019(7) 4.704 4.7066(6)
Vocale), 149.10(5) 150.03(4) 149.90 150.35
N 20 22 27 29
Nposs (20) 36 33 26 24
20/Nposs(20) 0.53 0.61 0.71 0.63
M1(N=20) 35.622 53.039 26.066 102.221
M^gdit)
MUN) 35.622 47.696 25.457
112
74.291
e.s.d. (26)°; 0.029 0.023 0.045 0.014
N=20)
e.s.d. (26)°; 0.029 0.023 0.043 0.014
(N)
Z° 0.07140 -0.02051
K 1.00071 0.99916 - -
z «° -0.03464 0.04037 - -
k - literature values are at 25° C
where ;
V(calc) = calculated volume; N = number of observed lines; Nposs (20)
= number of possible independent lines up to the 20th observed; Ml = 
first order figure of merit for N=20 or N; e.s.d. (2G) = estimated 
standard deviation of Del 26 for N=20 or N; MpgClit) = de Wolff figure 
of merit for N = 20 cited in literature; Z = zero correction after 
first refinement stage; K = calibration factor after second refinement 
stage; Z' = zero correction after second refinement stage.
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Table 2.5 Indexed PQwder_D.attenL for Maleic Acid Data Set I
i 26° cale 26° obs, corr Del 20° 
(obs-calc)
h k 1 ^Visual
1 16.7536 16.7239 -0.0300 -1 1 1 s
2 17.5327 17.5453 0.0126 0 2 0 vvs
3 22.0542 22.0537 -0.0005 -12 0 s
4 22.4243 22.4167 -0.0077 0 2 1 vs
5 22.6744 22.6746 0.0002 -1 2 1 ms
6 24.8423 24.6616 0.0195 1 1 1 w
7 26.7300 26.7531 0.0231 2 0 0 ms
6 28.7576 26.7494 -0.0062 -2 0 2 m
9 29.6851 29.6654 0.0003 1 3 0 s
10 30.1117 30.1152 0.0036 -2 1 2 m
11 30.6530 30.6405 -0.0124 -12 2 m
12 32.1475 32.1402 -0.0073 -2 2 0 vs
13 33.1656 33.2462 0.0626 k 0 2 2 ms
14 35.4937 35.4926 -0.0009 0 4 0 vw
15 36.2392 36.2376 -0.0013 1 0 2 m
16 36.6519 36.6294 -0.0225 2 1 1 w
17 37.3501 37.3457 -0.0044 1 1 2 w w
Ifa 37.9440 37.9360 —0.0060 -2 3 0 vs
19 36.2776 36.2619 0.0043 0 4 1 vs
20 39.4536 39.4260 -0.0256 -2 3 2 vs
21 40.5269 40.5169 -0.0099 1 2 2 vs
22 44.5122 44.5190 0.0066 -3 2 0 vw
23 44.9630 44.9297 -0.0533 -2 4 0 m
24 45.4097 45.4169 0.0072 1 3 2 vw
25 46.2628 46.2661 0.0032 0 2 3 mw
26 52.9299 52.9245 -0.0054 2 5 0 w
27 57.9143 57.9104 -0.0039 1 3 3 mw
if - Highest Del 2© value
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Table 2.6 Indexing results for Maleic Acid
Data Set I Data Set II Wang (1973)* Yardley (1925)*
(single-sided (double-sided (Guinier) 
emulsion film) emulsion film) (JCPDS, 1967)
p o w d e r (single crystal)
a, Â 7.457(2) 7.466(3) 7.474 7.49
b, & 10.109(2) 10.130(3) 10.11 10.14
c, Â 7.136(1) 7.155(4) 7.13 7.12
Beta, ° 116.65(3) 117.11(6) 117.03 117.1
Vocale), 460.9(2) 462.9(3) 479.91 461.39
N 27 25 26
Nposs (20) 54 57 60 -
20/Nposs(20) 0.37 0.35 0.33 -
M1(N=20) 19.392 20.237 23.902 -
M1(N) 14.451 16.755 6.992 -
e.s.d. (2G)°, 0.020 0.016 0.015 —
(N=20)
e.s.d. (2©)°, 0.020 0.016 0.021 _
(N)
Z° 0.12434 0.070 —
K 1.00024 1.0006 - -
Z‘° -0.01066 -0.01456 - -
* - Actual room temperatures were not stated in the literature work. 
For abbreviations used see Table 2.4.
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Table 2.7 Indexed.powder pattern for Uric Acid (phase I)
i 2©° calc 2©° obs, corr Del 2©° 
(obs-calc)
h k 1 V^iSU£
1 13.4865 13.4800 0.0014 2 0 0 vs
2 15.7275 15.7329 0.0054 -1 0 1 s
3 18.0362 18.0256 -0.0106 -2 1 0 vs
4 18.6119 16.6179 0.0060 0 1 1 ms
5 19.7601 19.7642 -0.0159 -1 1 1 w w
6 22.9996 23.0314 0.0316 * -2 1 1 vvs
7 23.9716 23.9771 0.0053 0 2 0 ms
6 24.7962 24.7795 -0.0166 -3 0 1 vw
9 27.1645 27.1562 -0.0062 4 0 0 8
10 27.9922 26.0160 0.0257 0 2 1 vvs
11 28.8450 26.6566 0.0136 1 2 1 w s
12 29.7573 29.7279 -0.0293 4 1 0 vw
13 31.1650 31.1600 -0.0050 0 1 2 ws
14 31.9607 31.9624 0.0017 1 1 2 s
15 34.1414 34.1316 -0.0096 5 0 0 w w
16 34.6753 34.6675 -0.0076 3 2 1 vs
17 36.5397 36.5296 -0.0101 4 2 0 vw
1b 37.0728 37.0455 -0.0273 -5 0 1 vvw
19 36.8901 36.9063 0.0162 -2 3 0 w
20 39.4705 39.4910 0.0205 4 2 1 vw
21 40.1826 40.1766 -0.0036 -2 2 1 vs
22 41.2514 41.2676 0.0164 6 0 0 ms
23 43.0918 43.0925 0.0007 -6 10 vvw
24 50.4213 50.4292 0.0079 0 2 3 vvw
25 50.9393 50.9259 -0.0135 7 0 1 w w
26 55.0133 55.0145 0:0013 3 2 3 vw
27 57.6370 57.6422 0.0052 -5 1 3 vw
28 59.6535 59.6477 -0.0056 -2 4 2 w
& _ Highest Del 2© value
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Table 2.6 Indexing Results for brie Acid (phase 1)
Experiment
(Guinier-hagg
camera)
MBS (1979)* 
(diffractometer) 
(SRh 913) 
-(JCPDS, 1967)
w
a, A
b, Â
c, Â 
Beta, ° 
V(calc),
13.121(3)
7.416(2)
6.214(3)
90.37(6)
604.8(3)
13.102(3)
7.416(2)
6.225(1)
90.37(3)
604.9
h
hposs (20) 
20/hposs(20)
hi(N=20) 
hi (h)
e.s.d.
(h=20)
(26)'
e.s.d. (26)°, 
(h)
Z°
K
Z'°
26
66
0.29
14.663 
11.546
0.017
0.015
0.05941
1.00036
-0.02199
36
66
0.29
21.992
12.754
0.012
0.014
* - temperature at 25° C
For abbreviations used see Table 2.4.
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2.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental procedures and techniques for processing and 
correcting the resulting data have been developed and improved as a 
result of trials on test specimens, which permitted the use of 
literature data as a check on the quality of the measured values. The 
results achieved so far indicate that for a relatively high-symmetry 
material (i.e. urea, K1(N=20) = 53.039 from Table 2.4), the corrected 
line positions obtained by these procedures are up to the high level 
of resolution and accuracy theoretically attainable by the Guinier- 
Hagg camera, however, for the more complex and overlapping patterns 
produced by specimens of monoclinic symmetry (or below), such as 
maleic and uric acids, the results reached a lower but still 
reasonable level of quality such as to give figures of merit hl(N=20) 
of about 2Ü.237 (Table 2.6) and 14.663 (Table 2.8) respectively.
Making repeated measurements of the line positions on the film 
and averaging the results (discussed in Section 2.4.3) helps to 
minimize random errors (Weyerer, 1960). Even so, some difficulties 
were encountered during the measurements due to the width of some of 
the strongest lines (prints of the films for the five specimens are 
shown in Figure 2.9). Errors are expected to be larger for these wide 
lines. The final results of the powder indexings for the three 
materials are shown in Tables 2.3, 2.5 and 2.7 (only the results for 
the best specimen is reported for urea and maleic acid).
The precision of the data measurement can be judged from the 
estimated standard deviation of the difference of observed and 
calculated 26, e.s.d. (26). The e.s.d. (26) and M1(N=20) for the five 
specimens are shown in Figure 2.10. The average e.s.d. (26) obtained 
for N = 20 for the five specimens is 0.021(5)°.
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As a check on the accuracy (as opposed to the precision) of these 
results, comparisons were made with published values for these 
materials from the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS), which are 
widely respected as representing some of the best available practice. 
Within experimental error, the Guinier-Hagg camera study for urea and 
uric acid (phase 1) can be seen from Tables 2.9 and 2.10 to compare 
well with those from NBS.
The 26 values here for urea are about half the precision of the 
NBS ones (e.s.d. 0.023 for Data Set 11, compared with 0.014° ) but are 
shown by this comparison to have only a small amount of uncorrected 
systematic error* Cell constant differences (Data Set II) from NBS 
for a and c (with e.s.d.) are -0.0031(10) and -0.0049(9) A (i.e. -3.1 
and -5.3 e.s.d. respectively). The e.s.d. of each difference has been 
taken to be the square root of the sum of observed and literature 
variances for that parameter. Contrary to expectation, clearly the
better of the two data sets was Set II, which was recorded on double­
sided film.
In the case of uric acid (I), the 26 values are slightly less 
precise than the NBS (e.s.d. = 0.017° compared with 0.012°). The cell 
constant (a, b, c and beta) differences are +0.019(4), +0.002(3),
-0.011(3) A; 0.00(7)° (i.e. +4.5, +0.7, -3.5 and 0.0 e.s.d.
respectively). These do not indicate any clear trend in uncorrected 
systematic errors, although there are two apparently significant 
positive and negative differences, for a and c respectively.
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Table 2.9 Comparison of experimental with literature results 
for urea
Data Set I Data Set II
(single-sided (double-sided 
emulsion film) emulsion film)
(Guinier-Hagg camera)
McMurdie, (1986) 
(NBS SRM 912a)
(powder 
(diffractometer)
e,5,d._ for:
(1) (2@)o,
(N=20)
(2) a, Â
(3) b, A
0.029
0.0010 * 
0.0013 *
0.023
0.0009 * 
0.0007 *
0.014
0.0004
0.0006
cell parameter differences from NBS (McMurdie, 1986), expressed in %. 
and in e.s.d.:
(Â) e.s.d. ê (A) e.s.d. ê
(i) a
(ii) c
- 0 . 0 1 6 1
-0.0125
-15.0
-8.7
-0.0031
-0.0049
-3.2
-5.3
Table 2.10 Comparison of experimental with literature results 
for uric acid (phase I)
Experiment
(Guinier-Hagg
camera)
NBS (1979)
(diffractometer) 
(SRM 913)
p 0 w d e r
di_i:or.;
(1) (2G)°, 0.017 0.012
(N=20)
(2) a, Â 0.003 «C 0.003
(3) b, 1 0.002 & 0.002
(4) 0, i 0.003 k 0.001
(5) beta, ° 0.06 k 0.03
cell parameter difference from NBS, as absolute differences and
(i) a
(ii) b
(iii) c
(iv) beta
§ - e.s.d. of differences calculated as described in Section 2.6
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s. d. *
(A,°) e. s. 1
+0.019 +4.5
+0.002 +0.7
-0.011 -3.5
0.000 0.0
least-squares
CHAPTER 3
POWDER INDEXING STUDl ON ORGANIC MATERIALS USING 
A HIGH-RESOLDTION POWDER DIFFRACTOMETER
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The powder indexing study of the test materials from the same 
source, described in Chapter 2, has been repeated using a high 
resolution Stoe powder diffractometer in the Clarendon Laboratory, 
Oxford. All the samples (including an additional triclinic material - 
hexamethylbenzene - mentioned in Section 3.2 below, and discussed 
fully in Chapter 4) were examined in the form of flat samples, but 
without the use of an internal standard since the detector system had 
previously been calibrated against silicon. The main purpose of the 
work described in this chapter is to explore methods of obtaining high 
quality data for indexing. Some techniques of calibration were also 
tested with the aid of computer programs, including the retrospective 
recalibration of a standard NBS pattern.
3.2 TEST MATERIALS
The powder indexing study using the Stoe diffractometer will 
cover four organic materials, that is, urea, maleic acid, uric acid 
(phase 1) and hexamethylbenzene, (abbreviated as HMB). Details of the 
experimental work and its results for the first three will be reported 
in this chapter.
HMB is an additional test material, detailed discussion of which, 
along with investigations of its structure, both above and below its 
low-temperature phase transition, will be deferred until Chapters 4, 5 
and 6. For a full account of indexing and calibration work on HMB, 
including experimental details, see Chapter 4, Section 4.5 and
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Table 4.1. Capillary specimens were used for some of the HMB work, 
described in Chapter 4, where the main discussion of HMB work with 
flat samples is also given. However, for completeness, some of the 
HMB flat-sample results are included in the final Section of this 
chapter (Section 3.8 and Table 3.11), for comparison with the other 
flat samples described here which used a similar experimental 
technique.
3.3 STOE AUTOMATED DIFFRACTOMETER FOR POWDER SYSTEM (STADI P)
3.3.1 , INTRODUCTION
The STADI P provides an advanced computer-controlled high- 
resolution Guinier-type diffractometer operating on a horizontal X-ray 
tube housing (Figure 3.1). It is able to provide both reflection and 
transmission geometries, but was used here only in transmission. The 
STADI P has separate independent circles driven by stepping motors.
The Stoe microprocessor interface is designed to run the 
diffractometer in conjunction with a MicroVAX computer system.
3.3.2 STOE POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTOR (PSD) SYSTEM
Throughout the work with the STADI P, its small linear position-
sensitive proportional counter (,'*Mini PSD*') was used (a wider-angle 
version was also available). The Mini PSD is claimed to have angular 
resolution equal to or better than that of scintillation counters.
The Stoe PSD is made up of a detector unit and a preamplifier. It 
measures a 26 range of 4° to 7° (STADI P Manual, 1987) simultaneously 
for a pre-determined time. The counter is then moved in succession 
automatically to the next position and the operation is repeated. By 
these means the range of 26 of interest can be covered. The measured 
data are stored in the PSD-interface and at the end of the data 
' collection are transferred to the associated MicroVAX computer.
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Figure 3.1 A general view of a typical STADI P system (on 
the right-hand of the X-ray tube), controlled by a 
microVAX computer, the terminal and plotter of 
which is seen to the right. A capillary sample 
holder is in use, as described in chapters 4-5. 
A mini-PSD was used in this study rather 
than the counter assembly illustrated .
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Figure 3.1 A general view of a typical STADI P system (on 
the right-hand of the X-ray tube),controlled by a 
microVAX computer, the terminal and plotter of 
which is seen to the right. A capillary sample 
holder is in use, as described in chapters 4-5. 
A mini-PSD was used in this study rather 
than the counter assembly il lustrated .
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The STADI P was aligned and its PSD calibrated several times with 
the assistance of Drs Glazer and hcCusker so as to minimize its 
instrumental error. The PSD was calibrated under software control 
such that it is moved in steps over the strong silicon 111 reflection 
and hence each increment along the PSD was calibrated individually.
The absolute positional accuracy claimed is about +-0.01° (26). The 
claimed angular resolution of the Mini PSD is Del 26 = 0.08°, which 
means that a doublet can be identified if the peak separation is 0.08° 
or greater (STADI P manual, 1987).
3.3.3 SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR THE STADI P
The software package provided by Stoe for the STADI P provides 
for diffractometer operation, data acquisition and data processing, 
controlled by interactive input from a console. The programs in the 
package are written in FORTRAN and run on the MicroVAX. A brief 
description follows of the five most relevant to this study:
i) POWDAT
This program assists the user to adjust the powder diffractometer 
and provides data collection procedures. It works with the Mini PSD. 
All collected data are automatically stored on disk, together with the 
parameters used. This file is accessible to the other data processing 
programs in the package.
ii) RAWDAT
RAWDAT handles the previously collected raw data generated by 
POWDAT. It can combine or BpJjt raw-data files, change the angular 
range, integrate peaks within selected 26 ranges, subtract background 
and print count rates on the console printer.
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iii) SMOOTH
The program SMOOTH allows a repetitive smoothing of raw data by 
using the Savitzky-Golay (Savitzky & Golay, 1964 and Proctor & 
Sherwood, 1980) algorithm. Smoothing is done by calculating least- 
squares polynomials through a given odd number of data points. In 
this case the value 5 was chosen. The number of repetitions and 
degree of polynomial chosen were 10 and 2 respectively. The original 
data points are replaced with these smoothed values and stored in a 
new file. The output from this program was used for plotting graphs 
of the diffraction pattern using the graphics program (GRAF IX). 
Smoothed data is useful with GRAFIX as it improves the appearance of 
plots by minimising the peak and background level rippling.
iv) PFAK
This is a peak-picking program based on the Morrey derivative 
program (Morrey, 1968). PFAK uses the raw file created from POWDAT. 
The settings for PFAK used in all the experiments in this thesis are:-
a) run peak picking with automatic background-correction;
b) selected peaks based on the given estimated peak half width, that 
is, 0.25° for well-crystallized samples;
c) reject peaks whose maxima are less than a stated multiple of the
background, which can be specified by the user or left at the
default value of 1.3 (the default value was taken to be 
satisfactory in this study).
d) apply the peak-search across a complete 26 range.
v) FIT
Decomposition of heavily overlapped groups of reflections was 
done by FIT. This program calculates a theoretical curve for the 
overlapping peaks based on the original peak data. It varies 
peak positions, intensities and FWHM,‘s to attempt to reach the
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best fit to the measured data. The output contains the raw 2©/s
(26 obs, uncorr), FWHM and peak intensity, I. (FWHh is the width
of a line profile at half-maximum intensity, measured above the 
background).
3.3.4 INSTRUMENTAL SETTING
The radiation used in the STADI was Cu K alpha 1 of wavelength 
1.54056 Â and the monochromator was of a curved Germanium type to 
which the Mini-PSD was fitted. The X-ray generator was set to a power 
of 40 kV and 30 mA. The sample in the sample holder was checked to 
ensure that it is bathed in the X-ray beam. In this experiment, flat 
samples were used with transmission 26/omega-scans (Figure 3.2). In 
the powder indexing work, only one 26 scan range was used. The total 
scan time includes both the total amount of time needed to complete 
the required scan and the time required for driving the circles and 
data transfer to the computer. The actual scan time reported in Table
3.1 is calculated by excluding that for driving the circles and data
transfer to the computer. The experimental details are listed in 
Table 3.1.
All three samples were at room temperature during data 
collection. By using a thermometer, the average ambient temperature 
was measured to be 21.0(5)° C.
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Figure 3.2 A view of the Stoe Transmission
Diffractometer, showing a rotating 
flat sample holder in the vertical 
position . On the left is the 
monochromator housing. The counter 
assembly on the right was replaced 
in this study by a linear mini - 
PSD. ( not shown here ).
S8
Table 3.1 Summary of STADI_P runs on^Iat samples of 
■Uresi.-Maleic Acidi Uric Acid .(phase I)
Urea Maleic Acid Uric Acid
2© range,° 5.0 to 80.24 15.00 to 81.88 10.00 to 82.90
omega range,° 2.5 to 40.12 7.50 to 40.94 5.00 to 41.45
actual X-ray 9.0 8.0 20.8
exposure, hrs
3.4 POWDER SPECIMENS
3.4.1 PREPARATION
A standard procedure was used, as follows. The sample was ground 
using a pestle and mortar. All the apparatus in the sample 
preparation and the surrounding working area were always kept clean 
and dry. The sample was put into the mortar by slowly tapping in from 
the chemical bottle and the sample then carefully ground. Tests were 
made using flat sample holders containing various amounts of specimen, 
with results discussed below.
3.4.2 SAMPLE HOLDERS - FLAT SAMPLE
At first a specially-made thin, circular acetate foil 
(transparent) was placed in the middle of a circular central sample 
holder and the powder specimen distributed uniformly on the foil with 
a spatula. When it is ready, the powder is covered with a second foil 
on top, and then a circular brass mask so that the powder is 
sandwiched between the foils. The brass mask has a central hole of 6 
mm diameter which helps to reduce unwanted background (STADI P manual, 
1967). The mask is held in position on the circular sample holder 
after a slight rotation and is fixed with two screws. The sample 
holder is about 50 mm diameter, while the brass mask and the foils are 
of about 20 mm diameter (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Flat sample filled with 
powder specimen .
Specimen1II5L
S! i t  1 
kdgel
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Figure 3.4 Simplified geometry of the Focusing 
Monochromator Assembly in 
Transmission . ( The range of counter 
positions was replaced by a PSD 
in this study).
(taken from STADI P m anual, 1987 ).
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isio effort was made to smooth the surface of the powder in the 
sample holder as this is not important. Indeed, smoothing is to be 
avoided as it is liable to enhance preferred orientation (Jenkins et 
al., 19&6). It was found that a considerable thickness of 1 - 2 mm of 
the sample needs to be prepared. Runs using the three samples with 
thicknesses of less than 1 mm showed either not enough peaks were 
obtained or the intensities were too weak. This probably is because 
all the test samples were organic and contain only light elements 
which do not diffract X-rays strongly.
The rotating sample holder was then mounted on the diffractometer 
and adjusted in such a way that the vertical axis of the 
diffractometer coincides with the plane of the powdered material 
(Figure 3.4).
3.5 ASSIGhMhhT OF INDICES
3.5.1 INTRODUCTION
The method described below for iteratively assigning indices is 
applicable both to this chapter and to Chapter 4. These general 
procedures were developed by trial and error using several approaches 
for indexing. Lists of observed 26 data were first determined using 
the program FIT, and are referred to as 26 obs, uncorr. The initial 
unit cells were obtained from the literature, except in the case of 
urea, for which the LODVF program was used.
3.5.2 FIRST REFINEMENT STAGE
The refinement was carried out semi-automatically by using the 
programs 3PM, LSCELL, CRTSPAK and LSCALIB (mentioned in Appendix 2) 
interactively. At this stage, lines with intensity, 1/Imax > 1.5 - 
2.0 (very weak intensity lines, less than -1.5 were omitted) were 
chosen to be indexed. A 26 zero correction, Z, was incorporated in
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the refinement. The value of Z was derived by trial and error with 
the aid of the 3PM program. Initially at least the first six 2© were 
indexed and the resulting unit cell refined. Later a few more 26 
peaks were added and the unit cell refined again. 26 peaks were added 
a few at a time so as not to block the refinement. In this process 
LSCELL was used to determine the unit cell, while CRTSPAK determined 
the indices, hkl.
The refinement was stopped at the stage of minimum value of mean 
difference of observed and calculated 26, Del 26.
3.5.3 SECOND REFINEMENT STAGE
After the first refinement stage, the very weak peaks (the 
background noise having been excluded as explained below) that were 
omitted earlier were added to the list of raw 26,'s. The Z value was 
recalculated and applied, to give a list of 26 obs, corr.
Next the 26 obs, corr were calibrated again. The calibration was 
by linear least squares fit of the difference between 26 observed and 
calculated, using the LSCALIB program. LSCALIB produced a linear 
calibration factor, K and new zero correction, Z‘ based on the 
calculated cell. The cell was recalculated and the parameters K and 
Z/ refined iteratively until the minimum value of Del 26 was obtained 
- using the same LSCALIB program as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 
2.5.2, with equation (2.5), i.e., :
26 obs, corr = (26 obs, uncorr * K) + Z,‘
In the earlier refinement, K was not used because the 26 values 
may become unstable and tend to move in the wrong direction, leading 
to a possibly incorrect unit cell.
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3.5.4 PRECAUÏIOlNS DURING THL REFINEMENT
During indexing, large values of Del 26 (difference of calculated 
and observed 26) for any lines were not permitted. Hence the indices 
were checked and the lines in question not included in the refinement 
until their indexings were confirmed. If this is not done, much time 
can be wasted on abortive refinement attempts.
Sometimes indexings of lines in the pattern behave as if they are 
linked in pairs. For example, if one line is wrongly indexed 
there will often be at least one other line ,'*b** in the same pattern, 
in fact correctly indexed, but showing a large Del 26, as a 
consequence of wrongly indexed line ,'"a^'.
Thus one should not automatically exclude ••indexings,'* with the 
largest Del 26 value on the assumption that they must be the cause of 
the problem, but rather consider also the possibility that they are 
the consequence of a wrongly indexed low-angle line. Several trials 
may be necessary to clarify this situation, which is not always 
handled properly by indexing and refinement programs.
3.5.5 REFINEMENT OF UREA
Raw 26 data from the FIT program were put in the LOUVP program 
(Appendix 2). The unit cell determined by LOUVP was used as the 
initial model cell. Next the unit cell was refined making use of the 
data reduction procedures described in Section 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. This 
type of refinement is referred as Method I.
Alternatively, by taking the same raw 26 data as in Method I, a 
literature cell (McMurdie et al., 1966) was used as the initial unit 
cell model and the resultant unit cell obtained was further refined as 
discussed in Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. This procedure is designated
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Method II. Hence the only difference between Methods I and II is the
initial input of unit cell, from ah initio indexing or from the
literature, respectively.
3.6 CRITERIA FOR THE INDEXING METHOD
3.6.1 ACCURACY OF 26
Each observed line should be assigned to a calculated line so as
to have small values of Del 26, (difference of observed and calculated 
26) throughout the pattern. The best calculated unit cell in the 
refinement was taken to have been obtained when the e.s.d. of the 
differences between observed and calculated 26 for the whole pattern 
was minimised.
3.6.2 FIGURE OF MERIT
Ml (Shirley, 1980) as discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.12.2 
calculated using CRTSPAK, was used to judge the unit cell obtained - 
it is equivalent to M20 (de Wolff, 1968) for N = 20. The minimum M20 
for acceptance was chosen to be at least 20. If the indexing solution 
is correct, the value of Ml (N=20) will tend to improve during the 
refinement.
If the indexing did not appear to achieve the criteria of 
Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2, the approach was suspended until the data 
and the indexing method had been checked again. If still 
unfavourable, a new set of data was measured for the material with the 
intention of obtaining a fresh and independent pattern, hopefully free 
from these problems.
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3.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.7.1 GENERAL
The resolution curves of the diffractometer for urea, maleic acid 
and uric acid (I) are shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. Their 
diffraction patterns are presented in Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10. The 
intensity. I, Imax and FWHM values were obtained from the FIT program. 
Values of (I/Imax)% in the indexed powder powder patterns for the 
samples reported in Tables 3.2, 3.6 and 3.8 are those calculated by 
the FIT program.
All the results were compared with the latest available work in 
the JCPDS (1987) powder diffraction file, either from powder or single 
crystal work. Room temperature for the literature patterns is at 
25° C, unless otherwise stated.
3.7.2 UREA (CH4N2O) - TETRAGONAL GRTSTAL STSTEM
1) RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT
The refinements using Methods I and II on the same raw 26 data 
but with different initial unit cells converge on what is effectively 
the same result. The resulting cell parameters are in very close 
agreement with each other (Table 3.3) confirming that the convergence 
of the refinement procedure used is stable.
In this experiment, the completeness of 26 for 20 lines 
N/Nposs = 0.6, while the NBS (1957) and McMurdie (1986) have more 
complete values of 0.7 and 0.8 respectively. However, the value 
M1(N=20) = 102.828 obtained here suggests that the quality of the data 
obtained is very good.
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Figure 3.5 Resolution curve of the Stoe Diffractometer 
for Urea at room temperature .
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Figure 3.6 Resolution curve of the 
Stoe Diffractometer 
for Maleic Acid 
at room temperature.
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Figure 3.7 Resolution curve of Stoe Diffractometer 
for Urid Acid ( Phase 1 ) at room 
temperature .
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Table 3.2 Indexed powder pattern for Urea
i 26° calc 26° obs, corr Del 26° 
(obs-calc)
h k 1 (I/Imax)
%
FWHM,26°
1 18.8501 18.8556 0.0055 0 0 1 2.5 0.1171
2 22.2534 22.2556 0.0022 1 1 0 100.0 0.1146
3 24.6151 24.6078 -0.0073 1 0 1 27.3 0.1270
4 29.3215 29.3093 -0.0122 1 1 1 29.8 0.1290
b 31.6755 31.6662 -0.0093 2 0 0 4.5 0.2020
6 35.5316 35.5384 0.0068 1 2 0 9.0 0.1903
7 37.1171 37.1045 -0.0126 2 0 1 11.5 0.1555
8 38.2359 38.2357 -0.0002 0 0 2 2.4 0.1528
y 40.5215 40.5229 0.0014 2 1 1 2.5 0.2061
10 41.5629 41.5806 0.0177 1 0 2 5.0 0.2054
11 44.6847 44.6791 -0.0056 1 1 2 2.1 0.1938
12 45.4065 45.4276 0.0211 2 2 0 1.5 0.2559
13 49.5759 49.5504 -0.0255 2 2 1 3.2 0.2135
14 51.1274 51.1375 0.0101 1 3 0 0.5 0.2134
13 52.3238 52.3180 -0.0058 0 3 1 0.7 0.3060
16 53.1828 53.1914 0.0086 2 1 2 0.9 0.2403
17 54.9733 54.9801 0.0068 1 3 1 2.9 0.2938
18 60.8209 60.8168 -0.0041 2 2 2 0.4 0.3178
19 68.3866 68.3855 -0.0011 2 0 3 0.5 0.1690
20 70.7517 70.7500 -0.0017 3 3 0 4.7 0.1171
21 78.3725 78.3062 -0.0663 * 4 2 1 0.4 0.1469
- highest Del 26 value
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Table 3*3 Indexing Results for Urea
Method I Method II Swanson (1957) McMurdie (19&f 
(LOUVP) (lit. model) (NBS) (NBS SRM 912c
-(JCPDS, 196?
(powder diff. ) (single crystal) (powder diff.
Parameters 
a, & 
c, i 
^^calc),
5.6449(5)
4.7036(7)
149.66(3)
5.6446(3)
4.7037(4)
149.66(2)
5.645
4.704
149.90
5.6516(4:
4.7066(6:
150.35
N 21 21 .27 29
Nposs (20) 34 34 26 24
20/Nposs(20) 0.59 0.59 0.71 0.63
M1(N=20) 102.351 102.628 26.067 97.444
M1(N) 66.505 69.200 25.457 102.221
M2o(Lit) - - - 112
e.s.d. (26)°, 
(N=20)
0.011 0.011 0.045 0.014
e.s.d. (26)°, 
(N)
0.018 0.018 0.045 0.014
Z° —0.006 -0.004 _
K 1.00 1.00 - -
Z,‘°
Z*'°
0.0
—0.006
0.0
-0.004
avg. FWHM, 26° 
(20)
0.20(6) 0.20(6) - -
avg.FWHM, 26° 
(N)
where :
0.19(6) 0.19(6)
V(calc) = calculated volume; N = number of observed lines; Nposs (20)
= number of independent possible lines up to the 20th observed; Ml = 
first order figure of merit for N=20 or N - Ml is equivalent to M20 
(de Wolff 1966) for N = 20; M2o(Lit) = de Wolff figure of merit given 
in literature; e.s.d. (26) = estimated standard deviation of Del 26 
for N=20 or N; Z = zero correction after first stage refinement; K = 
calibration factor; Z‘ = zero correction after second stage 
refinement; Z*',nett zero correction, Z*' = Z + Z', (this is only 
possible when K = 1 or Z = 0), avg. FWHM, 26 (20) = calculated 
average full-width at half-maximum height for the first 20 lines; avg. 
FWHM, 26 (N) = calculated average full-width at half-maximum height 
for N lines.
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Table 3.4 Comparison of experimental and literature results
for urea
Method I Method II
(LOUVP) (lit. model)
(powder diff.)
McMurdie (1966) 
(NBS SRM 912a)
(powder diff.)
Ot.St.d.»-for;
(1) (29)0
(N=20)
(2) a, I
(3) o, I
(4) V, &3
0.011
0.0005 t 
0.0007 * 
0.03 *
0.011
0.0003 t 
0.0004 t 
0.02 *
0.014
0.0004
0.0006
cell parameter differences from NBS (McMurdie, 1966), expressed as % 
and in e.s.d.:
(i) a
(ii) c
(iii) V
% e.s.d.
•0 .1 2  - 10 .6  
■0.06 -3.3 
■0.31 -11.1
%
- 0 .1 2
-0.06
-0.31
e.s.d. ê
-14.0
-4.3
- 13 .0
 ^ - e.s.d. after least-squares refinement with LSCELL 
ê - e.s.d.'s of differences calculated as described in Section 2.6.
Table 3.5 Effect of recalibration of NBS (1957) Urea data
using published data after recalibration
M1(N=20) 26.067 33.436
e.s.d. 29° 
(N=20)
0.045 0.036
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Assuming that the McMurdie (1986) MBS results are accurate - 
experimental results (Methods I and II) can be compared as a check on
systematic error. The experimental e.s.d. (26) values for M = 20 are
0.011°, while the MBS data give 0.014°. For cell parameters, the 
experimental results are both about 0.1% low compared with the MBS 
study - this may well be due to the lower room temperature of 21° C 
compared to 25° C (Table 3.4). The cell parameter e.s.d. are low - 
0.0003 to 0.0007 A depending on the parameter and method used - 
approximately the same as for the MBS data. In general, the results 
are satisfactory.
2) RBCALIBRATIOM OF LITERATURE DATA FOR UREA
The MBS (1957) data surprisingly appear to be susceptible to
improvement on re calibration. If given 26 scale and zero corrections 
of K = 0.99860, and 2^' = 0.06984° respectively, the figure of merit.
Ml improves from an original value of M1(M=20)= 28.067 to 
Ml (M=20) = 33.436 after recalibration and refinement (Table 3.5). The 
e.s.d. of 26 is reduced by nearly a third (0.045° to 0.036°), which is 
certainly significant.
The values of K and 2^‘ were calculated for the MBS (1957) pattern 
using the LSCALIB program for the first 20 lines of its observed 26 
data and following the iterative procedures described in Section 3.5. 
It is thus possible to recalibrate the list of 26 within a published 
pattern by varying the value of the calibration constant, K and the 
zero correction, 2^‘. This is just an example and is not necessarily 
claimed to be the best calibration for the data, but it does appear 
that the method can be useful for refining an already existing indexed 
pattern, particularly as it employs only a simple linear model and 
does not use up degrees of freedom by introducing any hew higher-order
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terms.
Hence it is worth considering the possibility that more reliable 
values of K and 2^* for previously reported patterns can be produced by 
internal recalibration in this way. By examining a particular indexed 
pattern we can judge if there is a need for recalibration. The values 
K and 2i^‘ may be varied to yield the maximum value of Ml, presuming 
that the unit cell assumed as starting point is approximately correct. 
For ideally corrected data, K = 1 and 2^* = 0. The calibration 
constant and zero correction can vary from sample to sample with 
absorption, sample thickness and roughness of sample surface. In the 
refinements, K and 2^‘ were determined using only the first 20 lines 
because it is in the low-angle range that such systematic errors are 
most apparent. The effects of these errors decrease in magnitude as 
theta increases and approach a minimum as theta approaches 90° (Beu, 
1963). However, this is not necessarily helpful for indexing work, 
for which the low-angle pattern is of most importance, hence the need 
for good calibration.
3.7.3 MALEIC ACID (C4H4O4) - MOMOCLIMIC CRTSTAL STSTEM
After index assignment and refinement as described in Section 
3.5, the results (Table 3.6) show that the value of M1(M=20)= 25.015 
(Table 3.7) given in the experiment is markedly lower than for urea, 
as expected. However, considering the lower symmetry, the results 
obtained are broadly satisfactory. It can be seen that the 
completeness of the pattern, for 20 lines, M/Mposs = 0.4, obtained 
here is better than that of Wang (1973), for which M/Mposs = 0.3. 
Systematic error in the raw data appears to have been controlled 
satisfactory by the instrument;'s external calibration procedures 
(Section 3.3.2), since e.s.d. of 26 (M=20 or M=27) = 0.018°, with
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Table 3.6 Indexed powder pattern for Maleic acid
i 26° calc 26° obs, corr Del 26° 
(obs-calc)‘
h k 1 (I/Imax)
%
FWHM,26°
1 16.7332 16.7321 -0.0011 -1 .1 1 13.6 0.1733
2 17.5460 17.5431 -0.0029 0 2 0 100.0 0.1060
3 22.0790 22.0757 -0.0033 -12 0 16.2 0.1663
4 22.4915 22.4930 0.0015 0 2 1 25.2 0.1216
5 24.9696 24.9612 -0.0084 1 1 1 1.9 0.3070
6 25.4629 25.4537 -0.0092 -2 1 1 2.4 0.0740
7 26.7775 26.7926 0.0151 2 0 0 4.6 0.2215
6 26.1346 26.1307 -0.0039 0 0 2 73.7 0.1467
9 26.6996 26.7664 0.0666 t -2 0 2 3 .4 0.3273
10 29.3676 29.3961 0.0285 1 2 1 2.4 0.2979
11 29.7140 29.7204 0.0064 1 3 0 6.6 0.2166
12 30.1622 30.1725 0.0103 -1 3 1 1.9 0.2430
13 30.7061 30.7002 -0.0079 -1 2 2 1.5 0.1543
14 32.1951 32.2035 0.0064 -2 2 0 9.4 0.2163
15 33.3510 33.3409 -0.0101 0 2 2 5.5 0.2115
16 33.6372 33.6414 0.0042 -2 2 2 5.5 0.2155
17 35.9222 35.9170 -0.0052 -2 3 1 1.7 0.1757
16 36.2649 36.2766 -0.0061 -3 0 1 4.9 0.2002
19 37.9933 36.0004 0.0071 - 2 3 0 9.9 0.2085
20 36.3363 36.3316 -0.0067 0 4 1 12.0 0.2395
21 39.4240 39.4195 -0.0045 - 2 3 2 6.6 0.2341
22 40.5746 40.5773 0.0027 -3 2 1 10.7 0.2145
23 41.5957 41.6100 0.0143 - 3 2 2 1. 7 0.2336
24 46.6541 48.6469 -0.0052 -4 0 2 2. 3 0.2596
25 49.7332 49.7330 -0.0002 -4 1 2 1.4 0.3475
26 51.4120 51.3754 —0.0366 -2 5 1 1.2 0.2295
27 56.1720 56.1525 -0.0195 0 0 4 1.2 0.3109
highest Del 26 value
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Table 3.7 Indexing results for Maleic Acid
Parameters Exp.
(diff.)
Wang (1973)  ^
-(JCPDS, 1987) 
(Guinier)
Yardley (1925) *
( P 0 w d e r ) (single crystal)
a, Â 7.473(2) 7.474 7 .49
b, Â 10.101(2) 10.11 10.14
c, & 7.120(2) 7 .13 7 .12
beta° 117.10(4) 117.03 117.1
Hcalo), 478.4(2) 479.91 481.39
N 27 28
Nposs (20) 47 60 -
20/Nposs(20) 0.43 0 .33 -
M1(N=20) 25.015 23.902
M1(N) 15.286 8.992 -
e.s.d. (26)°; 
(N=20)
0.018 0.015 -
e.s.d. (26)°, 
(N)
0.018 0.021 -
Z° 0.02
K 1.00 - —
Z'O 0.001 — —
21.° 0.021 - —
avg. FWHM, 26° 
(20)
0.20(6) - -
avg. FWHM, 26° 
(N)
0.22(7) - -
 ^- Comparisons of the pattern were made with Wang (1973) and Yardley 
(1925). Actual room temperatures were not stated in these papers.
For abbreviations see Table 3.3.
bb
positive and negative deviations distributed unsystematically across 
the range (Table 3.6), at least in terms of a linear model (an excess 
of negative discrepancies at both ends of the pattern suggests the 
possible need for a second order calibration term, but this was not 
investigated further).
3.7.4 URIC ACID (C3H4M4O3) - MOMOCLIMIC CRYSTAL SYSTEM
The MBS (1979) pattern was used as a comparison. The unit cell 
from single crystal work by Ringertz (1965) was also included. The 
results obtained by the procedure described in Section 3.5 yield 
figure of merit M1(M=20) 32.880, which is better than the MBS (1979) 
result, as shown in Table 3.9. M1(M=36) in both cases are about the
same. The completeness of the data for 20 lines M/Mp^gg 0.4, while 
for the MBS data its value is 0.3.
The e.s.d. (26) (M=20) = 0.009° is significantly lower than the 
value of 0.012° for the MBS (1979) data. The average e.s.d. of cell
O
parameters was 0.002 A. The b cell constant is almost identical to 
the MBS result (0.01%) while a and c are about 0.2 % larger and 
smaller respectively (Table 3.10). There are no significant 
differences in the beta angle or in the cell volume.
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Table 3.6 Indexed powder pattern for Uric Acid (phase I)
i 2G° calc 26° obs, corr Del 26° 
(obs-calc)
h k 1 (I/Imax)
%
FWHM,26°
1 13.4621 13.4806 -0.0015 2 0 0 ' 45.6 0.0946
2 15.7246 15.7233 -0.0013 -1 0 1 17.0 0.1369
3 16.0346 18.0338 -0.0009 2 1 0 45.5 0.1119
4 18.6170 18.6205 0.0035 O i l 9 .7 0.0988
5 22.9931 22.9931 0.0000 -2 11 41.0 0.1817
6 23*1205 23.1251 0.0046 2 1 1 22.9 0.1350
7 23.9772 23.9775 0.0003 0 2 0 4 .9 0.1865
b 27.1555 27.1496 -0.0059 4 0 0 17.4 0.1330
9 27.6066 27.5989 -0.0077 2 2 0 3 .4 0.1180
10 27.7465 27.7399 -0.0065 3 1 1 6.9 0.1380
11 27.9992 28.0069 0.0078 0 2 1 55.0 0.1884
12 28.8028 28.8118 0.0090 -1 2 1 100.0 0.1631
13 29.7501 29.7506 0.0005 4 1 0 3 .3 0.1612
14 30.8909 30.8735 -0.0174 4 0 1 4.1 0.1010
15 31.1481 31.1632 0.0150 -2 2 1 27.3 0.1701
16 31.6026 31.5970 -0.0055 3 2 0 1.8 0.0990
17 31.7555 31.7615 0.0059 -2 0 2 2.5 0.1110
16 31.9955 31.9751 -0.0204 1 1 2 11.3 0.1712
19 34.0317 34.0468 0.0151 -2 1 2 2.4 0.1080
20 34.8855 34.8848 -0.0006 3 2 1 12.1 0.2217
21 36.5364 36.5108 -0.0256 4 2 0 2 .9 0.1396
22 37.0507 37.0154 -0.0353 -5 0 1 2.8 0.1090
23 38.8962 38.9008 0.0046 - 2 3 0 2.9 0.2382
24 39.4793 39.4849 0.0055 4 2 1 3 .2 0.1020
25 39.8270 39.8564 0.0294 1 3 1 2.1 0.1070
26 40.0916 40.0941 0.0026 4 0 2 8.4 0.1160
27 40.1811 40.2264 0.0453 t -2 2 2 5.5 0.0940
26 41.2374 41.2541 0.0166 6 0 0 6.6 0.0189
29 41.5854 41.6160 O.O3O6 -2 3 1 2.0 0.1450
30 44.5669 44.5592 -0.0077 3 3 1 2.0 kk
31 50.4367 50.4162 -0.0205 0 2 3 3 .2 0.1090
32 50.7138 50.7210 0.0072 -7 0 1 3.1 0.1410
33 50.8328 50.8326 -0.0002 -6 0 2 2.6 0.1230
34 50.9392 50.9331 -0.0061 7 0 1 . 3 .0 0.0810
35 54.9464 54.9584 0.0120 - 4 3 2 2.1 0.1480
36 55.0427 55.0506 0.0079 3 2 3 2.1 0.3765
37 56.8453 56.8644 0.0191 7 2 1 2.9 0.1060
36 56.9553 56.9456 -0.0097 -6 2 2 2.6 0.1060
39 57.0537 57.0382 -0.0155 7 2 1 2.4 0.1020
40 59.4726 59.4867 0.0141 0 0 4 2.1 0.0980
41 59.6599 59.6612 0.0013 -2 4 2 3 .7 0.1200
42 59.7755 59.7601 -0.0154 2 4 2 3.1 0.1250
43 59.8721 59.8582 -0.0139 -10 4 2.0 0.1230
44 61.1750 61.1809 0.0059 -2 0 4 2.1 0.1140
45 61.2911 61.2879 -0.0032 -1 1 4 1.6 0.1200
46 61.4027 61.3910 -0.0117 2 0 4 1.6 0.0880
47 69.1654 69.1463 -0.0191 - 9 2 0 3. 6 0.1320
 ^- highest Del 2Q value
kk _ very, very weak I with broad peak (FWHM not determined)
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Source Exp. NBS, 1979 
(SRM 913) 
-(JCPDS, 1987)
Ringertz (1965)
(powder diffractometer) single crystal
Parameters Std. Setting Ringertz Setti
k
a, 1 13.125(2) 13.102(3) 13.120(3) 14.464(3)
b, Â 7.417(2) 7.416(2) 7.403(2) 7.403(2)
c, A 6.212(2) 6.225(1) 6.208(1) 6.208(1)
beta° 90.43(3) 90.37(3) 90.52 65.10
V(calc), 604.7(3) 604.9(3) 602.9 602.9
N 47 36
Nposs (20) 49 68 - -
20/Nposs(20) 0.41 0.29 - -
Ml (N=20) 32.680 21.992 mm
Ml (N) 8.521 12.754 - -
Ml (N=36) 11.520 12.754 - -
e.s.d. (26)°; 0.009 0.012
(N=20)
e.s.d. (26)°; 0.015 0.014
(N)
2° 0.000
K 0.998836 - - -
Z t° 0.01165 - - -
Z"° 0.01165 - - -
avg. FWHM, 26° 0.13(3)
(20)
avg. FWHM, 26° 0.12(2) - - -
(N)
For abbreviations see Table 3.3.
 ^- The Ringertz (1965) cell has been transformed to the standard 
setting for comparison purposes
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Table 3.10 Comparison.of .experimental and literature results
for uric acid (phase II
NBS, 1979 
(SRh 913)
Exp.
(powder diffractometer)
(1) (26)° 0.009 0.012
(H=20)
(2) a, 1 0.002 k 0.003
(3) b, 1 0.002 * 0.002
(4) 0, i 0.002 k 0.001
(5) beta° 0.03 ** 0.03
(6) V, P 0.3
cell parameter
difference from NBS in % and expressed in <
% e.s.d.
(i) a 0.1b 11.5 -
(ii) b 0.01 0.5 -
(iii) c 0.21 6.5 -
(iv) beta 0.07 2.0 -
(v) V 0.03 0.7 -
* - e.s.d. after least-squares refinement with LSCELL
on STADL. P
label specimen e.s.d. (29)° 
(N=20)
FWHM, 29° 
(N=20)
M1(N=20) crystal
system
A urea 0.011 0.20(6) 102.628 tetragonal
B maleic acid 0.01b 0.20(6) 25.015 monoclinic
C uric acid (I) 0.009 0.13(3) 32.860 monoclinic
D (HMB D) 0.024 0.26(4) 19.456 triclinic
E (HMB E) 0.037 0.23(3) 10.259 triclinic
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FWHM 
28° 
IN =20]
0 2 5 -
0-20-
0-010
e.s .d .
0 030
(2 0 °) t N = 2 0 ]
0-040
Figure 3.11 FWHM (2 8 )  versus e.s.d. ! (20) 
for N = 20 of Stoe Diffractometer.
Label Specimen (flat samples) Crystal ^ te m
A
B
C
D
E
Urea
Uric Acid (phase I) 
Maleic Acid 
HMB D 
HMB E
Tetragonal 
Monoclinic 
Monoclinic 
Triclinic 
Triclinic
h ex am eth y lb e n z en e  
discussed in 
chapter  4 .
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3.8 DISCUSSION
Using several methods for index assignment and refinement it was 
found that different starting points resulted in slightly different 
values of M1(N=20) for the same specimen but had effectively converged 
on the same set of cell parameters. Collected results are shown in 
Table 3.11, which lists the e.s.d. (26), FWHM and M1(N=20), for the 
three specimens discussed above, together with two additional flat 
specimens of triclinic HMB (labelled HMB D and HMB E) (Figure 3.11). 
The HMB results are included here (as discussed in Section 3.2) to 
gather for comparison purposes all diffractometer data in this thesis 
for flat specimens from different crystal systems (tetragonal, 
monoclinic and triclinic).
For crystal systems higher than triclinic, such as the three 
specimens discussed in this chapter - urea (tetragonal), maleic and 
uric acid (both monoclinic) - the average e.s.d. (26), N=20, is 
0.013°. This indicates that the data collection procedure, and the 
linear recalibration techniques incorporated during refinement, 
together with the previous external calibration of the PSD have led to 
a good control of both random and systematic errors, giving results 
which are in good agreement with Stoq's claim that the positional 
accuracy of the STADl P with mini PSD is about 0.01° (26) (Section 
3.3.4).
In general it can be seen from Figure 3.11 and Table 3.11 that as 
crystal symmetry decreases, the resolution (FWHM, 26) tends to decline 
a little and the precision (e.s.d. (26)) of the indexed powder pattern 
gets significantly worse. However, the general standard (excluding 
HMB E) is very satisfactory. The quality of the data obtained from 
the STADl P can be judged from the average e.s.d. (26), N=20, (for the
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five specimens)- which is approximately 0.020(11)°, and FWHM (N=20) of 
0.20(5)°. The increased value of the average e.s.d. (26) was heavily 
influenced by two flat specimens of HMB. This is discussed further in 
the next chapter, where it will be found that a different specimen 
geometry is more effective for this material.
The results excluding the HMB specimens, with average 
e.s.d. (26) = 0.013°, show that the procedures described here lead to 
an overall precision, for weakly diffracting organic materials of 
quite low symmetry, that is close to the limiting instrumental 
accuracy claimed by the manufacturer, without invoking anything more 
elaborate than a simple linear calibration model. The comparison with 
the NBS results for urea suggests that the data are also largely free 
from systematic errors.
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CHAPTER 4
POWDER INDEXING STUDY ON BEXAHEÏHYLBENZËNE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
4.1 LITERATURE SURVEY
4.1.1 SCIENTIFIC INTEREST
The crystal structure of hexamethylbenzene (abbreviated as HMB) 
at room temperature was first investigated by Lonsdale (1929), who 
showed that the molecule is planar (except for the hydrogen atoms) and 
that it lies in the (001) crystallographic plane. This was of great 
importance as the first study to provide direct observational 
justification for the structural and stereochemical models that had 
been adopted by organic chemists on the basis of indirect chemical 
evidence. Solid HMB is a molecular crystal whose structure (Hamilton 
et al, 1969), dynamical (Andrew, 1950; Leech, Powell & Sheppard, 1966; 
Allen & Cowking, 1967), optical (Ron & Hyams, 1972) and thermodynamic 
(Chihara & Seki, 1948; Frankosky & Aston, 1965) properties are of 
great interest.
According to X-ray diffraction studies of single crystals 
(Lonsdale, 1929; Brockway & Robertson, 1939), the molecule has the 
general form of a planar hexagon, which crystallizes in layers with 
almost hexagonal symmetry. The structure at room temperature is 
triclinic with space group PI. It has one molecule per unit cell, 
thus making HMB one of the simpler molecular crystals available for 
study. At room temperature HMB exists as phase II (other phases are 
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6).
4.2 INTRODUCTION
An index assignment and cell determination study has been made on 
HMB, C^ (CH^ )^  at room temperature using a STOE powder diffractometer.
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STADl P. Different types of sample holder, crystallite sizes, and 
specimens were tested.
The crystal structure of HMB (Lonsdale setting) has been 
reinvestigated by Brockway & Robertson, (1939). A powder diffraction 
study of HMB by Milledge and Mendelssohn (JCPDS, 1987) used a 
different setting for the unit cell axes. However, the traditional 
Lonsdale setting has been adopted here.
With the opportunity to use the high-resoTution powder 
diffractometer available in the Clarendon laboratory, Oxford, and 
because HMB is an organic material with triclinic symmetry, it was 
selected as suitable for a study of data preparation and indexing, the 
results of which are reported in this chapter and compared with 
previous work. Following this, studies of HMB were made at other 
temperatures, above and below its low-temperature phase transition at 
115.5 K (Yoshimoto et al., 1985). These will be reported in Chapters 
5 and 6.
4.3 IMPORTANCE OF SPECIMEN PREPARATION
Five different independent specimen preparations of HMB were used 
from the same sample source. Each set of raw data was treated 
similarly in respect of criteria and data reduction procedures.
Special care was taken in the specimen preparation and experimental 
methods. It will be evident, as seen from the results discussed in 
Section 4.8, that powder specimen preparation is a crucial factor in 
achieving good results.
4.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental and instrumental set-up of the STADl P at room 
temperature used for the HMB study have already been described in
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Chapter 3, Section 3.3. The data reduction and semi-automatic 
refinement for the HHh samples are also as described in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.5. The room temperature was measured by a thermometer 
placed in the enclosure of the instrument and was found to be 
21.0(5)0 C.
4.5 POWDER SPECIMEN
4.5.1 INTRODUCTION
Both flat and capillary specimens were used for the HMB 
experiments. The powder specimen and flat sample preparation methods 
were as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.4 In this experiment, the 
capillary samples used a Debye-Scherrer type of data collection scan 
(STADl manual, 19B7). The HMB sample source was from Kodak (Eastman 
Kodak Company) No. 2294. The sample is white and flaky in appearance, 
with soft, deformable, platy crystallites. It was found necessary to 
handle the sample with protective gloves to avoid skin irritation.
4.5.2 SAMPLE HOLDERS - CAPILLARIES
In this work, thin-walled glass capillaries of external diameters 
0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 mm were selected. The capillary was mounted 
vertically and a small amount of the powder was transferred into its 
cup end, using a spatula and gently tapping against the cup. A 
vibrating device was then used to vibrate the lower end so as to 
transfer the powder down the capillary. During vibrating, the 
capillary was inclined at an angle. Due to the fine grinding and the 
generally soft texture of HMB, the powder tends to agglomerate, 
especially in the tube near the cup end, making it difficult to fill a 
capillary narrower than 0.5 mm.
The capillary was filled to a length of approximately 25 mm. The 
tube was then carefully broken with a tweezer leaving a lower portion
9b
of about 30 mm in length. The filled capillary was mounted in a 
capillary fitting by applying melted wax or plasticine at the unsealed 
end, so that the sealed end protruded about 25 mm.
Capillaries of diameters less than 0.5 mm were tested, but the 
diffraction peaks obtained were not sufficiently intense for analysis. 
This probably is because HMB is both a material belonging to a low- 
symmetry crystal system and contains only light elements, so that more 
crystallites were needed (Jenkins et al., 1985) to produce sufficient 
diffracted intensity.
4.5.3 DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS FOR HMB
Five different specimens have been prepared (three in capillaries 
and two in flat samples) and data taken from each. Each set has been 
labelled: i) HMB A; ii) HMB B; iii) HMB C; iv) HMB D; and v) HMB E as 
described in Table 4.1.
4.5.4 SPECIMEN IN HMB B
The sample in HMB B was ground in a mortar and pestle and sieved 
manually to less than or equal to 45 microns. The sieve used was by 
Endecotts with a brass frame and bronze mesh. The whole process of 
grinding and sieving took about 4.5 hours.
A capillary specimen was prepared from the ground sample, and was 
used for collecting data at two different temperatures: one data set
at 120 K (to be used for structural studies discussed in Chapter 5); 
the other at room temperature (about 21° C or 294 K) to be used as 
described in this chapter. The specimen was first cooled from room 
temperature to 120 K and a data set was collected. Then it was heated 
up to room temperature, taking about 30 minutes, after which another 
set of data was collected to be used in this work. The specimen was
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Table 4.1 Summary of HMB specimens used for Room-Temperature Data Sets
Specimen HMB A HMB B HMB C HMB D HMB E
Crystallite size, 
(sieve mesh, microns)
45
duration of 
grinding
Size of sample 
holder
2G range 
Omega range, 
deg
actual X-ray 
exposure,hrs
-5 min -1.5 hrs ~2Qmin -15 min
1.0mm glass 0.7mm glass 0.5mm glass 2mm thick 
capillary  ^ capillary capillary flat §
5.0-61.4
0-0
15.99
5.0-84.36
0-0
15.00
5.0-42.62
0-0
12.50
10. 0- 81.06
5.0-40.53
11.81
-10 min
1mm thick 
flat
10.0-81.06
5.0-40.53
11.81
- external diameter of the glass capillary 
ê - thickness of the powder as flat sample
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left to stabilize at room temperature for about 1.5 hour before 
measurement commenced.
4.5 APPROACH EMPLOYED
The cell determination and index assignment work on the above 
specimen was organised broadly as follows:
1) assessing the reliability of the unit cell;
2) establishing the level of reproducibiliy of the measured 26; and
3) checking the quality of the data obtained.
It is naturally unavoidable that some of the topics in the above 
categories will overlap. For clarity, each specimen will be 
accompanied by its own individual experimental results and 
interpretation of the results based on categories (1) to (3). The 
overall experimental results for the five specimens will also be 
assessed with a view to improving procedures for indexing.
4.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 4.2 presents the indexing for specimen HMB (A) and Table
4.3 summarises the results for the five specimens and compares them 
with literature work. The powder diffraction patterns for the five 
specimens are shown in Figures 4.1 (HMB A, HMB B & HMB C) and 4.2 (HMB 
D & HMB E).
The unit cell chosen by Milledge and Mendelssohn (JCPDS, 1987) at 
23° C (Milledge, 1988) unfortunately is in a different setting, and 
has thus been converted to the usual Lonsdale (1929) setting by 
applying the transformation matrix described in Section 4.9, before 
listing it for comparison in Table 4.3.
1Ü1
Table 4.2 Indexed powder pattern for HMB (A) at room temperature
i 26° calc 26° obs, corr Del 26° 
(obs-calc)
h k 1 (I/Imax)
%
FWHM
26°
1 11.5117 11.5223 0.0106 10 0 90.7 0.060
2 14.6669 14.6651 -0.0017 ■ 0 1 0 31.9 0.060
3 16.1019 16.0953 —0.0066 -1 1 0 26.4 0.060
4 17.2615 17.2759 -0.0056 -111 22.5 0.100
5 16.7070 16.7072 0.0002 0 1 1 21.4 0.100
6 20.3484 20.3403 -0.0081 -1 2 1 2.0 0.120
7 21.2437 21.2330 -0.0107 1 1 0 1.9 0.207
b 22.7337 22.7295 -0.0042 -2 1 1 1.8 0.240
9 23.1417 23.1470 0.0054 2 0 0 6.6 0.060
10 23.7163 23.7168 0.0005 0 2 1 4 .7 0.060
11 24.2387 24.2356 -0.0031 0 0 1 100.0 0.060
12 25.1541 25.1417 -0.0124 -1 0 1 7 .6 0.100
13 25.9399 25.9269 -0.0130 1 1 1 1.0 0.340
14 26.5637 26.5654 0.0017 1 0 1 6.4 0.100
15 26.9899 26.9691 -0.0208 -12 0 1.1 0.203
16 29.9916 30.0026 0.0110 0 2 0 2.1 0.160
17 30.6782 30.6918 0.0136 -2 0 1 1.6 0.380
1b 31.4309 31.4346 0.0036 1 2 1 4.4 0.120
19 31.8361 31.8309 -0.0053 -2 3 1 6.2 0.100
20 32.5332 32.5369 -0.0063 -2 2 0 1.4 0.213
21 34.0465 34.0542 0.0058 -3 1 0 2.6 0.120
22 35.0196 35.0378 0.0162 3 0 0 3 .7 0.300
23 35.9466 35.9170 -0.0296 t 0-1 1 1.7 0.260
24 36.3410 36.3475 0.0066 -3 3 1 1.9 0.160
25 37.7800 37.7693 -0.0106 1-1 1 2.4 0.100
26 38.0226 38.0107 -0.0121 -3 3 2 1.7 0.168
27 39.4094 39.4075 -0.0019 -1 1 2 1.9 0.260
2b 40.6314 40.6216 -0.0098 0 3 2 1.2 0.256
29 41.2792 41.2952 0.0160 0 1 2 1.7 0.160
30 42.0640 42.0641 0.0001 3 1 0 2.6 0.120
31 43.4142 43.4162 0.0020 -1 4 2 2.5 0.120
32 43.8449 43.8416 -0.0031 -4 3 1 2.1 0.140
33 44.1993 44.2003 0.0010 - 4 3 2 2.0 0.120
34 45.3945 45.3953 0.0006 -1 4 1 1.6 0.160
35 46.9433 46.9525 0.0091 3 1 1 1.4 0.140
36 47.3402 47.3298 -0.0104 -4 4 2 1.9 0.120
37 46.5326 48.5345 0.0019 0 4 2 1.0 0.160
38 49.6563 49.6585 0.0022 0 0 2, 3 .0 0.100
39 49.9260 49.9226 -0.0054 -4 0 1 0 .9 0.140
40 50.1632 50.1661 0.0029 0-2 1 0.4 0.132
41 51.2621 51.2662 0.0041 -3-1 1 0 .7 0.360
42 52.1632 52.1659 0.0026 -4 4 1 0.7 0.380
43 52.5539 52.5544 0.0005 3 2 1 0.4 0.280
44 53.2098 53.2117 0.0019 3 2 0 0 .7 0.420
45 53.5791 53.5739 -0.0051 -3 3 3 0.5 0.171
46 54.9512 54.9471 -0.0042 -14 3 0.5 0.140
47 55.5397 55.5558 0.0161 - 4 4 3 0.5 0.460
48 56.6878 56.7014 0:0136 - 4 3 0 0.6 0.400
49 57.6269 57.6149 -0.0119 -5 1 0 0.6 0.300
* - highest Del 26 value
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Table 4.3 Indexing Results for Hexamethvlbenzene at Room Temperature
Brockway & 
Robertson
HMB A HMB B HMB C 
powder (capillary)
HMB D HMB E 
powder (flat)
JCPDS
(1987)
powder
(1939)
single
crystal
a, A 6.951(1) 8.954(1) 8.949(3) 8.961(2) 8.965(3) 8.951 8.92(2)
b, A 8.651(1) 6.856(1) 8.838(3) 8.860(2) 8.847(3) 8.843 8.86(2)
c, A 5.309(1) 5.311(1) 5.303(5) 5.312(3) 5.313(7) 5.305 5.30(1)
alpha° 44.43(1) 44.45(1) 44.43(9) 44.39(2) 44.44(6) 44.53 44.45
beta° 116.76(2) 116.78(2) 116.61(6) 116.78(3) 116.51(6) 116.56 116.72
gamma° 119.63(2) 119.65(2) 119.44(6) 119.62(3) 119.52(5) 119.52 119.57
V(calc) 252.64(5) 
a3
253.01(5) 252.48(20) 253.15(15) 253.62(25) 253.07 252.85
N 49 32 20 32 24 60
Nposs(20) 26 37 35 40 54 37 -
20/Hposs
(20)
0.77 0.54 0.57 0.50 0.37 0.54
M1(Hz20) 57.314 54.067 31.230 19.456 10.259 10.638 -
M1(H) 24.424 33.726 31.230 11.609 10.217 4.556 —
esd(26)°
(Nz20)'
0.009 0.009 0.017 0.024 0.037 0.043 -
esd(26)°
(H)
0.009 0.001 0.017 0.024 0.033 0.044 -
Z° 0.02400 0.00135 0.0160 0.0 -0.00307 —
K 0.99953 0.999884 0.99943 0.999884 1.0000966 - -
z»° 0.02249 0.002468 0.0150 0.004315 0.0 - -
avg. FWHM, 26°:
FWHM(20)°0.15(9) 
FWHM(N) 0.19(11)
0.12(5)
0.14(5)
0.19(7)
0.19(7)
0.26(4)
0.24(4)
0.23(3)
0.23(3)
where :
V(calc) = calculated volume; N = number of observed lines; Nposs (20) 
z number of independent possible lines up to the 20th observed; Ml z 
first order figure of merit for Hz20 or N - Ml is equivalent to M20 
(de Wolff 1966) for N z 20; e.s.d. (26) z estimated standard 
deviation of Del 26 for Nz20 or H; Z z zero correction after first 
stage refinement; K z calibration factor; Z' z zero correction after 
second stage refinement; Z",nett zero correction, Z*' z Z + Z', in unit 
degrees (this is only possible when K z 1 or Z z 0), avg. FWHM, 26 
(20) z calculated average full-width at half-maximum height for the 
first 20 lines; avg. FWHM, 26 (H) z calculated average full-width at 
half-maximum height for N lines.
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Another literature pattern for HMB at room temperature is 
recorded in the JCPDS Powder Diffraction Pile, credited to the Inst, 
of Physics, University College, Cardiff (Struk. Leipzig, Organic 
Powder Data Card, file 8-fa15 - no more complete reference appears now 
to be available, according to University College Cardiff), but it is 
of low precision and has not been included in Table 4.3. The PDF card 
gives a list of c^'s and I^‘s and uses the Brockway & Robertson (1939) 
cell. Pi2o is not given, but hl(h=20) was calculated by CRTSPAK to be 
only 3.928.
4.8 IRTERPRBTATlOh OF RESULTS
4.8.1 LIRE PROFILES
Resolution of the powder diffraction lines can be expressed as
the full-width at half-maximum height in 26 (FWhh) of the peaks in the 
recorded profile. From the results in Table 4.3, the average FWHH (R) 
can be seen to be lower (i.e. better) for capillary samples than for 
flat samples. So also have the values of H1(R=20) improved for the 
capillary samples (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). Hence this indicates that 
the line profiles of the patterns from capillary specimens were 
generally sharper and more precisely measurable than those obtained 
from flat samples (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).
The readings recorded, and hence the precision of 26
measurements, are better when using the capillary specimens due to the 
improved location of the centroid (Wilson, 1980) of the line profile. 
Line positions in powder diffraction are usually defined in terms of 
the peak (mode) or centroid (centre of gravity) and these have been 
fully investigated by Pike & Wilson (1959) and Wilson (1963, 1980) 
(Figure 4.5). Ideally, for a perfect, fully-resolved, symmetrical 
line profile the position of the peak corresponds to that of its
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Figure 4.3 Ml versus FWHM, 20* for different
sample settings of HMB at room temperature ( N = 20 ).
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•  HMB D
•HMB E
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Figure 4.4 Ml versus e s d- i(20)*for different
sample settings of HMB at room temperature(N = 20)
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Figure A.5 An observed line profile (111 reflec 
tion of aluminum, CuKoc radiation). 
Shown are the peak, and half 
width ( width at half-maximum
intensity By } .
(A fter Klug et al., 197A; 
courtesy of Wilson , 1953 ).
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centroid. In practice, however, this is not always the case. In the 
present work, the implications of displacement of the centroid of the 
line profile have not been explored.
The best result for the calculated mean FWhh (20) (Table 4.3) of 
the first 20 lines among the five specimens was found to be that for 
HhB B, and is taken as evidence that the resolution is best in HMB B. 
The powder in HhB B contains crystallites not exceeding 45 microns, 
and it is concluded that this relatively small crystallite size has 
contributed to improving the resolution of the resulting powder 
diffraction pattern.
Though the resolution in HhB B was slightly better than in HhB A 
or HhB C (in terms of mean FWHh), it should be noted that HhB A has 
greater intensities and contains more measurable peaks in its 
diffraction pattern (Table 4.2); a number of additional w w  lines are 
present (Figure 4.1 a) which are not visible with HhB B and C (Figures
4.1 b and c). It is inferred that the larger amount of crystallites 
present (larger capillary size. Table 4.1) from HhB A yields stronger 
peaks which, though not so narrow, give better positions for the weak 
lines. The crystallites in HhB C were coarser than in HhB B but the 
capillary was narrower, showing that the improved results for weak 
lines in HhB A are due to greater specimen size rather than coarser 
texture.
The average FWHh for flat samples HhB D and HhB E shows that the 
lines are broader than for capillary specimens. This means that the 
resolution of flat samples HhB D and HhB E is inferior to that of the 
capillary specimens. Even where the intensities are higher than those 
for the capillary specimens, the peak profiles observed with the flat 
samples are broad (Figure 4.2). Hence the results obtained will be at
luy
a disadvantage for indexing purposes.
4.8.2 PEAK-TO-BACKGROUhD RATIO
One of the problems in the indexing of the 26 peaks in these 
experiments is the presence of low peak-to-background ratio, which
seems to arise particularly with capillary specimens. The peak-to-
background ratio becomes progressively worse in the sequence of 
capillary specimens; HMB B, HMB A and hMB C (Figure 4.1). So where 
there is sufficiently high background noise, for example I/lcrit=2.0, 
(Icrit is an estimated background level used by program FIT) the 
STADl P/s software will consider these noise maxima to be signals. 
This makes it more difficult to differentiate the actual very, very 
weak 26 peaks from background noise in the measurements. They are 
treated here as unreliable or spurious peaks.
To recognise such unreliable peaks, two criteria were available 
using the FIT program:
a) the FWhh will often be reported as Ü.ÜÜÜO indicating that it 
could not be determined;
b) the intensity, 1/Icrit will not significantly exceed that of the 
neighbouring background intensity.
The background level in between the peaks was smooth but quite 
appreciable, being about 4 % of Imax at 10° 26, declining to about
1.5 % by the end of the scan at 55° 26. In general, the background 
levels with all five specimens were observed to decrease towards the 
end of the pattern.
4.8.3 RELIABILITY OF THE tlhlT CELL
Since all the lines in the pattern of the five specimens are 
indexed, this is strong evidence that the pattern is of a single
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phase. In principle, the full characterization of the material and 
hence the true unit cell can only be derived with certainty when the 
data are complete and accurate. It is quite difficult to judge the 
number of lines adequate for this purpose with the incomplete and
imperfect data available in all practical cases.
It has been suggested that possibly 40 lines (Calvert et al., 
1980) or more are necessary to determine the ‘*true^ ‘* cell of the 
material. These 40 lines should include the very strong lines as well 
as the very weak ones. Calvert et al. (1980) also propose that if 40 
lines are not contained in the existing data set, the data should be 
extended to more than 90° of 26. But Shirley (1980) reports that if 
20 - 30 lines are indexed and give.'h20 Wolff, 1968) > 20, the 
solution is nearly always correct (in the absence of certain 
pathological cases that he discusses).
The reliability of the unit cell and indexing can be indicated by
^20 (de Wolff, 1968) - represented here by the slightly more cautious 
hl(lM=20) figure of merit (Chapter 1, Section 1.12.2), to which it is 
equivalent for practical purposes (Shirley, 1980). M1(W=20) is 37.314
for HhB A and 34.087 for HhB B. These hl(h=20) values are not 
significantly different. In both cases hl(h=20) is sufficiently high 
that the reliability of the unit cells would not be in doubt. From 
the results (Table 4.3) using hl(h=20), it seems that the reliability 
of the unit cells in decreasing order is HhB A, HhB B, HhB C, HMB D 
and HhB Fi.
Ill
4.8.4 RBPRODDCIBILm OF THE MEASURED 26
From Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) in general it is observed that the 
reproducibility of the data, and hence the unit cell (Table 4.3), can 
vary between data sets from different specimens. The cell constants 
from HMB A and HMB B are very closely comparable, but those from 
HMB C, HMB D and HMB E are slightly but significantly different.
4.8.5 ACCURACY OF THE RESULTANT DATA
Obtaining a high precision in a measurement does not necessarily 
mean we have also achieved a high accuracy (Cullity, 1978). On the 
other hand, if the measurement is accurate then it follows that the 
precision must be high also. Accuracy is taken here to mean the 
closeness of approach to the ,“’true,** value of the unit cell parameters.
In the iterative process of refinement and indexing, the values 
for absolute Del 26 in the pattern (difference of observed and 
calculated 26) and hence the e.s.d. (26) (Table 4.3), was always tried 
to be minimised by introducing the zero corrections, Z, 2^', and 
calibration constant, K, (Table 4.3). On the assumption that at low 
angles the systematic errors can be summarised by a linear model, it 
is hoped that as much of the systematic errors as possible will be 
removed by this procedure.
When other factors are well-controlled, the quality of the 
indexing results will to a considerable extent be limited by the 
precision (random errors) of the 26 measurement process itself. The 
absolute positional accuracies of the Stoe PSD‘s (Chapter 3, Section 
3.3.2) was claimed to be about +-0.01° 26 (STADl manual, 1987).
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The usual criterion for judging the precision in an experimental 
measurement is its e.s.d. The e.s.d. (26) for h = 20 lines for each 
of the 5 specimens was calculated (Table 4.3) and compared as follows;
1) The best e.s.d. (26) obtained in the experiment is for HMB A and 
HMB B with e.s.d. (26) = 0.009° each. Their figures of merit 
M1(M=20) = 57.314 and 54.087 respectively. This indicates that 
the precision obtained .in both cases is high.
2) In HMB C the result is still quite respectable by usual standards 
with e.s.d. M1(M=20) = 31.230, though the e.s.d. (26) has 
increased to 0.017°.
3) For flat samples HMB D and HMB E, the e.s.d. (26) has increased
to 0.024 and 0.037°, with reduced M1(M=20) = 19.456 and 10.259 
respectively.
Figure 4.4, shows a plot of M1(M=20) against e.s.d. (26) (for 
M = 20] for the five specimens.
4.8.6 QUALITY OF THE RESULTING DATA
In general the quality is better when using capillary specimens
than flat samples. This is shown by the values for e.s.d. (26)
already discussed in Section 4.8.5. Table 4.3 also gives 20/Nposs(20) 
as a measure of completeness for the five specimens (Nposs is defined 
in Section 4.7, Table 4.3). The more intense HMB A, with 
20/Nposs(20) = 0.77, has superior completeness of the pattern compared 
with the other specimens.
4.9 UNIT CELL TRANSFORMATIONS
4.9.1 INTRODUCTION
In the study of crystals, especially of lower symmetry, a lattice 
can be described by more than one unit cell. This is so because from 
alternative settings within the same lattice, there exist more than
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one geometrical choice of unit cell (having the same volume, if all 
primitive, as in this case).
4.9.2 UNIT CELL TRANSFORMATIONS IN hMB
At room temperature, for the triclinic primitive unit cell of HMB 
phase 11, two settings have been used in the literature - Lonsdale 
(1929), Brockway & Robertson (1939) and many others on the one hand, 
and Milledge & Mendelssohn (JCPDS, 1987) on the other. These unit 
cells are equivalent in the sense that they yield the same lattice.
The crystal structure is independent of the choice of the unit cell 
(International Tables, 1983). The two unit cells can be related by 
algebraic transformation (henry, Lipson, & Wooster, I960).
4.9.3 METHOD OF CALCULATION
We need to consider the relationship between the two settings in 
terms of unit cell transformation, the theory of which is thoroughly 
explained in the International Tables (1959, 1983).
A transformation matrix I that relates indices and cell constants 
for the two cells, as shown in equations 4.2 and 4.3 below, can be 
obtained from the Miller indices, h k 1, given for the same Bragg
reflection on both settings. The cell determined from single crystal
data by Brockway and Robertson (1939) is;
a = 8.951, b = 8.851, c = 5.309 A; alpha = 44.43, beta = 116.76,
gamma = 119.63°; V = 252.64 A^
The cell constants calculated from powder data by Milledge & 
Mendelssohn in JCPDS (1987) are;
a = 5.309, b =6.278, c = 8.094 A; alpha = 104.14, beta = 99.09,
gamma = 99.27°; V = 252.64 A^
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The transformation relationship from triclinic (Brockway & 
Robertson, 1939), h^  k^ 1%, to triclinic (JCPDS, 1987), h2 k2 I2» bas 
been calculated and can be expressed by the matrix;
1 =
That is.
0 0 - 1
0 - 1  1 
—1 0 —1
(4.1)
1^ 2 k2 I2] - Ihi k^  1%] Ll]^ 
and therefore in terms of direct lattice unit cell vectors;
l&2 ^ 2 C2] = Lai bi Cl] Ll]T
(4.2)
(4.3)
In the same way the reverse transfomation from the triclinic 
(JCPDS, 1987) to triclinic cell (Brockway & Robertson, 1939) can be 
carried out by using matrix II.
II =
1 0 - 1
1 - 1 0  
-1 0 1
(4.4)
hence to obtain the inaices for the triclinic cell of Brockway & 
Robertson (1939) from those for JCPDS (1987);
[hi ki li] = Lh2 k2 I2] [11^
So also for the direct lattice unit cell vectors;
Lai bi Cl] = La2 b2 C2] Lll]"^
(4.5)
(4.6)
The presence of only unit elements (KcKie & KcKie, 1986) in 
matrices 1 (eq. 4.1) and 11 (eq. 4.4) indicates a transformation from 
a primitive cell to another primitive cell in each case.
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4.10 CONCLUSION
From the results obtained (Section 4.8) it is concluded that the 
capillary specimens (HMB A, B, and C) give more precise 2© data for 
indexing work than flat samples (HMB D and Fi).
In a triclinic case such as HMB, for successful indexing from 
powder diffraction data obtained from a diffractometer it has been 
shown to be possible to obtain 26 data (Table 4.3) with the following 
desirable characteristics:
1) at least 30 lines are measurable in the lower-angle pattern;
2) the resolution in terms of FWHM, 26 (20) does not exceed 0.14° 26 
for capillaries (average values of HMB A and HMB B); and
3) by considering the best data from HMB A and HMB B, the 
e.s.d. (26) (N=20) does not exceed O.OOS/^ .
Within experimental error, the results show that HMB B has gained 
in resolution (FWHM, 26) while HMB A has gained in intensity and hence 
completeness of the pattern [20/Nposs(20)]. It is suggested that 
there will often be a need to compromise between resolution (FWHM) on 
the one hand and intensity and number of lines on the other in powder 
diffraction data collection for the purpose of indexing and cell 
determination. This requirement may best be met by combining the 
results from two complementary data sets.
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CHAPTER 5
SmUCTURAL STUDIES OF HEXAMETHYLBBNZEME PHASE II AT 120 K
5.1 INTRODUCTION
5.1.1 PHASE TRANSITIONS AND PREVIOUS WORK
Hexamethylbenzene (HMB) exists in three different phases in its 
solid state, and so exhibits two crystal phase transitions as a 
function of temperature. The phase stable at room temperature is the 
triclinic phase II, which transforms at 383 K to the high-temperature 
form - orthorhombic phase 1 (Watanabe, Saito & Chihara, 1949).
Another transition takes place at approximately 116 K (Huffman, 
Parks & Daniels, 1930; Frankosky & Aston, 1965; Atake, Gyoten & 
Chihara, 1982), a change from the triclinic phase II to a low 
temperature form (phase III). Phase III was at first assumed also to 
be triclinic (Schnepp, 1958, 1959; Hamilton et al., 1971; Prasad, 
Woodruff & Kopelman, 1973) but some subsequent studies disagree.
These questions will be discussed and resolved in Chapter 6.
Phase 1 I Phase II
I
[orthorhombic] | [triclinic]
Phase III
[structure to be 
described in ch.6]
high temp (383 K) room temp —  (115.5 K )  low temp
Of these, phase II has received the most experimental attention. 
Various spectroscopic studies have been made on HMB such as NMR 
(Andrew, 1950; Das, 1957; Allen & Cowking, 1967; Bernard, Tanner & 
Aston, 1969), neutron diffraction (Hamilton et al., 1969, 1971), 
neutron incoherent scattering (Rush & Taylor, 1966; Rush, 1967) and 
optical spectroscopy (Broude, 1952; Schnepp, 1958, 1959; Ron & Hyams,
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1972; Bertinelli & Stremmenos, 1973; Prasad, Woodruff & Kopelman,
1973; Woodruff & Kopelman, 1977) to investigate the nature of the 
phase transition.
Various studies have been made of the low-temperature lambda-type 
transition from triclinic phase 11 to phase III. In the literature 
the phase 11-111 transition temperature has been reported variously as 
lüb K (Huffman, Parks & Daniels, 1930), 116.48 K (Frankosky & Aston, 
1965) and 117.5 K (Atake, Gyoten & Chihara, 1982).
However, the most recent study (Yoshimoto et al., 1985) indicates 
that the phase 11-111 transition temperature should be taken as 
115.5(3) K which lies between the highest transition temperatures in 
the cooling experiment and the lowest transition temperatures in the 
heating experiment.
For our purposes it is important also to note that the transition 
is not sharp and complete but extends as a gradual process between 
78 K and 160 K (Yoshimoto et al., 1985). Within this temperature 
range there is to at least some extent a mixture of phase II and phase 
111. In the present investigation, powder diffraction patterns of HMB 
were recorded at 12 temperatures in the range 104 - 116 K: the results 
will be given in Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2 and Figure 6.1.
5.1.2 CRYSIALLOGRAPHIC INTEREST IN PHASE 11-111 TRANSITION
The HMB phase II crystal structure was determined (without 
considering the hydrogen atom positions) at room temperature by X-ray 
diffraction by Brockway & Robertson (1939).
Neutron diffraction structure determinations on single crystals 
(Hamilton et al., 1969) of HMB at 298 K and 130 K allowed the 
positions and motions of the hydrogen atoms of the methyl groups to be
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determined. However, that paper does not report atomic co-ordinates 
(or thermal vibration parameters), although clearly they were 
obtained, since derived parameters such as bond lengths are given. 
Hamilton et al. (1969) stated that they would publish their.structural 
results in detail, but it has been confirmed that they did not in fact 
do so (Koetzle, 1986). Attempts at that time to determine the phase 
III structure failed due to shattering of the crystals on passing 
through the transition, suggesting that more than a minor change of 
conformation is involved.
No investigation has been reported using X-ray powder diffraction 
for the structure refinement of HMB (phase II) at a temperature just 
above the transition. In view of this, it was considered of value to 
carry out the structure refinement of HMB at 120 K using X-ray powder 
data and the Rietveld method (described in Section 5.6), starting from 
the basic cell parameters and crystal structure at room temperature of 
Brockway & Robertson (1939), and incorporating some information from 
the neutron studies by Hamilton et al., (1969). At this temperature 
HMB is still in phase 11, the same as at room temperature; triclinic, 
with one molecule per unit-cell.
The main purpose of this 120 K study was to examine the HMB 
structure just above the transition by the same powder methods as 
would be used (necessarily) for the phase III structure at 80 K, .to 
provide closely comparable results that would assist with the 80 K 
determination and clarify the mechanism of the phase transition.
A further consideration in choosing powder methods for this study 
was the difficulty experienced by Brockway & Robertson (1939) in their 
single-crystal study due to the tendency of the crystal to ‘‘disappear
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rapidly in the X-ray beam^ '.
5.2 TEMPERATURE
5.2.1 THERMAL AMPLITUDES
A crystal can be treated as made up of oscillators in 
thermodynamic equilibrium so that the energy distribution in the 
crystal system follows Boltzmanq's law. In a simple harmonic 
oscillator the energy is Atr*mv^ u^ , where m is the mass, V the 
frequency, and the mean square displacement. The root-mean-square, 
(r.m.s.) displacement is inversely proportional to the frequency. 
Hence, at a given temperature, the r.m.s. amplitudes are large for low 
frequency oscillations, and small for high frequency oscillations.
But, for a given mass, low frequencies also mean low forces. Thus 
there is a relationship between weak forces and large amplitudes at a 
given temperature.
Though HMB molecules in the crystal are bound within themselves 
by strong covalent bonds (C-C and C-H), they are bound to one another 
by weak forces of the van der Waals' type, such as H...H, which are 
classed as non-bonding. So large amplitudes will tend to be 
associated with these weak intermolecular forces. These large 
amplitudes are common in molecular organic crystals such as HMB and 
make it more difficult to carry out structure analyses with the same 
accuracy as can be achieved for inorganic crystals that are held 
together by strong interionic forces. As an example (at room 
temperature), in a series of 10 representatives silicates, the Si and 
A1 r.m.s. displacements were found to range from 0.05 to 0.07 Â; on 
the other hand, in salicylic acid (which contains hydrogen bonds and 
is thus among the more strongly bound organic compounds) the range of 
r.m.s. displacements of atoms is from 0.17 A to 0.29 A, with a mean
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value of Ü.21 A (hegaw, 1973).
Observed r.m.s. displacements are usually classified as thermal 
displacements, although they will also contain contributions from 
uncorrected systematic errors in the structure determination.
However, this is not always approriate. If the r.m.s. amplitudes are 
large, there is a possibility that they can be due to elements of 
static disorder as well as to thermal motion (Megaw, 1973). Being an 
organic molecular compound, HMB is assumed to exhibit large thermal 
displacements, at least at room temperature. In this thesis, it has 
been assumed that the only major •'disorder,'• is dynamic disorder, that 
is, thermal vibration.
5.2.2 LOW ÏEMPBRATURL
According to classical theory, the mean energy of the simple 
harmonic oscillator, 4 ‘TT^ my^ u^  is equal to kT, where k is the 
Boltzmann constant. For organic crystals this classical approximation 
generally holds at least down to about 73 K (Hegaw, 1973). In general 
the average r.m.s. displacement reduces proportionally with decrease 
of temperature. Burbank (1953) has pointed out that better results 
could be obtained, especially for many organic structures, if thermal 
vibrations were reduced by carrying out the determinations at low 
temperature.
Hence it is anticipated that the results for HMB phase 11 at low 
temperature (120 K) should be better than for the same phase at room 
temperature. For further discussions on thermal motion in molecular 
crystals and structural studies of organic compounds as a function of 
temperature see Becka & Cruickshank (1961), Busing & Levy (1964), 
Cruickshank (1956a, 1956b), Lonsdale & Hilledge (1961), and Lonsdale, 
Walley & LI Sayed (1966b).
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5.3 THE RIETVELD TECHNIQUE
5.3.1 IHTRODHCTIOW
The Rietveld technique is a computational procedure for refining 
a crystal structure using neutron or X-ray diffraction profiles from 
polycrystalline (powder) samples where the whole observed diffraction 
profile is fitted to that calculated from a structural model. This 
method was developed by Rietveld (1967, 1969) originally for neutron 
data, and was first reported at the lUCr congress in Moscow in 1966 
(Rietveld, 1966, 1989). Attention was focussed on powder diffraction 
because many materials of great interest cannot be made available in 
single crystal form. Rietvelq's program was converted successfully 
for X-ray data by Mackie and Toung (1975) and the first published 
papers were in 1977 (Malmros and Thomas ; Toung, Mackie, & Von Dreele; 
Khattak & Cox).
To determine structural parameters, the peaks in powder 
diffraction data need to be resolved, directly or indirectly, into 
separate Bragg peaks. The direct approach will fail if too many peaks 
overlap. The Rietveld method overcomes the problem of the overlapping 
peaks in a powder diffraction pattern by considering each point in the 
pattern as a single observation which may contain contributions from a 
number of different Bragg reflections.
The expected powder pattern is calculated from a model involving 
the crystal structure parameters, preferred orientation, absorption, 
various geometric factors, and a suitable profile function. In this 
method the structural parameters are adjusted in a least-squares 
refinement procedure until the best fit is obtained between the entire 
calculated and observed powder diffraction patterns, as a whole. The 
Rietveld method can make use of all of the observed data, including
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zeroes.
Since the advent of the Rietveld method for the refinement of 
neutron powder data (Rietveld, 1967, 1969), there is currently much 
interest in solving crystal structures from X-ray and neutron powder 
diffraction data using the Rietveld method (Lehmann et al., 1987).
The methodology of Rietveld refinements has been discussed at length 
by many authors (Rietveld, 1967, 1969; Wiles & Toung, 1981; Toung & 
Wiles, 1982). Toung, Mackie & Von Dreele (1977) have referred to the 
Rietveld method of using all the intensities of a powder pattern as 
•‘whole-pattern fitting refinement,*'. Among the first general methods 
developed for solving crystal structures from diffractometer powder 
data on a routine basis is that of Clearfield, McCusker & Rudolf 
(1984). The work of Rudolf & Clearfield (1985) and of McCusker (1988) 
stand as important examples of ab initio structure determination from 
X-ray powder diffraction using Rietveld method programs.
5.4 EXPLRIMLMTAL DETAILS
5.4.1 SAMPLE PREPARATIOM
Sample preparation was carried out using the procedure described 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. The HMB capillary specimen (labelled 
HMB B) used at room temperature in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.4, was used 
again in this experiment. HMB B contained crystallites sieved to pass 
a 45 micron mesh, in a 0.7 mm diameter glass capillary.
The reason for choosing HMB B (M1(M=20) = 54.087) instead of 
HMB A (M1(M=20) = 57.314) is because the crystallites in HMB B 
(avg. FWHM=0.12° 26) give a better resolution than in HMB A 
(avg. FWHM=0.15° 26) which will tend to improve the convergence of the 
refinement and assist in resolving any ambiguities in respect of 
possible spurious lines. High-resolution diffraction data are very
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desirable for Rietveld refinement in the case of HMB (phase II), as 
well as for powder indexing, since the crystal system is triclinic 
resulting in a high density of diffraction lines (Section 5.5). The 
unit cell provided initially should be as accurate as possible for 
success in the structure refinement (Section 5.6).
5.4.2 POWDER DIFFRACTOMETER
X-ray powder diffraction data were collected on a STADI P powder 
diffractometer at the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford. The routine 
experimental set-up of the diffractometer has been described in 
Chapter 3» Section 3.3.
The low-temperature apparatus which is provided with the STADI P 
uses a continuous nitrogen-flow cooling device - Cryostream cooler 
(Oxford Cryostat). The supply vessel is unpressurised so that 
refilling can be done without affecting the cooling of the sample.
The liquid nitrogen is evaporated by a heater to generate cold gas, 
which is then transferred and emerges as a gas stream from a nozzle 
and is directed to cool the sample in the capillary. The device is 
under computer control and is claimed to achieve a precision of 
+- 0.1 K at the specimen. The HMB data set was collected at a 
temperature of 120 K with an error of +- 0.5 K.
Two circular pieces of mylar sheath around the capillary have 
been specially constructed as illustrated in Figure 5.1 to enclose the 
capillary at their centre. These sheaths are not crystalline and so 
(hopefully) do not diffract X-rays to give a powder pattern although 
they will contribute slightly to the background. The main purpose of 
the sheaths is to keep the required temperature constant.
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— Oxford Cryostream Cooler
Mylar sheath
-Back-stop
Cold-gas 
delivery nozzle
Capillary
X - raysPlasticine
Capillary stand
Figure 5.1 Diagrdmmatically shown Low-temperature
set-up for Stoe Diffractometer.
( not drawn to scale ) .
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b'  ^i
A -  Polycrystall ine specimen in capi l lary  . The c a p i l l a r y  is mounted on
top of a goniometer head ( fcy using plast icine ) >/hich can be
r o t a t e d  wi th a m o tor ,  A  Mylar sheath surrounds  the capil lary
but  is too t r a n s p a r e n t  to show here .
B -  Monochromator housing
C -  X -  ray sourc e
D -  Linear mini -  PSD
F -  Oxford Cryostream.  Cooler .  F -  C o l d -g a s  del ivery  nozzle  .
Q -  Back -  stop . H -  Co l l im a tor  .
Figure 5.2 Stoe powder diffractometer with 
low - temperature apparatus .
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Figure 5.2 Stoe powder diffractometer with 
low - temperature apparatus .
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The capillary was mounted on a goniometer head with plasticine 
(Figure 5.2) and its position adjusted using the built-in microscope 
so that the rotating capillary coincides with the vertical crosswire 
of the microscope. The capillary was rotated during the data 
collection - one advantage of doing so is that it is claimed to reduce 
preferred orientation (Attfield, Sleight, & Cheetham, 1986).
The capillary was cooled from room temperature (about 294 K) down 
to 120 K with a ramp rate of 360 K per hour. It was bathed in the gas 
stream for approximately 1 hour before commencing measurement to let 
the crystallites stabilize at a constant temperature of 120 K. This 
is important to ensure that any initial drift and settling has ceased 
before data collection commences.
After 10 minutes from the start of the measurements, ice layers 
started to form on the mylar sheath, especially in the area between 
the incident X-rays and the sample. Such ice layers are not easy to 
remove during the run and had to be allowed to remain until the end of 
the measurement. The resulting problem of spurious peaks at some 
places in the data set and hence the structural refinement will be 
discussed in Section 5.5.1. It was thought that blowing dry air 
through the side of the capillary might prevent ice depositing on it. 
However, this action was not applied because it could disturb the 
absolute temperature of the capillary and cause a temperature gradient 
along it, which was considered to be likely to cause more problems 
than the ice itself.
5.4.3. DATA COLLECTION RANGE
The FONDAT program (Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3) was used to control 
data collection with the Mini PSD. A single range of 26 scan was 
collected between nominal 26 angles of 5° to 55° with a stepwidth of
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0.02°. The total scan time including time for driving the circles and 
data transfer to the computer was 5 hours 17 minutes.
The actual 26 range scanned was from 5° to 54.6°. Peak positions 
in terms of 26 were determined using the PIT program provided with the 
STADI P (PIT was discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3.). A 
preliminary run showed that there were no significant peaks above 
background to be observed after 55° 26. Raw 26 data for 27 peaks with
I/lmax >= 1.3 were used in the indexing.
5.5 POWDER INDEXING
5.5.1 INDEXING
Peak identification and indexing was carried out semi- 
automatically, commencing from the room temperature cell constants 
given by Brockway & Robertson (1939) in the Lonsdale setting (1929).
As discussed in Chapter 4, Sections 4.2 and 4.7, the traditional 
Lonsdale setting was preferred to the hilledge setting, for ease of 
comparison with previous work and because it leads more naturally to 
analyses of the low-temperature phase transition.
Initially the first six lines of the low angle pattern were 
indexed, and then the set increased in stages of two or three lines at 
a time until all 27 lines were indexed (except three lines confirmed 
to be spurious, and two overlapping lines which will be discussed in
the next paragraph). A 26 zero correction, Z26, (shown in Table 5.2)
was incorporated and refined. Z26 values were always refined by using 
the 3Ph, LSCELL and CRTS PAR programs (Appendix 2). The criterion for 
choosing Z26 was to obtain the lowest standard deviation of Del 26 for 
the diffraction pattern. At the final stage the unit cell obtained 
had a reasonably good value of figure of merit, hl(N=20) of 36.9.
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Table 5.1
i h k 1
1 1 0 0
2 .0 1 0
3 -1 1 0
/4 -1 1 1
r5 .0 1 1
6 -1 2 1
7 -2 2 1
8 0 2 1
9 0 0 1
30 -1 0 1
11 1 0 1
12 0 2 0
13 -3 2 1
14 1 2 1
35 -2 3 1
16 -3 1 0
17 -2 3 2
16 :0 3 1
19 -3 3 1
20 1"-1 1
21 -3 0 1
22 0 1 2
23 3 1 0
,24 -1 4 2
(f4 3 1
,25 -1 4 1
( 3 1 1
26 0 4 2
27 0 0 2
before Rietveld refinement
29° calc 29° obs, corr Del 26° 
(obs-calc)
(I/Imax)
%
FWHh, 26°
-0.0029 64.5 0.0976
-0.0093 25.3 0.1156
-0.0041 21.7 0.1186
-0.0151 16.1 0.1219
0.0066 15.1 0.1276
-0.0042 1.8 0.1560
0.0048 5.6 0.1871
0.0049 4.0 0.0904
0.0019 100.0 0.0762
-0.0252 t 7 .0 0.1461
0.0196 3 .3 0.1445
-0.0017 1.3 0.1514
-0.0175 1.3 0.0996
0:0167 4.2 0.1223
0.0080 8.0 0.1282
-0.0129 2.5 0.1332
-0.0062 4.2 0.1346
-0.0052 1.7 0.2735
0.0106 2.4 0.1812
-0.0015 2.2 0.1425
0.0167 1.6 0.2239
0.0167 1.5 0.1436
-0.0053 3 .4 0.1406
0.0073 2 .7 0.1272
- 2.9 0.5044 )§
0.0033 1.7 0.1605
- 1.8 0.3432 )§
-0.0120 2.5 0.0621 kt
-0.0115 3 .2 0.1359 -
,-4 3 2
11.6514
15.1153
16.3676
17.5469
19.0157
20.5073
23.3595
23.9345
24.6166
25.6945
29.1933
30.5020
30.6814
31 .7666
32.1569
34.5446
35.4330
35.5709
36.7410
36.5619
40.1450
42.2034
42.5693
43.7900
45.9441
46.6236
50.9042
11.6485
15.1060
16.3637
17.5369
19.0223
20.5031
23.3643
23.9394
24.6167
25.6693
29.2131
30.5003
30.6639
31.7653
32.1669
34.5317
35.4246
35.5657
36.7516
36.6641
40.1637
42.2221
42.5640
43.7973
44.4516
45.9474
47.7248
48.9695
50.6927
where:
Imax and FWHh - calculated intensity values and FWHM, taken from the 
FIT program
 ^- highest Del 26 in the pattern (-0.0252°)
ê - this line was observed in FIT but was difficult to index 
meaningfully because it contains more than one Bragg peak, hence it 
was omitted from the indexing.
- this line was indexed and observed in FIT but its peak appeared 
unrealistically narrow when compared with its neighbouring lines. 
Repeated experiments confirmed the presence of a spurious line in this 
data set, overlaying a genuine Bragg peak.
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The indexed pattern is shown in Table 5.1. Indexing was performed 
again with the aid of the computer programs - 3Ph, LSCELL and CRT SPAR. 
It is not easy to index meaningfully at the higher angles, especially 
above 38° 26, because with triclinic symmetry there are many choice of 
lines when assigning indices. Extra care was taken to assign the 
indices correctly.
In the course of indexing there were found to be two observed 
peaks involving severely overlapping reflections (shown in Table 5.1 
and as pattern II in Figure 5.3 d) reported in the corrected FIT data 
at 44.4516° (FWHH= 0.5° 26, I/Imax=2.9) and 47.7248° (FWHM=0.3° 26, 
I/lmax=1.8). As a precaution, these two lines were excluded (as well 
as the three spurious lines mentioned later) in the indexing but 
included in the structural refinement. After the final profile 
refinement of the Rietveld analysis, it was observed that each of 
these overlapping peaks turned out to be the combination of two 
underlying Bragg peaks. In principle no lines should be left 
unindexed, though it has been postulated that up to two such lines are 
permissible (de Wolff, 1968). However in this case it would have been 
counter-productive to attempt to assign indices to these lines at this 
stage because to do so would have caused a shift in the cell 
parameters, which would definitely have been incorrect and would have 
tended to pull the indexing in the wrong direction.
In general, overlapping of lines is unavoidable in low-symmetry 
powder work even from high-resolution (McCusker, 1988) synchrotron X- 
ray data. This is one of the reasons why the precision (Will et al.,
1987) of positional parameters obtained from powder data tends to be 
lower than from single-crystal data. Pawley (1981) has developed a 
technique to decompose the powder pattern into individual Bragg
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components, which can be useful in early stages of analysis of the 
pattern, but which does not offer any advantages over Rietveld 
refinement of the cell parameters.
During indexing, several spurious peaks were observed that were 
found to be impossible to index. As a result of this, three different 
runs were made to collect data, using the same specimen under the same 
experimental conditions, with the aim of checking whether these 
spurious peaks were reproducible. One observation common to all three 
experiments was that ice deposits were seen to form on the mylar 
sheath.
Briefly, the observed results of the three repeated runs are:-
1) 1st run - five 26 ranges (3-15, 15-25, 25-35, 35-45, 45-55.5° 26) 
of about 1.5 hour each. After finishing data collection in each 
scan range, ice deposits were removed before continuing to 
measure the next range (pattern 1 in Figure 5.3 a - d). This 
experiment was instructive because the relatively limited time 
required for each short 26 range led to comparatively slight 
icing, and was also associated with there being no (obvious) 
spurious peaks observed. This suggests that the suppression of 
spurious peaks was due to the short time for ice formation. 
Unfortunately, the data from this experiment could not be used in 
the actual structure analysis, because the Stoe Rietveld 
refinement program does not support multiple 26 scan ranges.
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Powder Diffraction System
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Figure 5.3 Sets of raw observed powder patterns of HhB at 120 K
phase II using the same specimen in three separate runs 
(the scales of the "ï-axis have been enlarged to show 
the peaks more clearly in the patterns)
I - 1st run (experiment repeated in five 26 ranges)
II - 2nd run (actual pattern used in the Rietveld refinement;
recorded over a single 26 range)
111 - 3rd run (one 26 range)
(a) - 10 to 20° 26
The background line in 11 is quite high; also in 111 with 
noticeably irregular background from approximately 16.0° to 
16.5° 26
(b) - 20° to 30° 26
Two spurious peaks in 11 at 23.12° and 26.22° 26
(c) - 30° to 40° 26
A spurious peak in 11 at 33.97° 26
(d) - 40° to 50° 26
A spurious peak in 11 at 46.95° 26; two different 
spurious peaks in 111 (marked with arrows)
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II) 2nd run - one 26 range (actual data used in the Rietveld 
refinement); 4 weak spurious peaks (pattern II in Figure 5.3 
a-d). Three of these peaks will be described below; the 4th 
peak is at 46.95° 26 (pattern 11 in Figure 5.3 d) has 
FWHh=0.06° 26 and l/lmax*100=2.5. By comparing the three 
different patterns (patterns 1-111 in Figure 5.3 a - d), this 
latter peak was confirmed to be at the position of a weak Bragg 
peak - the 3rd run (in 111) contains this peak as FWHM=0.05° 26 
and l/lmax*100=1.9, while in the 1st run (in 1) this same peak 
was not detected by the FIT program but visible in the plot as a 
very weak peak. The occurrence of a spurious strong peak at this 
position in the 2nd run is probably due to its enhancement by ice 
lines. Its peak shape is unrealistically narrow when compared to 
others in its neighbouring 26 region.
III) 3rd run - one 26 range; two very strong spurious peaks at 
44.39° 26 (FWHM=0.07° 26. l/lmax*100=13.0) and 46.06° 26 
(FWhh=Q.05° 26, l/lmax*100=6.6) (pattern 111 in Figure 5.3 d, 
marked with arrows).
The 120 K data of the 2nd run (pattern 11 in Figure 5.3 a - d) 
was preferred for the Rietveld refinement (Section 5.7.1) (despite the 
presence of several weak spurious lines) instead of the 3rd run data 
(in 111), because the latter has 2 strong peaks (pattern 111 in Figure
5.3 d) and also its background in the region of 16.0° to 16.5° 26 is 
not smooth but exhibits step-wise discontinuities (pattern 111 in 
Figure 5.3 a). The peak at 46.95° 26 was included in the indexing 
(Table 5.1), but omitted from the Rietveld refinement (Section 5.7.1, 
Table 5.3) because of the suspected spurious contribution.
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The other three spurious lines that were observed in the 2nd run 
results are shown in pattern II in Figure 5.3 b & c and listed below:
26° obs (1/Imax) FWHM
% 26°
23.12 (very weak) - (omitted by FIT, but in GRA plot) *
26.22 2.7 0.06 (listed by FIT)
33.97 1.8 0.10 (listed by FIT)
* - FIT and GRA programs have been discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3.
By repeating the experiment as described above, these suspect 
lines were demonstrated to be irreproducible, and hence definitely to 
be spurious, as shown in pattern 11 in Figure 5.3 b & c. Other 
factors also tend to. confirm this. For example, the peak at 26.22° is 
unrealistically narrow, again indicating that it is not an HMB peak.
These lines were omitted from both the indexing (Table 5.1) and the 
Rietveld refinement (Section 5.7.1, Table 5.3) because their 
irreproducibility and discordant peak shapes show that they cannot be 
genuine HMB lines.
As already mentioned, the likeliest explanation for the 
occurrence of these spurious lines is that they were obtained from the 
ice deposited on the sample holder during the experiment. They were 
checked against H2O (ice) using the JCPDS Powder Diffraction File, but 
could not be matched with any of the ice lines found in the 
literature. However, this would be consistent with the observation 
that the ice crystals were deposited on the mylar sheath rather than 
at the specimen position, which would also account for their different 
peak shape. These lines could not be from a foreign material (i.e. 
other than HMB) in the sample, because the same specimen was used for 
indexing at room temperature (HMB B in Chapter 4, Sections 4.5.4 and 
4.7) and then all the lines including the very, very weak (vvw) lines
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were indexed.
5.5.2 CELL CONSTANTS
The cell was indexed as triclinic (space group P 1). The 
structure is known to be centrosymmetric from room temperature work 
(Brockway & Robertson, 1939). Cell constant data are shown in Table 
5.2. On examining Table 5.2, it is interesting to note that the 
e.s.d. of cell parameter, c, is larger than those of a and b, although 
c is the shortest axis. This may arise from the relatively small 
number of peaks with maximum index 1=2 available in the data set (to 
55° 29), compared with indices h and k which extended to 3 and 4 
respectively.
Table 5.2 IndexinR^esults for HNB_at 120 K (phase 11) 
before Rietveld refinement
Parameters
a, Â
b, Â
c, X 
alpha® 
beta® 
gamma® 
V(calc) A3
N
Nposs(20)
h1(N=20)
M1(N=2?)
e.s.d. (29)® 
(N=20)
229®
avg. FWHM, 
29® (N=20) 
avg. FWHM, 
29® (N=27)
b.657(3) 
6.761(2) 
5.2392(7) 
43.69(4) 
117.05(7) 
119.75(6) 
242.05(9)
27
41
36.936
24.606
0.011
0.04060
0.14(4)
0.14(4)
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Figure 5.5 Resolution curve of the 
Stoe Diffractometer 
for HMB at 120 K.
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It is interesting to compare the unit-cell volume at 120 K with 
that at room temperature (294 K) for the same specimen (referred to 
as HhB B in Chapter 4). The unit-cell volume at 120 K is 242,046 
95.67% of that at room temperature, V = 253.006 (as calculated in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.7). Hence there is a thermal contraction of 
4.33% at 120 K. This is clearly visible in the diffraction patterns - 
comparing the corresponding diffraction lines at 120 K and at room 
temperature using the same HhB specimen (Figure 5.4), all the 
diffraction lines at 120 K are seen to have moved consistently towards 
higher angles.
The resolution of the powder lines obtained at 120 K is not 
significantly different from the room temperature data. In the 120 K 
data using FIT for M=27 lines, the mean calculated FWHh = 0.14(4)° 26; 
at room temperature also using FIT data, for the first 27 lines, mean 
FWHh = 0.14(5)° 26. The resolution curve of the diffractometer for 
the specimen is shown in Figure 5.5.
Cell constants for a temperature just above the transition at
115.5 K have not been published before, either for X-ray or neutron 
work. Hamilton et al. (1969) have not reported cell parameters from 
their neutron single-crystal study at 130 K in the subsequent 
literature, despite their statement that they would do so (Koetzle,
1988).
5.6 RIETVELD REFIhEhEMT
5.6.1 IMTRODDCTION
The Stoe powder diffraction system - a suite of support programs
for the STADI P in its controlling hicroVAX - includes a Rietveld
method refinement program for pattern-fitting structure-refinement,
PFSR, preliminary and rather incomplete documentation for which is
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given in the Stoe Rietveld program manual, 1988.
The Stoe Rietveld refinement procedure is divided into two 
distinct parts - firstly the profile parameter refinement and secondly 
the structural parameter refinement.
The profile parameter refinement concerns non-atomic parameters 
such as halfwidth parameters, background, 26 zero point, scale factor 
and cell constants. These parameters define the positions and 
halfwidths of the reflections (but not their intensities).
In order to describe the angular dependence of the peak-width at 
half-maximum (t'Whh) a second order polynomial was used:
FWhh = A % T(0,x) + B T(l,x) + C * T(2,x) (5.1)
where: A, B and C are the parameters whose values are to be
refined.
T(n,x) are the shifted Tchebychev polynomials of degree n, 
T(0) = 1.0 
T(l) = 2x - 1
T(n + 1) = 2(2x - 1) * T(n) -T(n - 1) (5.2)
X  = [26-26(min)] / [26(max) - 26(min)] (5.3)
The background profile can be refined by using a series of 
shifted Tchebychev polynomials up to the 9th degree:
B = CÜ * T(ü,x) + Cl * T(l,x) + .... C9 * T(9,x) (5.4)
The functions in B are defined similarly to those for the 
half width parameters, FWhh. The background is refined by fitting a 
Tchebychev polynomial to the raw data. The maximum degree of this 
polynomial is 9.
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The structural parameters determine the intensities of the Bragg 
reflections. The parameters that are available to be refined are 
overall scale factor, preferred orientation parameters, occupancy 
factor, atomic coordinates, and temperature factors. In the work 
described in this thesis, preferred orientation and occupancy 
parameters were not refined.
The division of the refinement into these two definite stages has 
been embodied in the design of the Stoe Rietveld program to exploit 
the fact that, to a first approximation, profile and structure 
parameters can be considered as independent groups of variables from 
the point of view of Rietveld-method refinement. Thus it is possible 
to complete refinement of most of the profile parameters before 
proceeding to the structural parameters. The program enforces this 
simplification by permitting few, if any, non-structural parameters to 
be carried forward as refinable variables into the second (structure 
parameter) stage.
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5.6.2 CRITERIA OF FIT
The principal criteria of fit that are used are the R-factors 
(Stoe Rietveld program manual, 1988).
R-weighted-pattern;
R(wp) = sqrt {  ^ .1—  } (5.5)
sum L w(i)*y(i,obs)2 ]
R-pattern:
R(p) = sum |y(i,obs) - y(i,calc) | / sum [y(i,obs)] (5.6)
R—intensity;
_ sum I(hkl,obs) - I(hkl,calc),
R(ly —  !---------   (5./J
sum L I(hkl,obs) ]
where; y(i) is the total intensity (including background) at step 
number i of the diffraction pattern;
w(i) = A / y(i), w(i) being the weight of observation i; 
d(i) = y(i,obs) - y(i,calc)
A is a constant, determined such that the average weight of 
an observation is equal to unity.
l(hkl) is the integrated intensity assigned to a particular 
Bragg reflection.
These R-factors are indicators of the agreement between the 
structural model and the actual structure. The most significant R- 
factor is R(wp) because the numerator of R(wp) is the quantity that is 
minimized in the least squares refinement procedure. From the 
definition of w(i), R(wp) will generally be higher than R(p) (Stoe 
Rietveld program manual, 1988).
Because of the differences in the way they are defined and 
calculated, the Rietveld—analysis R values should not be compared 
directly with the ones quoted for single-crystal work. The R(p) and
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R(wp) values in particular tend to be larger, for an equally good 
structural fit, because;
1) these '^s are based on differences over the whole pattern,
including regions with little diffracted intensity as well as
over substantial Bragg peaks;
2) errors in some of the profile parameters such as the line-shape
model, that do not affect the integrated intensities and so are
largely irrelevant to the structure refinement, could give a 
raised value of R even though the integrated intensities match 
quite well.
R(expected) is the limiting value of R(wp) based on counting 
statistics only, representing the lower bound that might be achieved 
by an error-free model.
Another quantity used in the evaluation of Rietveld-method 
refinements is the Durbin-Watson statistic, d. It was introduced by 
Durbin & Watson (1950, 1951 & 1971). This value represents the serial 
correlation between adjacent least-squares residuals in a Rietveld 
refinement of powder diffraction data. It is an important statistical 
measure in this context and its usage has been highly recommended by 
Hill & Flack (1987) as a way of resolving a long-running controversy 
in the literature concerning the meaningfulness of Rietveld-method 
e.s.d. The theoretical discussion is too complicated to go into here, 
but briefly the effect is that e.s.d. calculated from Rietveld profile 
residuals become more reliable the closer that d approaches its ideal 
value of 2 (Hill & Flack, 1987).
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Figure 5.6 Rigid-body model of HMB 
molecule of 120K showing 
dimensional parameters used
( not to scale )
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5.7 RIETVELD ARALltSIS
5.7.1 PROFILE PARAMETER REFIREMERT
The Stoe Rietveld program shuts off structure parameter 
refinement whenever profile parameter refinement is taking place. The 
initial values of the cell constants were as in Table 5.2, that is: 
a = 8.85687, b = 8.78106, c = 5.23922 Â; alpha = 43.8907,
beta = 117.0446 and gamma = 119.7509°. The cell parameters were made 
refinable throughout the profile parameter refinement. The scale 
factor and zero correction were also always refined: initially they 
were set at zero.
The line profile model used was a Pearson Vll function with 
exponent 2.00 - in other words, a squared Lorentzian (Stoe Rietveld 
program manual, 1988).
In one asymmetric unit of the structure, there are three methyl 
carbons. Cl, C2, 03, three benzene ring carbons, 04, 05, 06 and nine 
hydrogen atoms, H1-H9. The space group was P 1. By applying the 
inversion symmetry operator of the space group, the 03(0113)3 
asymmetric unit will generate the whole molecule 0 (^0113)^  (Figure 
5.6).
Since all its atom pairs are related by the centre of symmetry in 
the space group, the molecule of HMB is centrosymmetric. All the 
atoms in the cell had their occupancy parameter fixed at a value of 
1.0 and were not refined. Fuller details concerning the coordinates 
and method of refinement are discussed in Section 5.7.2.
The 2nd run data set was chosen for the Rietveld refinement 
because of its greater intensity and completeness, despite the 
presence of several spurious lines. Four regions in the raw observed
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pattern (data set II) we%e removed. Three of them were found to be 
spurious and one was rejected due to its peak shape being too narrow, 
as well as variable in intensity. These peaks were omitted as a 
result of the findings discussed in Section 5.5.1. Their p e a k  
positions (obtained using the GRA program) are as shown in Table 5.3. 
Had they been included, these four regions would have actually 
contributed to only two reflections - equivalent to 46 points in the 
original diffraction pattern.
Table 5.3 Four spurious peaks omitted from the 26 range used 
for Rietveld refinement of HMB (phase II) at 120 K
(26°) 26° max, Ho of points
begin end
1 23.04 23.18 23.12 8
2 26.18 26.34 26.22 9
3 33.84 34.08 33.97 13
4 48.84 49.14 48.95 16
The initial background profile was determined manually with the 
aid of the GRA program. A maximum of 32 points was chosen. The 
background was removed carefully because the Rietveld method is very 
sensitive to this. It was found that the position of the background 
profile was quite difficult to determine, especially between 10° - 20° 
26, because the background is clearly not smooth but rather variable 
as shown in Figure 5.7.
Following this, the background was refined using up to a full 9- 
parameter Tchebychev polynomial. Initially a polynomial of degree 4 
(fixed by default) was used. The degree of the polynomial was then 
increased one degree at a time and the refinement repeated until 
maximum degree 9 of the polynomial was reached (Figure 5.7).
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In the refinement of halfwidth parameters, there are three 
coefficients to be adjusted. Initially, the first coefficient was set 
to the average peak half width, FWhM = 0.1395° 26 for M = 27 lines, 
while the second and third were set to zero. The first coefficient 
was refined for several cycles, then the first two were allowed to 
vary, keeping the third fixed. The third parameter was also refined 
when the first two had been adjusted.
In the profile parameter refinement, it was found satisfactory to 
use a relaxation factor of 0.4 so as to inhibit divergence of the 
refinement. All parameter shifts are multiplied by this factor.
In all, 20 profile parameters were refined: 1 zero correction, 6 
metric tensor components, 3 FWhM parameters, and 10 background 
polynomial coefficients.
The profile parameter refinement was taken to have converged when 
the parameter shifts were typically less than 10% of their e.s.d. and 
after giving a total of 72 cycles. After the final cycle of profile 
parameter refinement, the R-factors were:
R(wp) = 0.1158; R(p) = 0.0843; R(l) = 0.1387; d = 0.567.
The profile parameter refinement was terminated at this stage.
5.7.2 STRUCTURAL FARAMETLR REFIMEMEMT
Initial atomic coordinates of all the three methyl. Cl, C2, C3 
and three ring carbon atoms, C4, C5, C6 (as discussed in Section
5.7.1) were based on the single-crystal X-ray structure at room 
temperature by Brockway & Robertson (1939). The labelling of these 
atoms follows that of Brockway & Robertson (1939).
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The coordinates were then adjusted as follows, to give the 
initial model:
1) All the z coordinates of the carbon atoms were set to zero (this
will be discussed below as part of the constraint in (1)).
2) Some of the x-coordinates were also adjusted to bring the atoms
closer to the ideal geometry (as part of constraint (2) discussed 
below). It was intended to make a further round of adjustment to 
the y-coordinates. However, when the resulting bond lengths were 
calculated after adjusting x, they were seen to be already 
sufficiently close to the ideal values, and so adjustments to the 
y-coordinates were not necessary.
The hydrogen positions at room temperature were not known from 
Brockway & Robertson (1939). This also turns out to be the case for 
the single-crystal neutron study at 130 K by Hamilton et al. (1969).
As previously discussed in the case of cell parameters (Section
5.5.2), the hydrogen coordinates were never published, although they 
obviously were determined in the study because bond lengths and angles 
involving them were reported.
It turns out to be necessary to include the hydrogen atoms in the 
refinement, because in aggregate these atoms contribute a scattering 
power amounting to 25 % that of the methyl carbons, even though the 
scattering of X-rays by a single hydrogen is small in magnitude. This 
was confirmed by a trial refinement run omitting the hydrogens from 
the model, which proved to be ill-behaved and difficult to persuade to 
converge (see Section 5.8.1). Hence approximate hydrogen atom 
coordinates need to be included in order to provide a well-behaved 
model. However, although some care was taken to assign sterically 
reasonable positions for the hydrogen sites (as discussed in the next
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paragraph), they were provided primarily to assist with convergence of 
the moael - no claims are made as to their correctness, and they 
should be considered as hypothetical only.
H1-H9, representing the nine hydrogen atom positions of the 
methyl group (discussed in Section 5.7.1), were calculated by the 
XANADU program given the cell constants (Section 5.7.1) and the carbon 
positions as in Table 5.4. Briefly, the XANADU program (Roberts & 
Sheldrick, 1989) is a crystal structure geometry calculation program 
based on various input parameters, in this case primarily the cell 
constants and the coordinates of the six carbon atoms.
Table 5.4 Initial coordinates for structural parameter refinement 
With rigid-body. model
Atom occupancy
(dummy) Co 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Cl 0.37700 0.23400 0.00000
HI 0.39396 0.39691 -0.22776
H2 0.42868 0.22041 0.22776
H3 0.43709 0.16306 0.00000
02 0.14400 0.37900 0.00000
H4 0.23447 0.34128 0.22776
H5 0.19977 0.51976 -0.22776
H6 0.04676 0.40594 0.00000
C3 -0.23200 0.14600 0.00000
H7 -0.19269 0.13062 0.22776
H8 -0.22739 0.30911 -0.22776
H9 -0.35550 0.04650 0.00000
04 0.18000 0.11100 0.00000
05 0.06900 0.16000 0.00000
06 -0.11000 0.06900 0.00000
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The initial coordinates for the carbon and hydrogen atoms are 
listed in Table 5.4. The average bond lengths and angles calculated 
from the input coordinates were: C(ring)-C(methyl) bond length as 
1.531 Â, C(ring)-C(ring) length as 1.386 A, and C-C-C = 120.00°, 
C(methyl)-H = 1.000 A and the C(ring)-C(methyl)-H angle as the 
tetrahedral angle of 109.47°. Figure 5.6 shows the individual bond 
lengths and angles of the HMB molecule in the resulting model.
Initially only the carbon atoms were included in the refinement, 
but without constraints. However, after refinement all the C-C bond 
lengths were too large and the ring angles were deformed. There were 
also observed to be strong correlations between most of the 
parameters, hence constraints need to be imposed to make the model 
realistic and tractable. These constraints in connection with the 
atomic coordinates are:
1) It was assumed that all the carbon atoms were planar and lay in 
the x-y crystallographic plane (Lonsdale, 1929). Hence this 
meant fixing z (Cl) = z(C2) = z(C3) = z(C4) = z(C5) = z(C6) = 0 
(Table 5.4).
2) The bond lengths and angles in the HMB molecule were fixed 
approximately at the values agreeing with Brockway & Robertson 
(1939), that is, C(methyl)-C(ring) = 1.53 A and C(ring)-C(ring) :
1.39 Â.
The Stoe Rietveld program (vl.09, 1989) includes a facility for 
rigid body constraints in least-squares refinement, following the 
scheme given by Rae (1976). It is based upon the determination of 
increments of rotation about three axes of a pre-defined rigid group 
of atoms, with respect to a ,''pivot atom,'*. The coordinates of the 
atoms in the rigid group are recalculated after each cycle.
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The rigid-body model was set up as follows. The program requires 
that the ‘‘pivot aton\‘‘ is supplied as the first in the list of atoms in 
a rigid group. Because there was no real atom at the approriate 
position, a dummy atom, Cq» was included with occupancy = Ü, at the 
origin (0, 0, 0) (Table 5.4). This means that Cq is at the centre of 
the molecule (Figure 5.6). Thus Cq acts as a pivot atom and its 
position is fixed.
By adopting the rigid body constraint in (1), three 0 angles, 0^ , 
02 and 03, are defined by the program with respect to the pivot atom, 
Cq, These angles correspond to allowed rotations about the origin in 
the rigid-body model. In the 120 K HMB molecule, half the molecule 
forms the asymmetric unit (C^ h^ ) (Figure 5.6), and the only symmetry 
operator is an inversion centre.
The three angles 0^ , 02 and 03 are defined within the program to 
form a right-handed set as follows:
= the vector from the first atom defined for the rigid group 
(the pivot atom, here the dummy atom Cq at the origin), to 
the second atom listed for the rigid group (Cl, the first 
methyl carbon); (5.8)
U£ = ^ 2
= the vector from the pivot atom to the third atom listed for
the rigid group (in this case, hi, the first methyl
hydrogen); (5.9)
V3 = ui * U2 (a vector perpendicular to the u^ , U2 plane) (5.10)
= U2 V 3  (a vector perpendicular to U2 and V 3 )  (5.11)
0^  = right-handed rotation about (5.12)
02 = right-handed rotation about V2 (=112) (5.13)
03 = right-handed rotation about V3 (5.14)
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Because U2 involves the methyl hydrogen HI, the resulting axes 
for rigid-body rotation in the triclinic cell are counter-intuitive 
and not easy to visualise. With the benefit of hindsight, perhaps a 
re-ordering to place, for example, C2 third in the atoms list (or 
insertion of a second dummy atom, as for the 80 K phase 111 model - 
see Chapter 6, Section 6.5.2) would have been helpful. However, as 
will be seen, the overall change of molecular orientation on 
refinement turns out to be so small that in practice the choice of 
axes becomes unimportant other than as a technical device to permit 
the refinement to proceed.
In the final structural refinement, only one separate cycle was 
applied per run (in order to avoid a program error, explained in more 
detail in Chapter 6, Section 6.5.2). The refinement with the above 
constraints was terminated after 9 cycles when it had converged with 
the shifts for all three 0 angles less than 0.0ÜÜÜ1 radians. The 
cumulative shifts for the 0 angles are listed in Table 5.5
An attempt was also made to refine the temperature corrections. 
Continuing after cycle 9 as described above, with all the constraints 
as before, isotropic temperature corrections, biso, were permitted to 
vary only for the six carbon atoms. Cl to C6. Again only one 
refinement cycle was applied per a run. The results are shown in
Table 5.6. Immediately after the first cycle, C2 and C4 exhibit
strongly negative shifts. After 12 cycles, when the refinement has 
converged, the e.s.d. for all the carbon atoms are very large, C2 has
a negative value for Uiso and C4 a very small one, while those for C3
and C6 have increased by a factor of three. Clearly these are not 
physically meaningful.
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Table 3.5 Total cumulative shifts ai:t_er_ 9 cycles 
for the 0 angles in rlgid-boQV model
(no thermal parameters refined)
total cumulative shifts, 
rad (x) deg
e.s.d., (y) 
rad ^
x /y
-0.00050
+0.00049
-0.00017
-0.029
+0.028
- 0.010
0.00405
0.00650
0.00515
■0.123
0.075
■0.033
- esd after cycle 9 as given in the refinement
Table 5.6 Attempted refinement of isotropic carbon 
temperature factors at 120 K
Atom Initial Uiso Final Uiso «2 g2 e.s.d.
Cl 0.01 0.01483 0.01774
C2 0.01 -0.00118 0.01713
C3 0.01 0.03495 0.01889
C4 0.01 0.00434 0.01889
C5 0.01 0.01446 0.02025
C6 0.01 0.02818 0.01867
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There is in any case much doubt whether the thermal parameters 
obtained from Rietveld method refinements give physically meaningful 
results, except in very simple high-symmetry cases. In general, 
powder data are (well|not)suited for deriving isotropic (and still less 
anisotropic) temperature factors that are as good as those from 
single-crystal data (Will, Parrish & Huang, 1983).
It is known that the effects of any systematic errors in the 
experiment and in the sample preparation are likely to be absorbed in 
the temperature factors and lead to distorted amplitudes of thermal 
motion of the molecules (Cruickshank, 1956; Hamilton et al., 1969). 
This is particularly true for Rietveld refinements, where the 
background profile is hard to determine accurately and is strongly 
correlated with thermal parameters (and also some others, such as site 
occupancies).
In any event, it is concluded that the 120 K HMB data here will 
not support a refinement of the isotropic thermal parameters. Hence 
the final results were taken to be those without refining the 
temperature corrections. The number of structural parameters refined 
for these was four: 1 scalefactor and 3 rigid-body angles: 0^ , 02 and 
03. .
5.8 RIETVELD REFlHEhEHT RESULTS
5.8.1 MOLECULAR GEOMETRT
Final crystallographic results (profile and structural 
parameters) at 120 K of phase 11 after Stoe Rietveld refinement 
(without refining temperature corrections) are summarized in Table 
5.7. Within experimental error, the refinement has converged 
satisfactorily. The final R-factors are reasonably low for a 
triclinic organic structure (Table 5.7).
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Table 5.7 Crystallographic aata for HMB at 120 K after Rietveld refinement
Diffractometer 
Monochromator 
Space group
Z (molecules per unit cell)
m IS
C (&) 
alpha® 
beta® 
gamma®
V (&3)
M1(N=20)
Zero correction (Z29)®
Wavelength (£)
Profile scan range (20)®
Step size (20)®
Profile function, Pearson Vll 
Peak range (number of FWHM)
Scalefactor
No. of excluded regions
No. of reflections in excluded regions
No. of points in excluded regions
Total no. of points in the diffraction pattern
No. of points contributed from Bragg reflections
Maximum no. of contributing reflections
No. of reflections generated
No. of profile parameters
No. of structural (atomic) parameters
Background
Average parameter shift/e.s.d.
Halfwidth parameters, FWHM
Parameter 1 
Parameter 2 
Parameter 3
Durbin-Vatson serial correlation, d 
R-factors
R(wp)
R(p)
R(l)
R(expected)
STADl P with 
mini PSD 
Curved Ge (111)
P Ï 
1
6.6647(15)
6.7641(14)
5.2404(6)
43.663(7)
117.152(11)
119.609(11)
242.15
35.916
0.045(3)
1.54056, CuKalphal 
10-54.64 
0.02
exponent m = 2.0 
6.0
0.0231(4)
4
2
46
2167 out of 2233 
1657 
17 
) 306 
20 
4
Tchebychev polynomial 
degree 9 
0.002
0.130(6)
0.042(9)
0.033(5)
0.465
0.1217
0.0914
0.1372  
0.0120
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From Table 5.5, the cumulative shifts of all the 0 angles are 
insignificant when compared to their e.s.d. This is an interesting 
result because the lack of rotation of the rigid-body model implies 
that its constraints still hold quite well at 120 K, and in particular 
it confirms that all the carbon atoms still lie in the x-y plane, as 
originally found by Lonsdale (1929). The hydrogen atoms were 
originally included as an approximation based on steric considerations 
simply to strengthen the model, and their coordinates are 
hypothetical. Thus there is not much to be concluded about them, 
other than that they appear to have performed this function 
satisfactorily.
A refinement using an alternate model based on bond lengths from 
the neutron study of Hamilton et al. (1969) was also tried. When the 
bond lengths of C(ring)-C(methyl) = 1.506 A, C(ring-C(ring) = 1.413 A 
and C(methyl)-H = 1.0 A were used in the model for structural 
refinement, the final R(wp) = 0.14 and R(p) = 0.11, which indicates a 
poorer agreement than the model based on Brockway & Robertson (1939) 
(Table 5.7). This confirms the correctness of choosing the latter 
model, particularly the C(ring)-C(methyl) length of 1.53 A, which is 
more typical of a C-C single bond.
Refinement without hydrogen atoms was also tested. In a 
structural refinement using the model based on Brockway & Robertson 
(1939) with similar constraints to those mentioned above (Section
5.7.2), but without H atoms included, the final results were 
R(wp) = 0.15 and R(p) = 0.12 and the convergence was less stable.
These values are certainly higher than when H atoms were included, 
showing that inclusion of the H atoms not only completes the molecular 
structure but improves the diffraction model significantly.
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The slightly distorted background profile between approximately 
10° to 20° (Figure 5.7) has caused the peak shapes in this 26 region 
to be asymmetric. PSD data is claimed normally to show symmetrical 
reflection profiles (Stoe Rietveld program manual, 1988), leading 
perhaps to one of the disadvantages of the Stoe Rietveld program, 
which is that it does not support asymmetry of the peak shape in the 
profile function. Thus in the refinement a symmetric Pearson VII 
function with exponent m = 2, (a squared Lorentzian profile function) 
was fitted to the raw experimental data, and this known feature of the 
data could not be included in the model.
FVlhPi and peak symmetry as a function of 26 are important in 
Rietveld refinement R-factors and e.s.d. In the case of variations in 
peak shape, small deviations can result in large R-factor differences. 
This could be connected with several obvious features in the 
difference profile attributable to peak shape differences, especially 
at 11.65° 26 (Figure 5.8). Attfield, Sleight & Cheetham (1986) and 
Cheetham et al. (1986) have reported that variations of peak shape can 
hinder Rietveld-method refinement. These effects probably contributed 
to the value of R(wp) in this investigation.
Final atomic coordinates are listed in Table 5.8. Room 
temperature single-crystal results (Brockway et al., 1939) are used 
for comparison because there are no published low-temperature 
coordinates for phase 11 to compare with the 120 K results. In 
general there are no significant shifts of the coordinates between 
those for the 120 K results here and the single crystal work.
From the coordinates of the atomic positions after refinement 
(Table 5.8), bond lengths and angles were recalculated (as a check). 
They are shown in Table 5.9. It must be emphasised that they arise
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from the assumptions in the rigid-body model, and were not refined in 
the structure determination.
Although the molecular model used here for the 120 K structure 
was based on a room temperature study, theoretically the bond lengths 
and bond angles should remain approximately the same (for the same 
solid phase) when the temperature decreases (Becka and Cruickshank, 
1961). This is agreed by hegaw (1973) who stated that, for most 
organic structures, intramolecular bond lengths remain unaltered 
between at least 150 and 300 K, and that any changes will usually be 
too small to be detected. For example in a single-crystal structure 
study at five different temperatures (20 to —170° C) of anthraquinone 
(Lonsdale, hilledge & Bl Sayed, 1966) the bond lengths remained 
unchanged though there was a small change in the molecular shape.
As explained in Section 5.5.2, the unit cell volume has decreased 
by 4.33% during cooling from 294 K down to 120 K. With the same 
number of atoms in the contracted unit—cell at 120 K there is a 
possibility that there could be significant interactions between the 
more crowded neighbouring methyl groups. The group could exhibit 
compression or steric effects (Hendrickson, Cram & Hammond, 1970) by 
being forced too close to its neighbours.
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Table 5.6 Final atomic coordinates and comparison with literature work
120 K
(powder, x-ray)  ^
(no thermal oorr.)
room temperature,
(single crystal, x-ray) 
(Brockway & Robertson, 1939)
Atom X y z X y z
01 0.37696 0.23413 0.00006 0.372 0.234 —0.016
HI 0.39393 0.39905 -0.22761
H2 0.42663 0.22046 0.22791
H3 0.43712 0.16331 -0.00004
02 0.14365 0.37662 0.00036 0.144 0.379 -0.006
H4 0.23431 0.34106 0.22617
H5 0.19961 0.51967 -0.22735
H6 0.04657 0.40566 0.00047
C3 -0.23213 0.14579 0.00031 -0.226 0.146 0.006
H? -0.19265 0.13023 0.22615
H6 -0.22755 0.30662 -0.22737
H9 -0.35561 0.04617 0.00026
04 0.17999 0.11106 0.00004 0.177 0.111 -0.007
05 0.06693 0.17992 0.00016 0.069 0.160 -0.003
06 -0.11006 0.06666 0.00015 -0.109 0.069 0.004
- e.s.d. are not available for individual atomic coordinates 
because these parameters were calculated from the rigid-body 
refinement. However, as an approximate guide, the accuracy is 
probably similar to that of Brockway & Robertson’s single-crystal 
results. The 120 K xyz values were taken from final Rietveld 
refinement result.
ê - hydrogen atoms were not included in the X-ray work of Brockway & 
Robertson (1939); their room temperature was not reported nor 
any temperature correction applied.
Cl, C2, 03 - aliphatic carbons (methyl carbons with each connected to 
three H as arranged in the Table)
04, 05, 06 - aromatic carbons (benzene ring)
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Table 5.9 Comparison of average (intramolecular) bond lengths (A) and 
angles (deg) in the., rigid-body..inWel of: HMB
used in this study with literature values
(powder)
(a)
120 K
(x-ray)
Literature (single-crystal)
(b) (c)
130 K 298 K
(Hamilton et al.,1969) 
(neutron)
(d) 
room temp 
(Brockway & Robertsor 
(1939; x-ray)
0(ring)-C(methyl) 1.531
C(ring)-C(ring) 1.386 
C-C-C (inner ring) 120.0 
C-C-C (outer ring) 120.0
1.506(16)
1*413(10)
1.495(5)
1.391(12)
t
1.53(2)
1.39(2)
120.00
120.00
(a) - Ho thermal corrections have been refined in the present
experiment, and because a rigid-body model was used, 
e.s.d. are not approriate. The parameters shown here 
result from assumptions made in constructing the rigid-body 
model and have not been refined.
(b & c) - Corrected for anisotropic thermal vibration; The e.s.d.
represent standard deviations of the mean values; hydrogen 
atoms were included.
(d) - Thermal vibration correction was not reported; hydrogen
atoms were not included.
- Bond angles (and atomic coordinates) are not reported.
ê - Values calculated from Brockway & Robertson’s coordinates
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A list of all the hydrogen-hydrogen distances less than 3 A is 
shown in Table 5.1Ü. Within the limitations imposed by the use of 
hypothetical coordinates for the H atoms as discussed in Section 
5.7.2, they illustrate quite reasonable packing of the HMB molecules. 
It is unlikely that the apparently short 1.6 A contacts are 
significant.
Table 5.10 H....H distances less than 3 A in hexamethylbenzene 
at 120 K, phase 11
(from hypothetical H positions calculated by XANADU to 
show the general reasonableness of the packing)
1.6 1.6
2.9 2.4
1.6 2.9
2.fa 2.9
2.9 2.fa
2.9 2.4
2.4 1.6
2.5
It was reported in the single-crystal neutron study at 130 K of 
Hamilton et al. (1939) that the shortest H....H intramolecular 
distance found was 2.04 A and the shortest intermolecular contact
2.40 Â.
Table 5.11, shows the final list of 26, I, indices and FWHM after 
Rietveld refinement. Its observed, calculated and difference 
diffraction profiles are presented in Figure 5.fa, and plots of the 
structure of HMB at 120 K is shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.
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Table 5.11 Final results of 29, I, indices 
and FWHM after Rietveld refinement of HhB 
phase II data at 120 K using rigid booy model
H K L M Æ6* FWHM lobs Icalc obs-calc
1 0 0 2 11.651 0.115 262.63 214.15 48.48
0 1 0 2 15.111 0.104 107.67 114.31 -6.65
-1 1 0 2 16.387 0.100 103.17 91.36 11.81
-1 1 1 2 17.536 0.098 88.27 75.84 12.43
0 1 1 2 19.030 0.095 75.73 67.02 8.71
-1 2 1 2 20.501 0.093 3.49 3.63 -0.13
1 1 0 2 21.525 0.092 0.00 2.72 -2.72
-2’ 1 1 2 23.001 0.091 3.02 2.11 0.91
-2 2 1 2 23.337 0.091 15.69 11.69 4.00
2 0 0 2 23.425 0.091 16.80 14.14 2.66
0 2 1 2 23.946 0.090 16.23 13.06 3.17
-2 1 0 2 24.200 0.090 3.59 1.66 1.92
0 0 1 2 24.822 0.090 345.78 355.34 -9.56
-1 0 1 2 25.679 0.090 43.11 28.75 14.36
1 0 1 2 29.216 0.092 13.76 19.35 -5.59
-1 2 0 2 29.518 0.093 0.31 0.41 -0.10
0 2 0 2 30.493 0.094 4.14 4.33 -0.19
-3 2 1 2 30.851 0.094 3.57 1.02 2.54
2 1 0 2 31.363 0.095 0.19 0.39 -0.20
-2 0 1 2 31.389 0.095 2.10 3.20 -1.10
-1 3 1 2 31.718 0.096 0.97 0.96 0.01
1 2 1 2 31.790 0.096 18.11 18.31 -0.20
-2 3 1 2 32.142 0.096 19.14 19.19 -0.06
-3 1 1 2 32.194 0.097 17.79 16.88 0.91
-2 2 0 2 33.123 0.098 2.49 3.70 -1.21
-3 1 0 2 34,548 0.102 11.90 11.60 0.30
-1 2 2 2 35.079 0.103 0.10 0.08 0.02
-2 3 2 2 35.416 0.104 11.54 10.87 0.67
3 0 0 2 35.457 0.104 9.22 8.66 0.57
-2 2 2 2 35.500 0.104 3.36 2.86 0.50
0 3 1 2 35.575 0.104 9.89 7.30 2.59
1 2 0 2 35.711 0.105 9.44 9.43 0.01
2 1 1 2 36.355 0,107 0.21 0.73 -0.52
-1 3 2 2 36.423 0.107 0.98 0.79 0.19
-3 3 1 2 36.717 0.108 5.88 6.70 -0.82
0 -1 1 2 36.800 0.108 8.30 11.27 -2.97
2 0 1 2 37.179 0.109 1.68 1.13 0.55
-3 3 2 2 38.366 0.113 4.93 5.24 -0.31
0 2 2 2 38.611 0.114 1.71 1.21 0.50
1 -1 1 2 38.697 0.114 8.13 5.78 2.35
-1 1 2 38.758 0.114 0.74 0.48 0.26
-3 2 2 2 39.767 0.118 1.72 0.61 1.11
-3 0 1 2 40.107 0.120 6.69 4.39 2.30
-3 2 0 2 40.218 0.120 0.75 0.58 0.16
-1 1 2 2 40.278 0.120 5.84 4.87 0.97
-4 2 1 2 40.746 0.122 2.54 0.68 1.86
C 3 2 2 41.137 0.124 5.32 4.29 1.03
-2 4 2 2 41.698 0.126 0.05 0.01 0.03
2 2 1 2 41.856 0.127 0.66 0.45 0.21
-2 1 2 2 41.918 0.127 0.08 0.04 0.04
0 1 2 2 42.225 0.128 7.04 6.95 0.09
3 1 0 2 42.582 0.130 16.16 11.08 5.08
1 3 1 2 42.705 0.131 0.56 0.38 0.18
-4 1 1 2 43.047 0.132 0.00 0.08 -0.08
-3 4 2 2 43.087 0.132 0.00 0.01 -0.01
-1 4 2 2 43.797 0.136 11.15 8.29 2.86
2 2 0 2 43.859 0.136 0.55 0.39 0.15
2 -1 1 2 44.030 0.137 0.02 0.03 -0.01
-2 -1 1 2 44.140 0.138 0.77 0.86 -0.09
-4 3 1 2 44.335 0.139 12.95 10.11 2.83
-4 3 2 2 44.607 0.140 10.60 9.73 0.87
-1 3 0 2 44.612 0.140 0.57 0.53 0.04
-2 4 1 2 45.080 0.142 0.00 0.08 -0.08
1 2 2 2 45.313 0.144 0.32 2.09 -1.77
-1 4 1 2 45.935 0.147 8.54 6.95 1.59
-4 1 0 2 46.055 0.148 0.04 0.03 0.00
-2 3 0 2 46.073 0.148 1.87 . 1.89 -0.01
0 3 0 2 46.464 0.150 1.75 2.65 -0.90
-3 1 2 2 46.836 0.152 0.87 1.95 -1.08
-4 2 2 2 47.001 0.153 0.08 0.07 0.00
3 0 1 2 47.196 0.154 1.97 1.77 0.20
1 1 2 2 47.398 0.155 0.32 0.22 0.11
-3 4 1 2 47.503 0.156 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 1 1 2 47.658 0.157 7.19 6.20 0.99
-4 4 2 2 47.720 0.157 5.49 4.69 0.80
4 0 0 2 47.908 0.158 6.32 3.47 2.85
1 3 2 2 48.669 0.163 0.00 0.00 0.00
-4 2 0 2 49.574 0.169 0.00 0.02 -0.02
0 4 1 2 49.937 0.171 4.99 3.09 1.90
-1 0 2 2 50.334 0.174 4.20 2.73 1.47
-4 0 1 2 50.592 0.176 4.08 2.94 1.15
-3 3 0 2 50.626 0.176 1.45 1.07 0.38
0 0 2 2 50.915 0.178 18.27 17.91 0.36
0 -2 1 2 51.340 0.181 0. 48 0.24 0.24
1 3 0 2 51.352 0.181 0.03 0.02 0.02
Table 5.11 (continu*
1 -2 1 2 51.758 0.184 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 -1 1 2 51.955 0.185 0.87 1.07 -0.20
-5 2 1 2 52.012 0.185 0.56 0.60 ■ -0.04
2 3 1 2 52.038 0.186 0.44 0.46 -0.02
-3 -1 1 2 52.100 0.186 3.88 3.94 -0.05
-2 5 2 2 52.468 0.189 1.32 1.59 -0.27
-3 , 5 2 2 52.597 0-190 0.34 0.70 -0.37
-2 0 2 2 52.775 0.191 0.07 0.11 -0.05
-4 4 1 2 52.860 0.192 1.58 2.88 -1.30
-2 4 3 2 52.955 0.192 0.06 0.17 -0.11
-3 4 3 2 53.108 0.193 0.01 0.02 -0.01
-5 3 2 2 53.229 0.194 0.34 0.98 -0.64
3 2 1 2 53.240 0.194 0.37 1.18 -0.81
-2 3 3 2 53.243 0.194 0.22 0.74 -0.51
-1 -2 1 2 53.900 0.199 0.25 0.70 -0.45
3 2 0 2 53.921 0.199 0.53 1.13 -0.60
-5 3 1 2 54.005 0.200 0.49 0.96 -0.46
2 2 2 2 54.278 0.202 0.09 0.20 -0.10
-4 1 2 2 54.348 0.203 0.00 0.00 0.00
-3 3 3 2 54.426 0.203 0.59 0.73 -0.13
1 0 2 2 54.450 0.204 1.66 1,98 -0.33
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cckc:cr
5
cn
b , y DISCUSSION
In general the precision of the final refinement is quite 
satisfactory: it confirms the structure and provides a description 
that is sufficient for our use later in discussing the transition to 
phase 111 (in Chapter 6).
1) Difference profile features
The observed peak that has the largest discrepancy in 26 of 48.46 
counts is at 11.65° 26 (Table 5.11 and Figure 5.8).
Discrepancies for other reasonably intense peaks do not exceed 15 
counts.
2) Data resolution
In the 120 K data for N = 27 lines, the average FWhh=0.14(4)° 26, 
which is quite reasonable for this type of specimen.
3) Initial input of cell constants before Rietveld refinement 
The index assignment and hence the unit-cell obtained for 
triclinic HhB phase 11 produced a high figure of merit, hl(N=20)
= 36.936 (Section 5.5, Table 5.2). This high value shows that 
the cell was already quite well determined and it is improbable 
that it would impede the refinement. After Rietveld refinement, 
hl(N=20) = 35.918, which is not a significant difference.
4) Peaks lying outside the scan range
In the refinement the 26 scan range was only between 5° and 55°. 
However, there were only very, very weak reflections after 55° 
and omitting them should not have affect the results 
significantly.
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5) Disorder
The possilibility that elements of disorder are present at 120 K 
has not been tested because the diffraction data give no reason 
to suspect it and Hamilton et al. (1969) had concluded from their 
single-crystal neutron diffraction study that HMB phase 11 
crystals above the transition are well ordered.
6) Spurious peaks
Three spurious peaks (discussed in Section 5.5) could not be 
indexed. After confirming by repeating the experiment that they 
are irreproducible and probably produced by ice deposits away 
from the specimen position, it was considered justifiable to 
exclude them from the refinement. There were probably also other 
spurious ice peaks in the data which were too weak to be detected 
as individual peaks, though still capable of changing the 
observable profile and hence of affecting the Rietveld refinement 
results. However, no clear evidence for such peaks was found and 
any adverse effects on the refinement appear to have been small, 
although they may have contributed to increasing the R-factors.
7) Background
In the low angle region, between approximately 10° and 20° 20, 
the background rises in a hump (shown in Figure 5.7). 
Unfortunately, there are at least five very strong peaks here. 
Even when considerable care had been taken to remove the 
background profile, the shapes of these peaks were not completely 
satisfactory, and this may have had some effect in the Rietveld 
refinement, again causing an adverse influence on the R values, 
etc. The Rietveld method is sensitive to background shape.
Figure 5.7 shows the unsmoothed left and right tails of the peaks 
between approximately 10° - 20° 20. This is presumably an effect
17 2
of the presence of the low-temperature attachment (and perhaps of 
the ice deposits), since the background for the room temperature 
data is generally smooth (Figure 5.4 b).
fa) Feak-shape
The observed shape is quite close to that calculated by the 
program. The discrepancies in the fit, especially for the 
intense peak at 11.65° 26, are perhaps affected by inadequency in 
the peak-shape description - in particular the lack of an 
asymmetry term.
9) Preferred orientation
Another problem observed in the experiment is the likely presence 
of some preferred orientation, because HhB crystallites have a 
very plate-like habit before grinding. This effect has hopefully 
been minimized by grinding and sieving it with a 45 micron mesh 
to a fine powder and rotating the capillary during data 
collection, lio correction for preferred orientation was made 
during the Rietveld analysis. The correction was not applied 
because the proper parameters were not known and the resulting 
danger that an improper correction might have adverse effects on 
the structural results. Although some work has been published on 
preferred orientation corrections (Rietveld, 1959; Will, Parrish 
& Huang, 19fa3), the optimum method to handle it is currently 
unclear. Bish and Howard (19fafa) have stated that although the 
Rietveld method programs permit the incorporation of such 
corrections during data reduction, this does not appear to be 
reliable, and works only for samples with minor amounts of 
preferred orientation.
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CHAPTER 6
STKüCTlîRAL STUDIES OF BEXAMETHILBEUZENE PHASE 111 AT 80 K
6.1 INTRODUCTION
6.1.1 LOW-TEMPERATURE PHASE 111
Previous work and the background concerning scientific interest 
in hexamethylbenzene (HhB) and its three different phases in the solid 
state has already been discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
The low-temperature 11-111 phase transition of HMB which occurs 
at 115.5(3) K (Toshimoto et al., 1985) has been extensively studied in 
the past: for example from heat capacities - Frankosky and Aston 
(1965); infra-red evidence - Leech, Powell & Shepard (1966); phonon 
effects - Maria & Zahlan (1967); neutron-scattering study - Rush 
(1967); and Raman spectrum - Ron & Hyams (1972); to name only a few. 
One of the earliest indications of the phase transition was from 
Huffman, Parks & Daniels (1930) using heat capacities and entropies. 
They showed that the transition is characterized by a discontinuity in 
the specific heat curve at 108 K. The existence of the transition was 
confirmed by Schnepp (1958, 1959) using absorption and optical 
measurements.
It was subsequent studied by Bertinelli & Stremmenos (1973) using 
optical and spectroscopic studies. The authors made elaborate 
proposals for the phase transition mechanism and the structure of 
phase 111. They concluded that the phase 111 structure could belong 
to the trigonal system with 3 as point group and R 3 as the space 
group. These conclusions were 'oncordant with results from Woodruff & 
Kopelman (1977) who used high-resolution spectroscopic Raman, IR and 
electronic data in the study of HMB at phase 111. They showed that
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spectroscopic results indicate that the phase 111 structure is 
trigonal, with one molecule per primitive unit cell, and that the 
phase transition 11-111 is of first order.
Other workers such as Schnepp (1958, 1959), Hamilton & Edmonds 
(1971) and Prasad, Woodruff & Kopelman, 1973), however, have assumed 
that the low-temperature structure must be triclinic. There are no 
published X-ray or neutron diffraction studies to provide a direct 
determination of the structure of the low-temperature phase 111 and 
hence, prior to the present work, the full phase 111 structure was 
still not properly known. Single-crystal studies of phase 111 have 
been unsuccessful because of severe fragmentation of the crystals due 
to the phase transition (Hamilton et al., 1969). Thus it was decided 
to investigate the structure using X-ray powder diffraction techniques 
with the aid of Rietveld-method refinement (a general outline of which 
has been given in Chapter 5, Section 5.3).
The purpose of this investigation is to elucidate the mechanism 
of the phase 11-111 transition from a crystallographic point of view. 
Structure determination is needed before any structural mechanism can 
be established. Knowledge of the HMB structure at low temperature is 
essential to the understanding of its unusual thermal properties 
(Atake, Gyoten & Chihara, 1982; Toshimoto et al., 1985) and molecular 
motions (Pauling, 1930; Allen & Cowking, 1967). Also, we can hope 
that the present study will lead to a better understanding as to why, 
surprisingly, the higher-temperature phase 11 has the lowest possible 
symmetry (triclinic), while the low-temperature phase 111 apparently 
belongs to the high-symmetry trigonal system (described in Section 
6.3.1).
This is very unusual behaviour in the solid state, but not
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completely unprecedented. A comparable, though not so great, loss of 
symmetry with rise in temperature has been found in the study of phase 
transitions of sodium niobate (Ahtee, Glazer & Megaw, 1972), where at 
-100° C the low-temperature, ferroelectric rhombohedral phase N 
transforms to an orthorhombic, antiferroelectric phase P, the one 
stable at room temperature. The explanation proposed in that case 
involved the freeing of tilt parameters as the niobate displacement 
parameters became zero, due to a coupling mechanism.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL
6.2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION
The material was ground for about 5 minutes and was placed in a 
1.0 mm diameter glass capillary. The crystallites were loosely packed 
in the capillary so as to reduced preferred orientation (Dollase,
1986). The same specimen had previously been used in the powder 
indexing studies at room temperature (labelled as HMB A) described in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.5.3.
6.2.2 DATA COLLECTION
In the experiment the sample was cooled with an Oxford 
Cryosystems cooler from room temperature (about 294 K) to 80 K.
Before commencing measurements the specimen was allowed to stabilize 
in the cold gas-stream for thermal equilibrium (Bernard, Tanner & 
Aston, 1969) at the 80 K temperature for about half an hour. The 
powder pattern was collected for 5 hours and 17 minutes using the 
STADl P. The details of the instrumental set-up of the diffractometer 
have been described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3, and the low-temperature 
attachment in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2. By using the FIT program, 11 
lines were measurable in the 26 range 10° - 62°. Their 26 and d 
values are listed in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Indexed powder pattern for HMB at 80 K (phase III)
(experiment) 
[SÎADI P]
(Celotti et al., 
1975) §
[Rigaku-Denki diff]
i 2G° calc 2G° obs, Del 2G d raw 
corr (A)
hkl FWHM, j d obs I 
(deg) (A)
hkl
1? 9.00* 0.04 3 0 0
2? 7.59* 0.90 3 1 0
1 14.2166 14.1979 -0.0187 6.2313 1 0 1 80.2 0.10 3 6.25* 2.40 3 2 0
4? 5.84* 2.20 4 1 0
5? 5.37 3 .90 5 0 0
6? 5.05* 2.60 4 2 0
7? 4.66* 6.10 6 0 0
2 20.1484 20.1452 -0.0032 4.4040 1 1 0 40.0 0.11 8 4.40- 4.60 5 2 0
97 3.97 1.00 4 4 0
3 24.7823 24.7753 0.0070 3.5904 0 0 3 100.0 0.10 10 3 .59 100.0 0 0 1
11? 3.46 2 .70 2 0 1
4 28.6581 28.6546 -0.0035 3.1126 0 2 2 5.5 0.11 12 3.06 1.30 4 1 1
13? 2 .92 0.12 5 1 1
5 32.1152 32.1044 -0.0108 2.7856 1 2 1 14.7 0.12 14 2 .79 0.12 4 3 1
15? 2.60 0.07 6 2 1
6 35.2839 35.2863 0.0025 2.5418 1 2.2 14.4 0.14 16 2.54 0.80 7 1 1
17? 2 .43 0 .30 7 2 1
18? 2 .32 0.40 9 0 1
19? 2.24 0.25 6 5 1
20? 2.14 0.60 11 3 0
7 43.5837 43.5927 0.0090 2.0756 3 0 3 10.6 0.18 21 2.08 0.65 12 2 0
b 46.0860 46.0783 -0.0077 1.9698 1 2 4 3.1 0.24 22 1.970 0.07 8 8 0
23? 1.921 0.04 12 0 1
9 48.4576 48.4657 0.0079 1.8762 2 2 3 2.4 0.16 24 1.877 0.06 14 1 0
25? 1.846 0.05 10 7 0
10 50.8146 50.8321 0.0175 1.7952 0 0 6 4.2 0.18 26 1.791 2.60 0 0 2
27? 1.728 0.04 8 8 1
28? 1.682 0.07 5 1 2
11 55.2055 55.187 -0.0177 1.6629 1 1 6 2.1 0.17 29 1.666 0.06 4 3 2
where :
Del 2G = 2G calc - 2G obs, corr 
d raw - observed and uncorrected d/s from FIT
I = I(i or j)/Imax  ^100; where I^ or j) = actual measured intensity 
and Imax “ intensity of the strongest observed line 
I - obtained from FIT
FWHM - full-width at half-maximum height, 2G, obtained from FIT 
§ - data extracted from the first 29 out of 64 lines from Celotti, 
Bertinelli & Stremmenos (1975); I has been renormalized for 
comparison with the STADI P data.
 ^- six lines reported by Celotti et al. to be multiply indexed.
? - following Celotti et. al. line no.j, denotes that this line 
definitely cannot be indexed by the STADI P lattice
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Using the same specimen, a series of powder patterns over a range 
of 26 between 10® to 20® was recorded as a function of decreasing 
temperature (Figure 6.1). The temperature range was between 104 to 
116 K. From these it can be seen that the transition occurs over a 
temperature range and that the line positions of the two phases are 
quite different.
6.3 POWDER INDEXIMG
6.3.1 IhTRODUCTlOFi
INDEX (abbreviated INX in the command syntax) is one of the 
software package programs installed in the controlling KicroVAX of the 
STOE powder diffractometer system (STADI P). It uses a trial and 
error method based on the procedure of permutating indices from a few 
base reflections (Werner, 1964). It is used to index a list of peak 
positions produced by PEAK (as already described in Chapter 3, Section 
3.3.3). The program seeks solutions in descending order of symmetry, 
through the cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal, orthorhombic and monoclinic 
crystal systems (triclinic systems are excluded). If no solution is 
found in one system, it tries to look for a solution in the next one 
down. By taking 1-6 basic reflections, depending on the symmetry 
being tested, the program generates trial indices and calculates 
corresponding cell parameters. Additionally, the program allows some 
user control by having several adjustable parameters (with defaults), 
for example maximum cell edge, maximum cell volume, minimum and 
maximum beta, required figure of merit, K (de Wolff, 1968), number of 
unindexed lines allowed for refinement and number of unindexed lines 
for program termination. The program only reports unit cells which 
meet all of these conditions.
In considering the triclinic symmetry of the higher temperature
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phase II (at 120 K), discussed fully in Chapter 5, it should be 
remembered that the triclinic cell has strongly hexagonal pseudo­
symmetry (a=b.8b, b=8.78 Â, gamma=119,78®) (Chapter 5, Section 5.5.2), 
and hence the crystal symmetry of the phase 111 at' 80 K was assumed 
provisionally be trigonal (described on hexagonal axes). This is in 
keeping with the previous work (Bertinelli & Stremmenos, 1973;
Woodruff & Kopelman, 1977) already discussed in Section 6.1.1.
By comparing the number of powder diffraction lines in the 104 
and 116 K data of the phase 11-111 26 scans in Figure 6.1, there are 
clearly fewer lines in the lower temperature phase. It is thus 
justifiable to predict that the data set at 80 K of phase III depicts 
a symmetry of at least higher than triclinic, in contrast with the 
interpretations by some other authors (Prasad, Woodruff & Kopelman, 
1973; Hamilton & Edmonds, 1971; Schnepp, 1958, 1959) that both phases 
11 and 111 have triclinic structures.
Celotti, Bertinelli & Stremmenos (1975), who provide the only 
available indexing for HMB at 80 K in the literature, made X-ray 
powder diffraction studies on HMB at 80 K and have indexed phase III 
at 80 K on a hexagonal cell as shown in Table 6.1. Although the 
symmetry of the cell could be correct, the cell constants and indices 
are very doubtful. First by choosing 11 strong lines from their 
observed data and using their cell constants (a = 31.5, c = 3.59 A)
(to be compared with experimental data in the present investigation), 
CRTSPAK gave M1(N=11) = 10.594, while for the first 20 lines 
Ml (N=20) = 5.316 - a very poor value. Secondly, six lines in the low 
angle region (j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 in Table 6.1) are reported to be 
multiply indexed. Thirdly, the intensities given (Table 6.1) by 
Celotti, Bertinelli & Stremmenos (1975) also seem not to be realistic.
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The highest intensity, 1=100, at 3.59 À was reported by them probably 
to have been be enhanced by preferred orientation.
6.3.2 AUTOMATIC INDEXING
In the present experiment, peak positions were determined using 
PEAK and then were passed to the indexing program INX. As already 
discussed in Section 6.3.1, the lattice was assumed to be hexagonal.
Input conditions used in INX were:-
i) min and max beta - 90.0° and 90.0°;
ii) required figure of merit - 20;
iii) number of unindexed lines allowed for refinement = 0;
iv) number of unindexed lines for program termination = 0; and
v) suppress test start from hexagonal symmetry.
by using INX, the refinement gives only one solution for which
all 11 lines are indexed. The cell was reported to be hexagonal with 
a = b = 6.8153, c = 10.7735 A; V = 725.05 Â^; and M ^  = 30.7 
(generalised from M20 de Wolff, 1968) disregarding the rhombohedral 
absences.
The phase 111 cell can also be transformed to a reduced pseudo- 
cubic cell (from INX) with cell constant a = 6.2234 A, V = 241.04 A^  
with M ^2 = 73.6 (the figure of merit becomes higher because the number 
of calculated lines is smaller). However, this seems not to have any 
structural significance.
6.3.3 REPINING CELL CONSTANTS
The cell constants obtained from INX (Section 6.3.2) were refined 
further using the CRÏSPAK, LSCELL and 3PM programs (Appendix 2) - the 
procedures applied are similar to those described in Chapter 3,
Section 3.5. 26 zero correction, Z, was incorporated as a result of
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Figure 6.2 Resolution curve of the Stoe Diffractometer 
for HMB at 80 K .
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the refinement and the final indexing results are presented in Table 
6.2. Figure 6.2 describes the resolution curve of the diffractometer 
for the HMB data set at 60 K.
Table 6.2 XndexingLJ_esults_ for_„HMB_ at 60 K (phase III) 
(before Rietveld refinement)
Parameters
a, Â 6.607(2)
c, Â 10.772(2)
V(calc), 723.6(3)
N 11
Nposs(ll) 55
M1(N=11) 36.664
e.s.d. (26)0 0.012
(N=11)
%o 0.00012
avg. FWHM 0.15(4)
200(11)
6.4 CRÏSTAL SYSTEM
6.4.1 TRIGONAL
In the cell refinement all the lines in the pattern could be 
indexed by a trigonal lattice set on hexagonal axes (Int. Tables,
Vol. A, 1963). The space group was assumed to be R 3 (No. 146) with 
crystallographic point group 3 following Bertinelli & Stremmenos 
(1973) and Woodruff & Kopelman (1977).
R designates the presence of a rhombohedral space lattice which 
can be described on either rhombohedral [primitive cell] or hexagonal 
axes [triply primitive cell] (Int. Tables, 1952 & 1963). The trigonal 
and hexagonal crystal systems are closely related and form the 
hexagonal "crystal family". Primitive hexagonal lattices occur in 
both systems, while primitive rhombohedral lattices occur only in the 
trigonal system (as shown below in Table 6.3).
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Figure 6.3 The symmetry elements of the 
space group R 3 ( No 148 ) shown 
in relation to the hexagonal ce ll. 
Also shown are the positions 
of the molecules in the c e ll. 
Heights are given in units of ex
1&4
Table 6.3 Classification of the hexagonal crystal family *
Crystal family Lattice Crystal system Conventional coordinate iMo of 
(3 dimensions) symbol system lattice
points
Hexagonal
R Trigonal
a=b^ c, alpha=beta=90°j
gamma=120O 
(hexagonal axes)
a=b=c,
alpha=beta=gamma 
(rhombohedral axes)
Hexagonal
a=bî^ c, alpha=beta=9ü°, 
gamma=12ûO
* - taken from Int. Tables, Vol. A, (1983) and KcKie & McKie (1986)
In this work the trigonal 80 K structure is described in a triply 
primitive hexagonal unit-cell of the rhombohedral lattice. This means 
that there is one lattice point at each corner (shared by eight cells) 
and two lattice points in the interior of the cell, one at c/3 and one 
at 2c/3. Therefore the unit cell is non-primitive containing three 
lattice points (Figure 6.3).
6.4.2 OhIT CELL TRAhSFORMATlGM
It was found that the Killer indices, hkl, from the triclinic 
cell of the higher (120 K) temperature phase could be transformed to 
the low temperature 80 K trigonal indices using the transformation 
matrix:-
S =
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 -1 3
(6.1)
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The same matrix, S, can be used to transform direct lattice unit 
cell vectors a, b, and c from triclinic to trigonal. That is,
(6.2)ftrig ^tric^trig = S ^tric
^trig ^tric
Similarly the atomic coordinates for the structures can be
transformed by the matrix:-
1 0 0
T = 0 1 Û (6.3)
0 1/3
That is.
=trig ^tric
^trig = T y trie
^trig ^tric J
(6.4)
Transformations S and T were calculated using the general 
arrangement given in the Int. Tables, Vol. 1, 1952 and confirmed using 
a program for mathematical manipulations (hATLAB, 1987).
6.5 RIETVELD REFlhEhEMT
6.5.1 PROFILE PARAFiETER REFIhEMEhT
The Rietveld method refinement program and the definition of the 
parameters used in this chapter follows the terminalogy of the Stoe 
powder diffraction system (vl.09) which has been described in Chapter 
5, Section 5.6.
The initial background profile was first determined manually 
using the GRA program (Chapter 3, Section 3.3) for the maximum of 32 
points that the program can accept. As a test, an alternative choice 
of points was made and a second background profile generated. Both 
choices were subjected to Rietveld refinement and the results 
compared. Differences in R(wp) of 0.9 % and R(p) of 0.7 % were 
observed - these are probably not significant. As the second choice
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gave the slightly better agreement, it was used in the subsequent 
Rietveld method refinements.
The background profile refinement was carried out by fitting 
Tchebychev polynomials to the initial profile, increasing the 
polynomials by stages from degree 4 to a maximum of degree 9 (Figure 
6.4), at which stage the least-squaresfit was still more than three 
times over—determined.
The variation of peak halfwidths, FWhK, as a function of 
scattering angle 26 is approximated by using a Tchebychev polynomial 
of degree 2. At first the FWhh parameter 1 was refined while the 
other parameters 2 and 3 were held at zero. Then the first two 
parameters were allowed to vary while keeping the third fixed. 
Finally all three parameters were refined.
In the refinement of the profile function, a symmetric Pearson 
Vll line shape was used with exponent m = 2 as a function of 26 
(equivalent to a squared Lorentzian). The range of half widths 
defining the extent of a Bragg peak was set to 6.0. It is claimed 
that data collected with the PSD conforms well to such a profile 
function (STADI P manual, 1987), and that PSD peak profiles are 
usually symmetrical.
At the beginning of the refinement, the choice of relaxation
Ffactor was investigated. It was found appropriate to damp the 
parameter shifts with a relaxation factor of value 0.20. This means 
that all parameter shifts are multiplied by this relaxation factor 
before being applied. It was kept fixed at 0.2 during all profile 
parameter refinements.
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Initially the 26 zero correction and scale factor were set to 
zero. These parameters and the cell parameters were always allowed to 
vary throughout the profile parameter refinement. Initial values of 
the cell constants were taken from the indexing results (see Table 
6.2): a = b = 8.80704, c = 10.77188 A.
In all, the refinement involved the following 16 parameters: 9 
background coefficients, 3 halfwidth parameters, 1 zero correction and 
2 metric tensor components. All the parameters above were refined 
together, except for the background polynomials and halfwidth 
parameters, which were refined one step at a time for several cycles 
before the main structure parameter refinement ( Section 6.5.2).
6.5.2 STROCTORh RARAKETER REFINEMENT
Refinement of the structural parameters was commenced after the 
profile parameter refinement had converged, the shifts of the profile 
parameters then being much less than their estimated standard 
deviations. It is important to ensure that the profile parameters 
have converged, so that refinement of the structure parameters, which 
determine the integrated intensities of the Bragg reflections, is not 
impaired by the use of an inadequate profile model. This is 
particularly the case with the Stoe Rietveld program, which requires 
that profile parameter refinement is shut off during structure 
parameter refinement (see Section 5.7.1).
In the hexagonal cell there are two carbon atoms. Cl (methyl) and 
02 (ring) and three hydrogen atoms, HI, H2 and H3 (atom numbering is 
chosen to be consistent with that used for phase 11), all of which are 
in general positions. From these, the symmetry of the space group,
R 3, (No 148), will generate the other atoms of the molecule of 
CblCHg)^ (Figure 6.5).
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119.66'120.00
1.3691 K
Figure 6.5 Initial model of HMB molecule at 80K 
showing dimensional parameters used 
for rigid body model 1 .( not to scale ).
( Cq is the dummy atom with zero occupancy 
used to satisfy pivot atom conventions for 
refinement program )
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The initial coordinates were obtained as follows:
1) Approximate coordinates for the Cl (methyl) and 02 (ring) atoms 
in the trigonal unit cell were obtained by applying the 
transformation matrix from equations 6.3 and 6.4 above, to the 
triclinic phase II coordinates refined from the 120 K data 
(Chapter 3, Section 5.7.2). The resulting coordinates are:
Cl (methyl) (0.377, 0.234, 0.0) and C2(ring) (0.160, 0.111, 0.0).
2) The coordinates from (1) were further adjusted manually to make 
the HMB molecule conform more closely to its ideal geometry, the 
results of which are shown in Table 6.4 (the basis of this 
molecular geometry and the reason for setting the z-coordinates 
of Cl (methyl) and C2 (ring) to zero will be explained later in 
this section during discussion of the constraints used in the 
structural refinement). At this stage, the bond lengths were:
C2(ring)-Cl(methyl) = 1.5343 Â, C2(ring)-C2(ring) = 1.3691 Â, and 
the angles: C1-C2-C2 = 12Ü.34, C1-C2-C2 = 119.66° (Figure 6.5). 
The ring angle is constrained by symmetry to be 120°.
3) As discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.7.2, although phase II had 
been determined by single crystal neutron diffraction at 296 K 
and 130 K (Hamilton et al., 1969), the coordinates were never 
published, and they had not been included in the X-ray study at 
room temperature by Brockway & Robertson (1939). So, as for the 
phase 11 structure at 120 K, it became necessary to generate 
approximate coordinates for the hydrogen atoms ab initio, on 
geometrical grounds and simple contact minimisation, using the 
computer program XAMADb (Roberts & Sheldrick, XAMADO manual. 
University of London Computer Centre, 1969). Given the cell 
constants as in Section 6.5.1 and the coordinates of Cl (methyl) 
and C2 (ring) as described in (2) above, the resulting calculated
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h positions are shown in Table 6.4. The bond length and angles 
assumed were; C (methyl)-H = l.ÛÜO Â and C2-C1-H angle at the 
tetrahedral value of 109.45° (Figure 6.5).
A preliminary trial structure refinement, omitting the hydrogen 
atoms and without any constraints, resulted in an unreasonable 
geometry, with bond lengths C(ring)-C(ring) of 1.75 Â and 
C(methyl)-C(ring) of 1.49 A, showing that a more complete starting 
model was necessary to prevent divergence.
If hydrogen atoms were not included, but employing the 
constrained model (described below), refinement resulted in a value of 
R(wp) = 0.1744. This relatively large residual shows that, as for the 
120 K phase II structure, the hydrogen atoms need to be included in 
the refinement because they contribute a significant part of the 
scattering from the unit cell.
Hence it was necessary to apply constraints and include the 
hydrogen atoms in order to make the refinement converge with sensible 
results;
1) It was assumed that the molecule (without hydrogen atoms) is 
planar and lies in the (001) crystallographic plane (Lonsdale, 
1929) by putting z(Cl) = z(C2) = 0.
2) By assuming that the bond lengths in the molecule were those 
found by Brockway & Robertson (1939), the next constraint was to 
hold C(ring)-C(ring) and C(ring)-C(methyl) at approximately 
1.39 A and 1.53 Â respectively (Figure 6.5).
3) Three hydrogen atoms, HI, H2, and H3 were included at the 
positions calculated by XAMDU, with fixed bond lengths and 
methyl group angles, but the group permitted to rotate as 
discussed below.
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While carrying out the structural refinement with the rigid-body 
model and these constraints, there was found to be an error in the 
Stoe Rietveld program (vl.09) by which the results were incorrect if 
the refinement were given more than one cycle per run. This was 
demonstrated by comparing the results from the following test runs;
i) for two cycles in one run;
ii) having the identical initial input as for (i), but performing the
refinement with two runs of one cycle each.
The result was that all the shifts of the scale factor, angles
01, 02 and 0^  (explained below) after the first cycle in both cases (i
and ii) are identical. However, the second cycle in (i) gave
different shifts from that in (ii), which should not have occurred in 
an error-free program.
It was found that the outcome of the separate cycles in (ii) was 
concordant with the results of an independent calculation of the 
angular shifts corresponding to the final coordinates displayed by the 
program, but not for case (i). Therefore the result from the 
refinement of one cycle per run (case ii) is correct.
Thus it was necessary (though laborious) to pursue the structural 
refinement with only one cycle per run throughout. This only applied 
to the structure parameter refinement using rigid-body constraints; 
it was confirmed by the fact that having more than one cycle per run 
did not affect thç profile parameter refinement (Section 6.5.1).
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Rigid Body Model 1:
As discussed in Section 5.7.2 in connection with the refinement 
of the 120 K phase 11 data, following the treatment of Rae (1976), the 
Stoe Rietveld program permits a chosen set of atoms to be treated as a 
rigid group, constrained so that its orientational (but not 
translational) coordinates can be varied collectively. This has the 
advantage of improving the stability of the least-squares refinement 
by greatly reducing the number of variables which, if well-chosen, can 
also enforce a chemically reasonable molecular geometry on the model.
In the case of the phase II structure refinement described in 
Chapter 5, a very simple rigid model was employed, comprising one 
entire HhB molecule. However, for the trigonal phase 111 structure we 
have the opportunity to make a more selective use of this rigid-group 
refinement facility, since a group can be chosen that contains one 
asymmetric unit of the structure - one sixth of the molecule - and 
this permits chemically meaningful intermolecular and intramolecular 
movements to occur. Thus it becomes possible to employ a model which, 
while remaining very simple, embodies most of the major possibilities 
for stereochemical change open to a HhB molecule within the phase 111 
structure; rotation as a whole about the plane normal, rotation of 
the methyl group, and out-of-plane puckering of the molecule.
These are controlled by the three variable orientation angles 0^ » 
02 and 0^ , which have been formally defined in Section 5.7.2 (equation 
5.8 - 5.14). Their effects in the phase 111 refinement are 
illustrated in Figure 6.6 and explained below;
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Figure 6.6 Schematic representation of the rigid body model 1 
of the asynmetric unit(as filled circles)in a z-axis  
projection of the structure,showing positive rotation 
directions of orientation variables <l>i to .
- in-plane rotation of the molecule as a whole about z .
$2 - rotation about the C2(ring) - Cl (methyl) bond 
direction ( only the methyl hydrogens are 
affected by this rotation).
♦3 - rotation of the asymmetric unit out of the
molecular plane causing a puckering deformation 
of the HMB molecule from its initial planar 
conformation .
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i) 02 is the in-plane rotation of the HMB molecule as a whole about 
the z-axis, This motion will conserve the HMB geometry.
ii) 02 is the rotation of the asymmetric unit about the
Cl (methyl)-C2(ring) bond - a motion which separately conserves
the geometry of the methyl group and of the carbon framework, but 
permits them to move with respect to each other, and so does not 
conserve that of the HMB molecule as a whole. This angle is 
determined by the positions of the hydrogen atoms HI, H2 and H3 
and affects only their coordinates.
iii) 03 is the rotation of the asymmetric unit out of the molecular 
plane in a direction perpendicular to the Cl (methyl)-C2 (ring) 
bond - a motion which causes a puckering deformation of the HMB 
molecule with alternate C(ring)-methyl sectors moving up and down 
respectively.
The conventions used by the Stoe Rietveld program to specify the
0 angles for a rigid-group refinement do so by reference to the
coordinates of the first three atoms listed for that rigid group, as 
detailed in Section 3.7.2. Where a particular rigid group does not in 
fact have any real atoms at the locations that are required for 
definition of the axes, it is necessary to supply one or more “'dummy 
atoms'" for this purpose. These ,“'dummy atoms'" are specified to have 
zero occupancy and so do not contribute any diffracting power; they 
have no effect on the refinement other than as a device to introduce 
the parameters needed to define the coordinate framework for the rigid 
group.
In the case of the 80 K phase 111 refinement, two dummy atoms 
were employed. First, as for the 120 K phase 11 work, a dummy atom Cq 
was specified at the cell origin to act as a “'pivot atom/' which fixes
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the local origin of rotation for the rigid group. Secondly, in order 
to align the group axes with the chemically meaningful directions 
discussed above, it was necessary to place an additional dummy atom, 
Cqo> at an arbitrary distance along the ring normal (i.e. the z-axis), 
at (0, 0, 0.110), because the three atoms Cq, Cl and 02 already 
present are collinear. The resulting set of coordinates is shown in 
Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Initial coordinates for structural refinement 
in rigid-bodv model 1
X y z occupancy
(dummy) Cq 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
(dummy) Cqo 0.00000 0.00000 0.11000 0
(methyl) Cl 0.37900 0.23900 0.00000 1
(ring) 02 o.ibooo 0.11400 0.00000 1
HI 0.4312b 0.21773 0.07579 1
H2 0.4312b 0.21773 -0 .07579 1
H3 0.40414 0.36301 0 .0 1
In the rigid-body model 1 structure refinement, four parameters 
were refined - scale factor, 0p and 0g. The shifts in 0 (rad) for 
each cycle are reported. These shifts are then converted to 
conventional atomic xyz coordinates for re-input to the next cycle of 
refinement, with implied re-initialisation of rotational coordinates 
for the next cycle, based on the refined atomic positions from the 
previous one. The effect of this is identical with that of a 
cumulative group rotation, but the cumulative 0 angles are not in fact 
reported by the program and so had to be determined by a separate 
calculation as described below.
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The number of separate single cycles needed for the refinement to 
converge completely was 92 cycles, by which stage all the shifts for 
01, 02 and 0^  were less than Ü.ÛÜ001 radians.
In this refinement it was found necessary to use a relaxation 
factor of 0.10. This was required to prevent divergent oscillation 
which occurred with a relaxation factor of 0.2. Giving a sufficiently 
small value of relaxation factor damps the oscillation. As a result, 
with a relaxation factor of 0.1, consecutive 0£ shifts increase at 
first from cycle 1 to cycle 8 but then effectively converge from cycle 
9 until cycle 92 as shown in Figure 6.7 and Table 6.5. The graph in 
Figure 6.8 describes the behaviour of the value of 0£ given by the 
cumulative shifts during the 92 cycles. The total shifts for the 0 
angles after 92 cycles were calculated using the standard UhlX system 
programs FGRFP and AWK. The results are presented in Table 6.6.
In the refinement of 0^ , the molecule was allowed to rotate about 
the z axis, but it proved to do so only through the very small angle 
of +0.15°, which does not differ significantly from zero 
(approximately 0.3 e.s.d.) (Table 6.6). 0^ describes the in-plane
rotation of the HhB molecules and hence the overall packing within a 
single layer of molecules in the structure. Since the initial model 
for the refinement was based on the HMB layer in phase 11, this result 
indicates strikingly that the packing of HMB molecules within a single 
molecular layer is unchanged during the phase 11/111 transition to a 
considerable degree of precision: 0.15° +- 0.5°.
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Table 6.5 Record of 0p shifts with e.s.d. (in radians) for 
refinement of HMB phase III data at bO K using 
rigid-body model 1. The refinement converged 
after 92 cycles. (The column headed ."initial" 
is always zero because the zero of was reset 
by the program to the latest refined position 
after each cycle).
Cycle Initial Final Shift Esd Shift/Esd
1 0.00000 -0.02122 -0.02122 0.28266 -0.075
2 0.00000 -0.02498 -0.02498 0.27008 -0.093
3 0.00000 -0.02879 -0.02879 0.25925 -0.111
4 0.00000 -0.03244 -0.03244 0.24959 -0.130
5 0.00000 -0.03560 -0.03560 0.24062 -0.148
6 0.00000 -0.03792 -0.03792 0.23202 -0.163
7 ■0.00000 -0.03916 -0.03916 .0.22381 -0.175
8 0.00000 -0.03929 -0.03929 0.21626 -0.182
9 0.00000 -0.03849 -0.03849 0.20971 -0.184
10 0.00000 -0.03703 -0.03703 0.20439 -0.181
11 0.00000 -0.03518 -0.03518 0.20037 -0.176
12 0.00000 -0.03311 -0.03311 0.19755 -0.168
13 0.00000 -0.03095 -0.03095 0.19579 -0.158
14 0.00000 -0.02878 -0.02878 0.19486 -0.148
15 0.00000 -0.02662 -0.02662 0.19458 -0.137
16 0.00000 -0.02451 -0.02451 0.19474 -0.126
17 0.00000 -0.02246 -0.02246 0.19517 -0.115
18 0.00000 -0.02048 -0.02048 0.19574 -0.105
19 0.00000 -0.01859 -0.01859 0.19635 -0.095
20 0.00000 -0.01680 -0.01680 0.19692 -0.085
21 0.00000 -0.01512 -0.01512 0.19740 -0.077
22 0.00000 -0.01357 -0.01357 0.19778 -0.069
23 0.00000 ■ -0.01213 -0.01213 0.19806 -0.061
24 0.00000 -0.01082 -0.01082 0.19823 -0.055
25 0.00000 -0.00964 -0.00964 0.19832 -0.049
26 0.00000 -0.00856 -0.00856 0.19834 -0.043
27 0.00000 -0.00760 -0.00760 0.19830 -0.038
28 0.00000 -0.00674 -0.00674 0.19822 -0.034
29 0.00000 -0.00598 -0.00598 0.19811 -0.030
30 0.00000 -0.00530 -0.00530 0.19798 -0.027
31 0.00000 -0.00469 -0.00469 0.19784 -0.024
32 0.00000 -0.00416 -0.00416 0.19769 -0.021
33 0.00000 -0.00368 -0.00368 0.19755 -0.019
34 0.00000 -0.00326 -0.00326 0.19740 -0.017
35 0,00000 -0.00289 -0.00289 0.19727 -0.015
36 0.00000 -0.00256 -0.00256 0.19713 -0.013
37 0.00000 -0.00227 -0.00227 0.19701 -0.012
38 0.00000 -0.00201 -0.00201 0.19689 -0.010
39 0.00000 -0.00178 -0.00178 0.19679 -0.009
40 0.00000 -0.00158 -0.00158 0.19669 -0.008
41 0.00000 -0.00140 -0.00140 0.19660 -0.007
42 0.00000 -0.00125 -0.00125 0.19651 -0.006
43 0.00000 -0.00111 -0.00111 0.19644 -0.006
44 0.00000 -0.00098 -0.00098 0.19637 -0.005
45 0.00000 -0.00087 -0.00087 0,19630 -0.004
46 0.00000 -0.00078 -0.00078 0.19625 -0.004
47 0.00000 -0.00069 -0.00069 0.19619 -0.004
48 0.00000 -0.00061 -0.00061 0.19615 -0.003
49 0.00000 -0.00055 -0.00055 0.19610 -0.003
50 0.00000 -0.00049 -0.00049 0.19606 -0.002
51 0.00000 -0.00043 -0.00043 0.19603 -0.002
52 0.00000 -0.00039 -0.00039 0.19600 -0.002
53 0.00000 -0.00034 -0.00034 0.19597 -0.002
54 0.00000 -0.00031 -0.00031 0.19594 -0.002
55 0.00000 -0.00027 -0.00027 0.19592 -0.001
56 0.00000 -0.00024 -0.00024 0.19590 -0.001
57 0.00000 -0.00022 -0.00022 0.19588 -0.001
58 0.00000 -0.00019 -0.00019 0.19587 -0.001
59 0.00000 -0.00017 -0.00017 0.19585 -0.001
60 0.00000 -0.00015 -0.00015 0.19584 -0.001
61 0.00000 -0.00014 -0.00014 0.19582 -0.001
62 0.00000 -0.00012 -0.00012 0.19581 -0.001
63 0.00000 -0.00011 -0.00011 0.19580 -0.001
64 0.00000 -0.00010 -0.00010 0.19579 0.000
65 0.00000 -0.00009 -0.00009 0.19579 0.000
66 0.00000 -0.00008 -0.00008 0.19578 0.000
67 0.00000 -0.00007 -0.00007 0.19577 0.000
68 0.00000 -0.00006 -0.00006 0.19577 0.000
69 0.00000 -0.00006 -0.00006 0.19576 0.000
70 0.00000 -0.00005 -0.00005 0.19576 0.000
71 0.00000 -0.00004 -0.00004 0.19575 0.000
72 0.00000 -0.00004 -0.00004 0.19575 0.000
73 0.00000 -0.00004 -0.00004 0.19575 0.000
74 0.00000 -0.00003 -0.00003 0.19574 0.000
75 0.00000 -0.00003 -0.00003 0.19574 0.000
76 0.00000 -0.00003 -0.00003 0.19574 0.000
77 0.00000 -0.00002 -0.00002 0.19573 0.000
78 0.00000 -0.00002 -0.00002 0.19573 0.000
79 0.00000 -0.00002 -0.00002 0.19573 0.000
80 0.00000 -0.00002 -0.00002 0.19573 0.000
81 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19573 0.000
82 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19573 0.000
83 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19573 0.000
84 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19572 0.000
85 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19572 0.000
86 0.00000 -O.OCOOl -0.00001 0.19572 o.oob
87 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19572 0.000
88 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19572 0.000
89 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19572 0.000
90 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19572 0.000
91 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.19572 0.000
92 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.19572 0.000
Table 6.6 Overall change in 0 angles after 92 ov.cles 
for rigid-bodv model 1
total shifts 
rad deg
e.s.d.
rad * deg
total shift/ 
e.s.d.
02
3^
+0.00266
-0.72946
-0.01669
+0.154
-41.795
-0.956
0.00647
0.19572
0.00646
0.465
11.214
0.465
0.316
-3.727
-1.973
 ^- esd after cycle 92 as given in the Rietveld structure refinement
Table 6.7 The coordinates after structural refinement
X y z occupancy
(dummy) Co 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
(dummy) Coo 0.01759 -0.07946 0.06201 0
(methyl) Cl 0.37692 0.23903 -0.00510 1
(ring) 02 0.17999 0.11391 -0.00216 1
HI 0.44021 0.17465 0.02156 1
H2 0.41596 0.26435 -0.09143 1
H3 0.41024 0.33944 0.05263 1
5 significant figures are shewn as an aid to recalculation.
but as far as real accuracy is concerned, the first footnote 
to Table 5.8 probably applies (both here and for Table 6.11)
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In the case of 02* the rotation of the methyl group about the Cl- 
C2 bond is -42° which, despite its large e.s.d. of 11°, is still 
significant (3.7 e.s.d.) (Table 6.6). The shifts were consistently 
negative throughout the refinement. Given that the initial value of 
02 was to some extent arbitrary, being based on hydrogen positions 
calculated by XANADb (including only intramolecular interactions), it 
is quite likely that this is a meaningful result for the general 
orientation of the methyl group in the phase 11 structure.
Some support for this result can be found in the single-crystal 
neutron study of HMB at 296 K and 130 K by Hamilton et al. (1969). 
Although, as previously discussed, the information in their paper is 
incomplete and omits atomic coordinates, it is possible to see from 
their molecular plots (reproduced here as Figure 6.15), that an 
appreciable rotation of each of the methyl groups occurs between room 
temperature and 130 K. In fact, their 298 K methyl orientation has 
one hydrogen with approximately z=0, which is thus very similar to the 
orientation calculated using XAhADU from (room-temperature) single­
crystal carbon positions, and used here as starting point for the 60 K 
phase 111 refinement. Their 130 K phase 11 plot shows that the methyl 
groups undergo rotations, alternately clockwise and anticlockwise, 
typically of about 22°, in the course of cooling from room 
temperature. This can be compared with the rotations of 42° +- 11°, 
alternating due to symmetry, found here for the methyl orientation in 
the 80 K phase 111 structure. An additional 20° rotation, as the 
material is cooled a further 50°, looks quite consistent with the 
earlier neutron results. If so, it is encouraging to find that 
information on hydrogen positions in an organic structure can be 
accessible using X-ray powder diffraction methods.
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The refined value of 0^  was quite small (-1.0°) but may be 
significant (2 e.s.d.) (Table 6.6). This result is important as a 
test of confidence in the meaningfulness of the refinement: the model
permits 0^  to vary freely, but as it represents deformation of the 
planar molecule, we expect on chemical grounds that it should in fact 
be close to zero, and this is what is found. The small puckering that 
is observed is reasonably consistent with deformations that would 
arise from intermolecular forces.
The coordinates after cycle 92 in the rigid-body model 1 are 
shown in Table 6.7.
Rigid Body Model 2:
The chemically reasonable results obtained with model 1 suggested 
that it might be worth making a further modification to the model, to 
counter its principal weakness: that it disregards the greater 
resistance of the benzene ring to deformation than that of the 
attached methyl groups. The resistance is greater because deformation 
of the ring is opposed by a stiff pi-bonded molecular orbital system, 
whereas displacement of the methyl groups involves only the bending of 
a sigma-bond and hence requires considerably less force.
By reference to Figure 6.9a, it can be seen that the deformation 
of the ring by changes of 03 in model 1 arises because of the placing 
of the pivot atom for the group (and hence its origin of rotation) at 
the cell origin. Displacements of the group origin along the line 
C1-C2-Cq principally affect 03. They have no effect on 03 since it is 
defined to be a rotation about this line and, because 0  ^is found 
experimentally to be effectively zero (0.15° +- 0.5°), any effect of 
the displacement on 0  ^can be treated as negligible.
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H3
Cq (origin)H2
Rigid body model 1Figure 6.9a
pivot atom at Cglorigin).
This model permits deformation 
of the ring while minimising
deformation of the C2 (r ing )- 
Cl ( methyl) bond .
H3
H2
" O
Co (origin)
Figure 6.9b Rigid body model 2 -
pivot atom at C2(ring).
This model will leave the 
ring unchanged but permits 
out-of-p lane deformation of the 
C2(ring) - Cl ( methyl)bond .
This is expected to be more 
realistic than model 1 although 
the actual structure is probably 
to some extent intermediate .
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The simplest modification is to move the pivot position outwards 
from the cell origin to 02, the ring carbon position. 0^ will then 
leave the ring geometry invariant, but instead cause a displacement of 
the methyl groups above and below the molecular plane.
This second model, shown in Figure 6.9b, is a better choice 
since, as has been discussed, the ring is less deformable than the 
02(ring)-Cl (methyl) bond.
hence the next step was to continue the refinement after cycle 92 
as above, using rigid-body model 2. It was expected that there would 
be little or no change in the shifts of 0% and 02» but that the 0g 
value would increase by approximately a factor of 2, for the 
geometrical reason that its pivot is now about half its previous 
distance from 01, i.e. at 02 instead of at Oq.
Thus model 2 involves a change of pivot atom from the dummy atom 
Oq at the centre of the ring, which is also the cell origin (Figure 
6.9a), to 02 (ring) (Figure 6.9b). This also means that 02 (ring) 
will now be held at an approximately fixed position. The definition 
of the angles 0^ , 02» and 0^  are otherwise as described above for 
model 1 (Figure 6.6).
Fixing the initial coordinates for the second model:
1) The X  and y coordinates of 01, 02, hi, h2 and H3 were taken 
directly from the refined values after cycle 92 with model 1.
2) Since the cumulative shift of 0^  for the model 1 was very small, 
the effect of this rotation can be ignored in any adjustments.
The coordinates of 01 (methyl) and 02 (ring), are unchanged by 02 
and their z coordinate will be only affected by 0^ . Therefore 
their z coordinates were set initially to zero.
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3) The z coordinates of HI, H2 and H3 need a small correction in
order to conserve the group geometry, by subtracting the effect 
on them of the relocation of the methyl group. This correction 
was calculated by applying a factor of -1.114 to the Cl 
z-coordinate, which allowed for the greater distance of each 
hydrogen from the origin than that of Cl, and compensated for 
their riding motion when the z coordinate of Cl (methyl) was set 
to zero in (2).
The initial coordinates for rigid-model 2 are listed in Table 6.8.
In the refinement with this model, 4 parameters have again been 
refined - scale factor, 0]^, 02 and 03. The relaxation factor used was 
0.10. Only one cycle per run was applied and the refinement converged 
after 69 cycles, when all three 0 angles had shifts below 0.00001 
radians.
As predicted, the further cumulative shifts for 0^  and 02 are 
insignificant when compared to their e.s.d./s, as shown in Table 6.9, 
that is, both represented approximately 0.1 e.s.d./s.
The total shift for 03 is now clearly significant, being 3.9 
times its e.s.d. As predicted on geometrical grounds, its cumulative 
shift is about twice as great as when using rigid-body model 1.
These results confirm those using model 1, indicating that the 
refinement is stable. The R-factors can be seen from Table 6.10 to be 
effectively identical for the two models, but it is argued here that 
the model 2 results are to be preferred on the grounds of its slightly 
better chemical realism in respect of this feature. Probably the 
optimum model would have the pivot somewhere between the two 
positions, but nearer that of model 2. however, these fine details
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Table 6.8 Initial coordinates for structural refinement
in ri&id-body model 2
X y z occupancy
(ring) C2 0.17999 0.11391 0.00000 1
(dummy) Coo 0.17999 0.11391 0.11000 0
(methyl) Cl 0.37692 0.23903 0.00000 1
HI 0.44021 0.17485 0.02726 1
H2 0.41596 0.26435 -0.08575 1
H3 0.41024 0.33944 0.05630 1
Table 6.9 Overall change in 0 angles after 6Q cycles 
ior,.,.r.igid~bc>qy model 2
total shifts 
rad deg
e.s.d.
rad deg
total shift/ 
e.s.d.
-0.00334 -0.191
+0.01473 +0.844
-0.03746 -2.146
0.02257 1.293 -0.148
0.19529 11.189 0.075
0.00965 0.553 -3.682
 ^- esd after cycle 69 as given in the Rietveld refinement
These changes are additional to those given in Table 6.6 for rigid- 
body model 1. The combined shifts after both refinements (with model 
2 values for 03 and all e.s.d.) are follows:
total shifts 
rad deg
e.s.d.
rad  ^ deg
total shift/ 
e.s.d.
’4
0Q
■0.00066 -0.036
■0.71473 -40.951
■0.03746 -2.146
0.02257 1.293 -0 .029
0.19529 11.169 -3.660
0.00965 0.553 -3.662
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could not have been distinguished by the present data and so were not 
explored. The choice between these models does not materially affect 
any of the other conclusions of this study.
Isotropic temperature correction refinement:
An attempt was made to refine individual isotropic temperature 
corrections, Uiso, for Cl (methyl) and C2 (ring) after the refinement 
of rigid-body model 1 (cycle 92). All factors concerning the model 
and the refinement remained the same except that two extra parameters 
were added: Uiso (Cl) and Uiso (C2). The refinement converged after 
65 (separate) cycles with the following result:
R(wp) = 0.1274 
R(p) = 0.0962 
R(I) = 0.0973
Cl (methyl) 
C2 (ring)
Initial Uiso
0.0100  
0.0100
Final Uiso
F
■0.00155
0.00046
e.s. d.
F
0.00971
0.01257
The results could not be accepted because of the negative Uiso 
for Cl and also large e.s.d. of Uiso for both Cl and C2. Hence it 
appears not to be possible to refine individual temperature factors 
from the present data, probably due to systematic errors present, such 
as the uncertainties in the assignment of the background profile.
Consequently, the final result for the structural refinement of 
the HMB phase III data at 80 K was taken to be that obtained after the 
refinement of rigid-body model 2 without temperature factor 
refinement. These results are shown in Tables 6.10 and 6.11.
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6.6 FIML RFiSULTS
The final cell parameters from the Rietveld refinement using 
model 2 — a=b=S.fa01b, c=10.7535 Â, and zero correction, Z=0.Ü34°
(Table 6.10) - give a figure of merit hl(R=ll)=38.937 with the 11 
lines of the 26 data from FIT (see Table 6.1).
The values of the R-factors (Table 6.10), without refining 
individual atomic temperature factors, indicates that the calculated 
structure adopted is a good fit to the data.
As a check, the bond lengths and angles were calculated from the 
atomic coordinates as listed in Table 6.11. At the end of the 
structure refinement, the calculated C2(ring)-C2(ring) is 1.387 Â, 
C2(ring)-Cl (methyl) is 1.533 Â and mean C-h of the methyl group is
1.000 Â. The two C1^C2-C2 angles are 120.1° and 119.9°, and the . 
average of C2-C1-H is 109.5°. Of these values, only the C1-C2-C2 had 
been subject to variation during the refinement (of rigid-body 
model 2). The other values are reported as verification that the 
various refinements and manual adjustments had not altered the initial 
geometry of the models.
Rigid-body model 2 keeps the benzene ring perfectly planar within 
the xy plane (z=0. Table 6.11) with no distortion, while permitting 
the Cl (methyl) to deviate very slightly from the plane of the benzene 
ring by 0.05 A (z=-0.00534), corresponding to a bending of about 2° of 
its bond to the ring. This is a reasonable result because these 
slight deviations from planarity, which displace the methyls 
alternately above and below the ring plane, could well arise as a 
consequence of relieving steric hindrance from the neighbouring methyl 
groups.
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Table 6.10 Crvstallographic data for HMB at 80 K after Rietveld refinemejit
Diffractometer
Monochromator
Space group 
a (A) 
c 
V
M1(H=11)
Zero correction, Z°
Wavelength (A)
Profile range (2G°)
Step size (26°)
Profile function Pearson VII 
Peak range (number FWHM)
Scalefactor
Total no. of points in the diffraction pattern
Ho. of points contribute from Bragg reflections
Maximum no. of contributing reflections
Number reflections generated
Number of profile parameters
Number of structural (atomic) parameters
Background
Average parameter shift / Esd
Halfwidth parameters FWHM
Parameter 1 
Parameter 2 
Parameter 3
Model 1
Durbin-Watson serial correlation, d 0.731
R-factors
STADI P with 
mini PSD 
Curved Ge (111)
R 3 
8.8018(12)
10.7535(15)
721.48
36.937
0.034(3)
1.54056
10.0-61.7
0.02
exponent m = 2.0 
6.0 
0.00107(2)
2566
1397
12
52
16
4
Tchebychev polynomial 
degree 9 
0.000
0.154(6)
0.079(12)
0.034(7)
Model 2
0.729
R(wp)
R(p)
R(I)
R(exp)
0.1284
0.0963
0.1047
0.0267
0.1284
0.0964
0.1048
0.0267
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Table 6.11 Final atomic coordinates for HMB at 80 K (phase III)  ^
(using model 2)
Atoms X y z
(methyl) Cl 0.37668 0.23949 -0.00534
(ring) C2 0.17999 0.11391 0.00000
HI 0.44172 0.17705 0.02193
H2 0.41136 0.26062 -0.09236
H3 0.41244 0.34263 0.05075
HI, H2, and H3 are hydrogen atoms connected to the Cl (methyl)
- no individual e.s.d.s are available for the atomic coordinates 
because these parameters were obtained from the least-squares 
refinement using a rigid-body model
(See footnote to Table 6.7)
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Table 6.12 Final results of 2©, I, indices and FWHM
after Rietveld refinement of HMB phase III 
data at 80 K using rigid-body model 2.
H K L M 2 6 FWHM lo b s I c a l c o b s -c a lc
1 0 1 6 1 4 . 2 3 0 0 . 1 0 1 1 4 0 . 3 9 1 4 8 . 6 2 - 8 . 2 3
1 1 0 6 2 0 . 1 6 1 0 . 0 9 7 5 . 8 8 5 . 6 0 0 . 2 8
0 1 2 6 2 0 . 1 9 4 0 . 0 9 7 7 0 . 4 6 7 5 . 1 5 - 4 . 6 9
0 2 1 6 2 4 . 7 6 3 0 . 0 9 8 8 . 5 2 8 . 4 7 0 . 0 6
0 0 3 2 2 4 . 8 1 8 0 . 0 9 8 1 6 1 . 2 0 1 4 8 . 9 2 1 2 . 2 9
2 0 2 6 2 8 . 6 8 6 0 . 1 0 3 1 2 . 2 4 1 0 . 1 0 2 . 1 4
- 2 3 1 6 3 2 . 1 3 7 0 . 1 1 0 2 7 . 7 1 2 4 . 1 4 3 . 5 7
2 1 1 6 3 2 . 1 3 7 0 . 1 1 0 2 . 7 4 2 . 3 9 0 . 3 5
- 1 2 3 6 3 2 . 1 8 1 0 . 1 1 0 0 . 1 8 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 2
1 1 3 6 3 2 . 1 8 1 0 .1 1 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 8 3 0 . 1 3
3 0 0 6 3 5 . 2 9 5 0 . 1 1 8 8 . 0 7 7 . 7 8 0 . 2 9
1 2 2 6 3 5 . 3 1 5 0 . 1 1 8 1 4 . 1 1 1 3 . 9 6 0 . 1 5
- 1 3 2 6 3 5 . 3 1 5 0 . 1 1 8 1 . 3 8 1 . 3 7 0 . 0 1
1 0 4 6 3 5 . 3 7 4 0 . 1 1 8 1 0 . 5 3 1 1 . 7 6 - 1 . 2 2
2 2 0 6 4 0 . 9 8 1 0 . 1 3 8 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 2 - 0 . 0 2
0 2 4 6 4 1 . 0 5 2 0 . 1 3 9 0 . 1 6 0 . 8 7 - 0 . 7 1
- 1 4 1 6 4 3 . 5 9 4 0 . 1 5 0 1 9 . 9 7 1 5 . 0 1 4 . 9 6
1 3 1 6 4 3 . 5 9 4 0 . 1 5 0 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 1
0 3 3 6 4 3 . 6 2 8 0 . 1 5 0 6 . 1 2 4 . 5 3 1 . 5 9
3 0 3 6 4 3 . 6 2 8 0 . 1 5 0 3 . 7 8 2 . 8 0 0 . 9 8
0 1 5 6 4 3 . 6 9 5 0 . 1 5 0 7 . 9 2 5 . 4 8 2 . 4 4
- 3 4 2 6 4 6 . 0 9 6 0 . 1 6 2 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 1
3 1 2 6 4 6 . 0 9 6 0 . 1 6 2 8 . 2 3 7 . 1 8 1 . 0 4
- 2 3 4 6 4 6 . 1 4 4 0 . 1 6 2 2 . 5 5 2 . 1 1 0 . 4 4
2 1 4 6 4 6 . 1 4 4 0 . 1 6 2 0 . 6 8 0 . 5 6 0 . 1 2
4 0 1 6 4 8 . 4 7 3 0 . 1 7 5 5 . 2 7 4 . 8 8 0 . 3 9
- 2 4 3 6 4 8 . 5 0 4 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 0 0 . 0 2
2 2 3 6 4 8 . 5 0 4 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
2 0 5 6 4 8 . 5 6 6 0 . 1 7 5 1 .1 1 1 . 1 1 0 . 0 0
0 4 2 6 5 0 . 7 8 9 0 . 1 8 8 4 . 5 2 4 . 1 4 0 . 3 8
0 0 6 2 5 0 . 9 0 7 0 . 1 8 9 8 . 6 8 7 . 6 9 0 . 9 9
- 3 5 1 6 5 3 . 0 0 8 0 . 2 0 2 1 . 3 9 0 . 6 1 0 . 7 8
3 2 1 6 5 3 . 0 0 8 0 . 2 0 2 3 . 7 7 1 . 6 5 2 . 1 2
- 1 3 5 6 5 3 . 0 9 5 0 . 2 0 3 0 . 1 6 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 9
1 2 5 6 5 3 . 0 9 5 0 . 2 0 3 2 . 4 3 1 . 0 5 1 . 3 9
1 4 0 6 5 5 . 1 7 2 0 . 2 1 7 0 . 7 4 0 . 5 3 0 . 2 1
4 1 0 6 5 5 . 1 7 2 0 . 2 1 7 0 . 1 4 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 4
- 2 5 2 6 5 5 . 1 8 6 0 . 2 1 7 1 . 0 5 0 . 7 6 0 . 2 9
2 3 2 6 5 5 . 1 8 6 0 . 2 1 7 1 . 0 5 0 . 7 6 0 . 2 9
- 1 4 4 6 5 5 . 2 2 8 0 . 2 1 7 7 . 6 9 5 . 6 7 2 . 0 2
1 3 4 6 5 5 . 2 2 8 0 . 2 1 7 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 3
- 1 2 6 6 5 5 . 2 9 8 0 . 2 1 8 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
1 1 6 6 5 5 . 2 9 8 0 . 2 1 8 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
4 0 4 6 5 9 . 4 0 0 0 . 2 4 8 0 . 9 9 1 . 2 6 - 0 . 2 7
0 5 1 6 6 1 . 3 6 9 0 . 2 6 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 2
- 1 5 3 6 6 1 . 3 9 6 0 . 2 6 4 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
- 4 5 3 6 6 1 . 3 9 6 0 . 2 6 4 1 . 5 7 0 . 7 6 0 . 8 0
1 4 3 6 6 1 . 3 9 6 0 . 2 6 4 0 . 1 6 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8
4 1 3 6 6 1 . 3 9 6 0 . 2 6 4 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
3 1 5 6 6 1 . 4 4 8 0 . 2 6 5 3 . 1 6 1 . 6 2 1 . 5 4
- 3 4 5 6 6 1 . 4 4 8 0 . 2 6 5 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1
1 0 7 6 6 1 . 5 2 7 0 . 2 6 6 2 . 8 6 1 . 5 8 1 . 2 8
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As discussed in Section 6.5.2, an attempt to include isotropic 
temperature corrections in the refinement led to values of Uiso that 
clearly were not physically meaningful, so that the structure after 
refinement using model 2 with Uiso fixed (O.Ul A^ ) was taken as 
providing the final results for the phase III structure determination.
The final list of 26, I, indices and FWHM after Rietveld 
refinement is shown in Table 6.12, and the diffraction profiles of the 
observed, and calculated 26 and their differences are plotted in 
Figure 6.10. Figure 6.11 described the view of an HMB molecule 
projected down z-axis. The crystal structure for one unit cell of 
trigonal HMB phase 111 is shown in projection the z and x axes in 
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 respectively.
6.7 DISCUSSION
The results of this refinement using a partially rigid-body model 
were found to give a good fit to the observed pattern. Although 
ideally it would have been preferable to be able to refine the 
structure without imposing any constraints, when this was attempted 
the bond lengths in the molecule diverged to unrealistic values, e.g. 
C(ring)-C(ring) = 1.75 A. This was to be expected because of the 
relatively small number of Bragg reflections (52 reflections as shown 
in Table 6.12) within the 26 range recorded. In any case, this 
phenomenon is often found in Rietveld refinements and is due 
presumably to the high correlations present between many of the 
individual parameters in the unconstrained model, to the difficulty of 
providing an accurate background profile, and in the present study 
probably also to the presence of weak ice lines underlying some of the 
observed profile.
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The contacts between the neighbouring hMU molecules within a 
layer are between non-bonded H .... H. The shortest intramolecular 
h .... H contact is 1.^  Â, while the shortest intermolecular contact 
is 2.Q Â. A list of all the h .... H distances less than 3 Â is given 
in Table 6.13. As described in Section 6.5.2, the initial coordinates 
of the hydrogen atoms in the model included constraints that contain a 
number of approximations, also the e.s.d. of the 02 angle which 
determines the hydrogen positions in the refinement was quite large 
(11°), and so the final hydrogen coordinates must be regarded as very 
approximate. This has been indicated here by showing the decimal 
place subscripted.
The rigid-body model used did not lead readily to e.s.d. for 
these contact distances, but a reasonable estimate would be of the 
order of 0.3 - 0.5 A.
Table 6.13 h .... h distances less than 3 A in hexamethylbenzene 
at 80 K phase II
Intramolecular Intermolecular
1.5 2.Q 2.y
1*6 2.^  2.^
1.^  2. 2 • y
2.3 2.
2-b
6
The structure of HMB phase 111 at 80 K is shown in Figures 6.12 
and 6.13. It is composed of sheets of molecules parallel to the xy 
plane - i.e. (0001) in the hexagonal setting of the cell. There are 
four layers of molecules in a unit cell in this setting.
21S;
Because we shall need to make detailed comparisons with the phase
II structure when discussing the transition mechanism, we shall number 
the layers in descending order from the top of the unit cell. This 
will simplify the subsequent discussion, because it is the layer 
immediately below that at z = 0 which is easiest to match in the two 
structures. Because there are four layers in the (hexagonal) phase
III cell, but only two in the triclinic phase II cell, the layer in 
question would be numbered differently in ascending sequences, but in 
a descending scheme will be layer -1 in both cases.
Thus layer -3 lies at the base of the cell at z=0. Layer -2 lies 
at z=l/3 (stippled) and layer -1 at z=2/3 (shaded). Finally, layer 0 
is at the upper surface of the unit cell (layer -3 of the next cell). 
Within each sheet, every molecule is surrounded by six others.
In general it was a pleasant surprise to find that the structure 
determination and Rietveld refinement of HMB phase 111 at 60 K 
proceeded considerably faster and with more stable convergence than 
that for the phase 11 structure at 12Ü K. This was probably because 
there were :
1) more observations upon which to base the background profile, as a 
consequence of fewer peaks;
2) reduced line overlap in the observed data;
3) fewer parameters to be determined in the higher symmetry
structure (trigonal, compared with triclinic for the 120 K data);
4) to some extent also to the slightly reduced thermal motion at
80 K compared with 120 K.
All the above factors except (4) arise essentially from the 
simplification of both data and model due to the high symmetry of the 
phase 111 structure.
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6.8 LüW-ThMPBRATORE PHASE TRANSITION MECHANISM
Since the crystal and molecular structures on either, side of the 
low-temperature phase transition in HMB are now known, it is possible 
to examine the relationship between them and consider whether this 
suggests a possible mechanism for the transition.
It can be seen immediately that the HMB 11:111 transition at 
115.5 K cannot be due only to a slight change in molecular 
conformation with decreasing temperature:
1) the crystal system changes from triclinic to trigonal;
2) the relative positions of molecules in different layers are 
entirely changed after the transition.
The onset or cessation of some mode of free rotation as proposed 
by Pauling (1^ 30) is also unlikely. There is certainly no significant 
degree of libration of the HMB molecule about the normal to the ring 
plane, either at 80 K (e.s.d. of 0^ = 1.29°) or at 120 K 
(e.s.d. of 02 “ 0.23°).
Any involvement of free rotation of the methyl group can also 
probably be excluded. Although the neutron study of the phase 11 
structure at 130 K by Hamilton et al. (1969) is rather vague 
concerning hydrogen coordinates, it is clear that they found definite 
hydrogen sites, and their difference Fourier (reproduced here as 
Figure 6.14) and plot showing thermal ellipsoids (Figure 6.15) do not 
suggest any lack of ordering. Similarly, although the e.s.d. of the 
methyl group orientation angle 0^  in this study was quite large (11°), 
its convergence was stable and gave no justification for postulating a 
lack of order. In any case, it would be implausible on general 
thermodynamic grounds to propose that a molecule would acquire a new 
rotational degree of freedom as the temperature is lowered.
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zFig. 5.— Difference Fourier synthesis (pobscrvcd*Pcarbon) in plane where one of the methyl groups in 
HMB. The other two groups had a similar appearance.
Figure 6.14 Difference Fourier synthesis (after Hamilton 
et al.; 1969) from single-crystal neutron 
structure determination of HMB phase II at 
130 K, reproduced from their Fig. 5.
(a)
(b)
( c)
(d)
Fig. 6.— Stereoscopic views o f the hexamethylbenzene molecule (a), whole molecule, 136 K; (à), half 
of molecule viewed from a point in the molecular plane, 130 K; (c), whole molecule, 298 K; (d), half 
of molecule viewed from a point in the molecular plane, 298 K.
Figure 6.15 Plots of molecular structure (after Hamilton 
et al.; 1969) from single-crystal neutron 
structure determination of HMB phase II at 
ISO K and 296 K.
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however, although much is found to have changed during the phase 
11:111 transition, it is also striking to see how much has been 
conserved:
1) the a and b axes are almost unchanged, the largest difference 
being a 0.71% shrinkage in a, which accounts almost completely 
for a corresponding 0.68% reduction in volume (phase 111: 
a=b=8.80Â, gamma=120°; phase 11: a=8.86, b=8.78Â, gamma=119.8°);
2) the molecules lie in layers with very similar inter-layer 
spacings (phase 111: c/3 = 3.3845 A; phase 11: d(OOl) = 3.5847 Â);
3) the HMB orientation and packing within a layer is effectively 
unchanged.
Indeed, despite the change in crystal system, the structure 
within a single layer is so similar in the two phases that coordinates 
describing a phase II layer made a perfectly satisfactory starting 
point for the phase 111 refinement, and required very little 
adjustment to the carbon positions (the methyl orientations may be 
different, but have not been published fully for the phase 11 
structure - the limited evidence available suggests that the change of 
methyl orientation between 298 K and 130 K continues into the 
phase 111 structure, as discussed in Section 6.5.2).
It follows that the phase 11 and 111 structures are built from 
layers which are identical to a good approximation, and that the only 
major difference in packing is the changed stacking vector of the HMB 
layers. By comparing Figures 5.9 and 6.12, it can be seen that 
consecutive layers in the triclinic phase 11 structure are related to 
those in the phase 111 structure by an in-plane shearing translation.
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The direction and amount of the shear involved in the transition
(the transition vector) can be established as follows:
a) Referring to the descending numbering of layers defined in 
section 6.7, the highest layer of molecules plotted (i.e that at 
z=l, which is equivalent to z=0 for the cell above the one shown) 
is labelled layer 0 in each of the figures.
b) Because of the very similar dimensions of the repeating unit 
within a molecular layer (see point (1) above), layer 0 of phase 
11 can be almost exactly superposed upon layer 0 of phase 111, 
thus bringing the two structures into register.
c) The layer below layer 0 is labelled layer -1 in each structure; 
it is the displacement in this layer during the transition which 
we wish to determine. Within layer -1, take as reference point 
the centre of the HMB molecule nearest to the upper left-hand 
corner in each diagram.
d) With the two structures superposed, the HMB molecule in layer -1 
which is nearest to the upper left-hand corner is positioned a 
little differently in each phase. The difference between these 
positions is the transition vector that we seek - the magnitude 
and direction of the gliding shear that occurs during the 
transition.
e) From a direct superposition of the two figures, the vector can be 
measured to give an estimate of approximately 2 A at 12° 
anticlockwise from the +a direction in (001) during the 
transition from phase 11 to phase 111.
f) A more exact calculation, obtained from the difference between 
the positions of the two molecular centres after conversion to 
orthogonal Angstrom coordinates, gives the vector in (001) for 
the phase 11:111 transition as 2.024 A at 12.64° anticlockwise
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from +a. The transition vector for phase 111 to phase 11 is, of 
course, the inverse of this. It should be noted that these 
values are based directly on the differences in orthogonal 
Angstrom coordinates calculated separately with respect to the 
equivalent origin superposed in each of the two structures, and 
do not attempt to make any explicit allowance for the 0.7%
shrinkage in cell constant a between phase 11 and phase 111.
g) The transition vector does not correspond exactly to any simple,
rational crystallographic direction, being along 
[4.35, 1, 0]hex for phase 11:111, but can be represented 
approximately as [13, 3, 0]j^ .^
Thus we conclude that the mechanism of the phase 11:111 
transition at 115.5 K in HhB consists of a shearing glide of 
successive layers in the phase 11 structure through a distance of 
approximately 2.02 Â at 12.5° anticlockwise from the +a direction i.e. 
along [4.35, 1, Oj^ex or approximately [13, 3, Oj^ex the
temperature is lowered through the transition point.
This mechanism does not involve any specific process for 
splitting the symmetry of a parameter: the unit common to both the 
phase 111 and phase 11 structures is a complete layer of HMB 
molecules, and the structure of each individual layer is to a fair 
approximation invariant through the transition, already having almost 
trigonal local symmetry in the triclinic phase II structure.
Hence it is proposed that the unusual situation remarked on 
previously, in which, as the temperature is lowered, the symmetry 
rises from triclinic to trigonal, may simply be the consequence of an 
opportunity for 0.7% closer packing with the layers glided into their 
phase 111 stacking positions, which becomes available as the
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temperature falls through the transition point.
An alternative explanation (suggested by Dr A. M. Glazer) is that 
the transition might be a ferroelastic one in which a soft lattice 
mode parallel to (001) becomes frozen in at the transition point. To 
distinguish between these explanations (if they are indeed different 
rather than to some extent complementary) would require investigations 
using other methods, such as by vibrational spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER 7 
SHMhARl AND CONCLUSIONS
The objectives of this study evolved to become as follows;
i) To re-examine and attempt to improve methods for the sample 
preparation, data collection, reduction and calibration to obtain 
high-resolution powder diffraction data for use in powder indexing 
studies, particularly in the case of low-symmetry materials containing 
only light atoms, for which problems of line overlap and low 
diffracted intensity are expected to be relatively severe. Both 
photographic and diffractometric methods were to be used (and 
compared). Correction for systematic errors would employ calibration 
standards and also procedures based on internal consistency that 
require only minimal loss of degrees of freedom in the data.
Materials to be used included urea, maleic acid, uric acid (1) and 
hexamethylbenzene (HMB), chosen as a series of representative organic 
phases with symmetry descending from the tetragonal to triclinic 
crystal systems. This carried the aim of improving powder indexing 
results for such materials by enhancing the quality of the powder 
diffraction data used, in ways which are particularly relevant to this 
application.
ii) In connection with (i), the availability of intensity profile 
data from the Stoe high-resolution powder diffractometer (STADI P), 
led to a continuation of this study of quantitative high-resolution 
powder diffraction methods, by making the natural extension from the 
determination of low-symmetry cell dimensions to the determination of 
crystal and molecular structure. While powder-based structure 
refinements using the Rietveld method are becoming more common, it is
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still relatively unusual to do so for triclinic molecular crystals of 
organic materials.
One of the test materials, HMB, stood out as suitable for a 
Rietveld method study, as it had not only a triclinic structure (phase
11) at room temperature, but also an interesting and incompletely 
characterised low-temperature transition at about 115.5 K to a 
structure (phase 111) said to have a higher symmetry. The phase 11 
structure was to be examined at 120 K to see whether this would be a 
practical starting point for a structural study of the transition.
iii) Arising from (ii), to determine the unknown structure of the low- 
temperature HMB phase 111 at bO K, and by making a comparison of the 
structures on either side of the transition to throw light on the 
transition mechanism from a crystallographic point of view, as
previous studies had been primarily spectroscopic.
7.1 SHMiMARl OF RESULTS
With reference to these objectives the main experimental results 
obtained are summarized below;
1) Sample preparation, data collection and data reduction methods 
have been described (Chapters 2-4) which yield very satisfactory 
sets of data in the angle range most relevant for powder indexing - 
the first 20 - 40 lines in the lower-angle part of the powder pattern. 
Calibration using an internal silicon standard provided the basis for 
correction for systematic errors, which was then enhanced by an 
iterative procedure involving the optimisation of a linear calibration 
model versus the internal consistency of the data, using a general
parabola-fitting algorithm in residual-space, that minimised the
variance of the observed and calculated 26 differences.
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The final results obtained are;
Specimens Urea Maleic acid Uric acid (1) HMB A
Crystal system tetragonal monoclinic monoclinic triclinic
For M=20;
Guinier-hagg
Camera
Ml 53.039 20.237 14.663
e.s.d. (26)° 0.023 0.016 0.017
STADI P
Ml - 102.351 25.015 32.880 57.314
e.s.d. (26)° 0.011 0.018 0.009 0.009
avg. FWhM 26. ° 0.20(6) 0.20(6) 0.13(3) 0.15(9)
When the iterative linear optimisation procedure was applied to 
the published MBS (1957) data for urea, it was found that apparently a 
significant improvement could be achieved by the application of this 
simple linear model, described in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. The 
calculated M1(M=20) value for this data set, originally 28.067, 
increased after recalibration and refinement to 33.436.
2) Purely technical problems of reliability, stability and 
repeatability turned out to play a larger part than expected in 
shaping the practical investigation of methods for preparation of 
high-resolution data for powder indexing, however, it became apparent 
that the best current diffractometer designs, represented here by the 
STADI P, despite temperamental behaviour during its first year of 
installation, gave 26 data of significantly higher resolution and 
accuracy than that from a Guinier-hagg camera, one of the best of the 
photographic techniques. With organic molecular crystals, high- 
resolution measurements may become limited by the specimei^ 's intrinsic 
diffraction line width rather than by instrumental resolution, and the 
STADI P is probably already approaching this limit.
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3) Moving to specific observations, using the STADI P high- 
resolution powder diffractometer, crystallite size appeared to 
influence the resolution of the diffraction pattern. The general 
trend when using capillary specimens was that the smaller the 
crystallite size (45 pm mesh was the finest tested for HMB), the 
better the resolution.
Thus the best resolution was obtained with finely ground 
specimens in a narrow capillary, but this was associated with reduced 
intensity, so that the extra resolution was gained at the expense of 
losing some of the weaker diffraction lines. By contrast a larger 
specimen in a 1.Ü mm diameter capillary with coarser crystallites 
(5 min grinding) gave a larger number of measurable lines but with 
lower resolution. Hence to obtain the best set of line positions it 
is probably desirable to combine measurements from several specimens. 
STADI P data sets from three capillary specimens of triclinic HMB at 
294 K gave a mean resolution in terms of FWHM of 0.15(4)° 26, with a 
precision estimated from the least squares cell refinement 
e.s.d. (26, M=20) 0.012(5)°.
4) Sample geometry presented a similar trade-off between resolution 
and completeness of pattern. Thus flat (thick) samples (for either 
the Guinier-Hagg camera or STADI P) produced higher intensity 
diffraction lines but with reduced resolution (FWHM) than capillary 
specimens. The mean resolution (FWHM 26) and precision
(e.s.d. 26, M=20) obtained for five flat specimens using the STADI P 
were 0.20(5)° and 0.020(11)° respectively.
5) A set of profile data was collected on the STADI P for triclinic 
HMB (phase 11) at 120 K, just above the low-temperature phase
transformation at 115.5 K, for comparison with the low-temperature
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phase 111. This was indexed and the cell parameters refined using the 
methods previously described to give a cell at 120 K of; a = 8.857(3), 
b = 8.781(2), c = 5.2392(7) A; alpha = 43.89(4), beta = 117.05(7), 
gamma = 119.75(6)°; V = 242.05(9) Â^ . For M = 20; hi = 36.936; 
e.s.d. (26) = 0.011°; avg. FWhh 26 = 0.14(4).
6) During the collection of profile data for the structure analysis 
of triclinic HMB at 120 K (phase 11) four spurious peaks were 
obtained. These were not repeatable and probably originated from 
diffraction by ice crystallites deposited away from the specimen 
position. They were excluded from the profile data used in the 
refinement.
7) The crystal structure of HMB at 120 K was confirmed to be still 
of the room temperature phase 11, and was refined by the Rietveld 
method using a rigid-body molecular model based on the room 
temperature structure of Brockway & Robertson (1939), with hydrogens 
added at calculated positions, to R-factors of R(wp) = 0.1217,
R(p) = 0.0914 and R(l) = 0.1372 with d = 0.485; a = 8.8647(15), 
b = 8.7841(14), c = 5.2404(8) A, alpha = 43.883(7), 
beta = 117.152(11), gamma =119.809(11); V = 242.15 A^ .
The molecular orientation was found to be virtually unchanged 
between room temperature and 120 K (all angular changes not 
significantly different from zero), but the cell volume has contracted 
by 4.33 %. It proved not to be possible to refine individual carbon 
positional coordinates, nor thermal vibration parameters, from these 
data.
8) A series of X-ray powder diffraction patterns made on the STADI F 
as the temperature was lowered from 116 - 104 K confirmed the presence
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of a low-temperature phase transition for HhB, reported in the 
literature to be at about 115.3 K. The transition exhibited 
considerable inertia, with an onset in these conditions at 115 K ana 
not being substantially complete until 107 K. Thermodynamically, this 
should not be the case for a 7\ - point transition, but may be a 
kinetic effect because the transition was not traversed sufficiently 
slowly.
9) The rhombohedral cell for HhB phase 111 at 80 K before Rietveld 
refinement was determined (on hexagonal axes) as; a = 8.807(2),
c = 10.772(2) À, hl(M=20) = 38.864.
10) After Rietveld refinement in the trigonal crystal system 
(spacegroup R 3), again described in a setting on hexagonal axes, this 
cell improved to become; a = 8.8018(12), c = 10.7535(15) Â (figure of 
merit M1(M=11) = 38.937). These results confirm surprising reports in 
the literature that the triclinic phase 11 of HhB transforms at low 
temperature to a trigonal phase 111. This is unusual in solid-state 
studies because normally phase transitions proceed from a high- 
symmetry high-temperature form towards a lower-symmetry low- 
temperature phase as thermal vibrations diminish and permit more 
efficient packing.
11) The crystal structure of HhB at 80 K (phase 111) has been 
determined from powder data and refined by the Rietveld method. The 
structure has been refined to R-f actors of R(wp) = 0.1284,
R(p) = 0.0964 and R(l) = 0.1048 with d = 0.729. A constrained model 
for the HhB molecule was used, based upon one asymmetric unit 
containing one ring carbon and one methyl carbon, with hydrogen atoms 
connected to it, with a C(methyl)-H bond length of 1.000 A at the
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tetrahedral bond angle C(ring)-C(methyl)-H of 109.47 .
Rigid-body models were used in the Rietveld-method refinement in 
two stages and were able to provide some chemically reasonable 
results. To a considerable degree of precision, it is found that 
there is no change in the orientation of the HMB molecule about the 
z - axis, that is, about the normal to the ring plane; +0.15° +- 0.5° 
(approximately 0.3 e.s.d.) after rigid-body model 1 and -0.04° +- 1.3° 
(0.03 e.s.d.) after rigid-body model 2. Taken with the almost 
unchanged a and b parameters (-0.7 % and +0.2 % respectively), this 
means that the structure of a single layer of HMB molecules is 
effectively identical in the phase 11 and phase 111 structures.
In the refinement of 02» the methyl group was rotated through 
about -42° with e.s.d. of 11°, after rigid-body model 1 (no further 
change with model 2). The sign of this rotation is not important 
(alternate methyls have opposite rotations) but its magnitude is 
significant (3.7 e.s.d.) and seems to be in agreement with the change 
of orientation of about 22° between 298 K and 130 K shown in Figure 
6.15 [Fig. 6 of Hamilton et al. (1969)], although the lack of atomic 
coordinates in that paper make comparisons difficult.
As for 03, by using rigid-body model 2, the total shift of 
-2.15° +- 0.6° is significant (3.9 e.s.d.). With this model, the 
benzene ring remains planar (z = 0), while the methyl carbons undergo 
a slight puckering deformation (z = -0.00534) alternately above and 
below the plane of the ring. This means that each methyl carbon has 
been displaced by 0.05 Â, corresponding to a bending of 2° of its bond 
to the ring. The refinement retained a chemically sensible geometry 
for the carbon skeleton, with the ring-to-methyl angle remaining very 
close to 120° (it was not constrained to do so). Again, it was not
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possible to refine physically meaningful temperature parameters for 
the carbon atoms,
12) A simple mechanism for the 11:111 phase transition in HMB is 
proposed, involving the gliding of planes of hMB molecules through 
about 2.02 Â at 12.6° anticlockwise to the +a-axis, i.e. approximately 
in the [13 3 0]^^^ direction. This may be due to opportunities for 
slightly better packing in the trigonal phase 111 structure (0.7 % 
shrinkage in a, and hence in volume), and certainly does not appear to 
be associated with a qualitative change in any mode of internal 
rotation. Within the limits of this study, there do not appear to be 
any modes of free rotation in any phase of HhB below room temperature.
The involvement of a ferroelastic process, in which a soft 
lattice mode parallel to (001) becomes frozen in at the transition 
point, is also a possibility.
7.2 StiGGBSTlOMS FOR FURTHER WORK
The following points are suggested for further study:
1) The investigation of the relationship between crystallite size, 
capillary diameter and resolution for HhB specimens could be extended 
to give further guidance on optimum data collection conditions for 
powder indexing (the effects of using less than 45 pm mesh, for 
example). Limited availability of STADI P time prevented this from 
being pursued in the present study.
2) The low-temperature HhB study was made at 120 K and 80 K - i.e. 
reasonably well removed from the transition temperature - to ensure 
that patterns for pure phase 11 and phase 111 respectively were 
obtained. An investigation of the HhB crystal structure closer to the 
transition point, such as by making multiple determinations at
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temperatures in the range 11Ü - 116 K (not difficult by Rietveld 
techniques), would provide a picture of changing lattice constants and 
intramolecular and intermolecular bond lengths, and perhaps reveal 
suggestive observations of apparent thermal motion that would have a 
bearing on the transition mechanism.
3) By examining the diffraction pattern of a single crystal of HMB, 
for example by sets of Laue photographs, as it was cooled through the 
phase 11-111 transition, it might be possible to find diffuse rod-like 
features in reciprocal space that could be related to co-operative 
movements of groups of molecules, such as the gliding of layers 
postulated to arise in the suggested (non-ferroelastic) transition 
mechanism. The break-up of crystal texture that occurs during the 
transition makes it desirable to use a small crystal for this purpose, 
and so a bright, well-collimated source such as synchrotron radiation 
would be desirable to display the relatively weak diffuse features 
predicted.
The change in such diffuse scattering with temperature would be 
predicted to be different for a ferroelastic mechanism, since it would 
not occur as a sharp maximum around the transition point, but would be 
associated with the soft mode and would be present above the 
transition point but greatly diminished below it.
4) The possible ferroelastic transition mechanism could be 
investigated by appreciate methods of vibrational spectroscopy.
5) The phase 11:111 transition is observed to occur over a range of 
temperature, which may simply be due to kinetic inertia; certainly it 
should not be the case thermodynamically if it is really a -point 
transition. Further investigation of this point would be of interest.
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APPENDIX 1
DMGG,*..S_LAW
In Figure Al, consider an array of scattering elements occupying 
equivalent positions in a crystal lattice, illustrated as points in 
two successive planes D and E. These planes form rational intercepts 
a/h, b/k, c/1 within the lattice, corresponding to crystallographic 
planes with Miller indices (hkl) (Azaroff & Buerger, 1956). If the 
lattice is sufficiently large, a diffracted ray will have observable 
intensity only if a large number of scattered rays mutually reinforce 
one another, diffraction being due to the phase relations between two 
or more waves.
For aefiniteness, let us suppose that the incident radiation is 
composée of X-rays, although any other radiation such as neutrons, 
etc, will behave in the same way. The incident (monochromatic) X-ray 
beam of wavelength will be scattered in a manner which depends on 
the orientation of the planes D and E. The path length from the 
incoming wavefront FG is longer if scattered from the lower plane.
The path difference is
A = ABC (A.1)
where: AB = CB (congruent triangle)
and AB = d^ki sinG (A.2)
so the total path difference is
A  = Zd^k^sinG (A.3)
in which G = is the glancing angle, the angle between the X-ray beam 
and the diffracting planes;
&hkl = is the interplanar spacing, perpendicular to the diffracting 
planes.
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Figure A1 Diffraction of X -rays  from two 
successive planes D and E .
( of a family of planes )
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Reinforcement of the radiation scattered to form a diffracted 
beam in the direction shown (Figure A1) from successive planes will 
occur when the path difference is an integral number n of wavelengths. 
The condition for the planes to scatter X-rays in phase at the angle 6 
to the planes, and so form a diffracted beam is:
n JA. = ^  (A.4)
k A  = Zd^kisinG (A. 5)
where : n is the order of reflection. This condition is known as
Bragg's Law. The oraer n can be absorbed in the d-spacing, so that 
the Miller indices become n times as large, giving the most commonly 
used form of the Bragg equation:
= ZdbkisinG (A. 6)
This equation was derived without using any property of the radiation 
other than its wavelength, nor any property of the scattering material 
other than that its periodic distribution should conform to the 
translational symmetry of a three-dimensional lattice, in which hkl 
are general Miller indices. Hence equations A.5 and A.6 are valid for 
any radiation, any crystal structure (provided that the crystal 
contains a sufficiently large number of translational repeats), and 
any planes (hkl).
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APPEND!! 2
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
It was seen that the need to reduce systematic errors to the very 
low levels required for successful powder indexing work would demand 
tools for efficient data reduction. The computer programs 
specifically developed by the author to assist in data reduction and 
calibration are C0RR2THK and 3PM. Other computer programs (listed 
below) were modified during the course of this project so as to be 
used more efficiently together.
C0RR2THK (used in Chapter 2, Section 2.5) calculates corrected 26" 
(26 obS; corr); d's and Q*s, given the input of linear measurements 
X mm across the diffraction pattern, taking into account the linear 
calibration constant K and zero correction 2^’, which have been passed 
to it from earlier iterations of the reduction/optimisation cycle.
Initial values of K and 2^' are obtained by the existing program 
LSCALIB (used in Chapters 2, 3 and 4). This establishes a trial 
calibration equation by linear least-squares fit to the differences 
between measured 26 and those predicted from literature values for the 
internal standard used. It also derives statistical results such as 
covariance and correlation coefficient.
Optimisation of the calibration is carried out by a general 
iterative refinement of parameters taken one at a time, performed 
semi-automatically using the new program 3PM (used in Chapters 2, 3 
and 4). This avoids the need to calculate derivatives for a specific 
functional model, by making a direct parabolic interpolation onto the 
appropriate section of the calculated surface for any appropriate 
measure of fit, such as variance or e.s.d. of fit from a least-squares 
parameter program (LSCELL was used for this purpose). It needs three
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such points for each parameter refined (e.g. e.s.d. (26)) with 
corresponding values of zero correction, Z, applied to the data, where 
e.s.d. (26) is the estimated standard deviation of the differences of 
observed and calculated 26. 3PM works well for refining calibration 
constants, given a good basis for calculating model 26 values.
The CRYSPAK program (used in Chapters 2 - 6) has also been 
modified to co-ordinate with 3PM via a chaining mechanism. It is 
based upon Version 8 of the interactive crystallographic powder 
indexing support program CRYS (Shirley, 1986), compacted for greater 
execution efficiency. CRYSPAK helps to judge the reliability of the 
unit cell obtained under the constraint of recalibrated data and model 
unit-cell constants. It calculates in particular the unweighted 
first-order figure of merit. Ml, and analyses the values of 26 
observed and calculated.
All the above programs are written in North Star BASIC. Existing 
FORTRAN programs used in conjunction with those mentioned are 
summarized below;
LOUVP is a powder indexing program using the successive dichotomy 
methods (Louer & Louer, 1972; Louer & Vargas, 1982). It searches 
exhaustively for a suitable unit-cell, in each of the higher-symmetry 
crystal systems in turn, down to orthorhombic. It provides unit-cell 
constants, volume. Miller indices, and comparisons between Q(OBS) and 
Q(CALC), where Q =,lOOOO/d^ QU.
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LSCELL (Chapters 2 - 6) is an enhanced version of the USNRL 
least-squares cell refinement program (Norment, 1963; Shirley, 1985) 
for indexed data. It accepts data as 2G, d or Q, and needs to be 
supplied with the appropriate crystal system and wavelength used. It 
can be useo for any of the seven crystal systems.
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